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ADVERTISING FEATURE

Luxury makeover for show
homes at St Andrews Gardens

Taylor Wimpey North East welcomed
visitors to its St Andrews Gardens
development on 15th and 16th June to
celebrate the launch of its newly-refurbished
show homes.
Renowned interior designer, Claude Hooper,
were commissioned to design the luxurious and
welcoming interiors of the The Aldenham, The
Downham and The Troon.
The five-bedroom Troon made a real statement
with growing families with an electric mix
of colours and textures and accessorised
with bold statement pieces. Meanwhile, the
three-bedroom Aldenham and four-bedroom
Downham design schemes were all about
on-trend colours including warming copper
tones and juxtaposed with luxe velvets and
organic finishes.

Marking the occasion, Taylor Wimpey hired
vintage prosecco for visitors to enjoy, as well as
hosting a BBQ. Proving hugely popular with
house hunters, the launch event saw dozens
of interested buyers tour the development and
provided an opportunity to experience what
life would be like living in the semi-rural St
Andrews Gardens development.
Lisa Burrell of Claude Hooper, says: “It was
a pleasure to once again work with Taylor
Wimpey on the interior design of their show
homes. The emphasis of the project was
to capture a sense of modern luxury with
maximum appeal to a wide range of
potential buyers.
“We wanted to create an interior that really
appealed to families and based on the feedback
on the day, many could envisage living in
the homes.”
Sarah Northcott, sales and marketing director
for Taylor Wimpey North East, adds: “We are
delighted to re-open our show homes following
an extensive makeover. The modern and
inviting design schemes made a fantastic impact
with visitors at the launch event.
“We’d urge any interested buyers to come and
visit our stunning show homes to help them
visualise what their life could be like living at St
Andrews Gardens.

“Our friendly sales team will also be on hand
to offer their expert advice on the selection of
financial schemes available.”
Taylor Wimpey is currently offering Easy
Mover on several plots, which allows house
hunters to reserve a plot, even without a secure
offer on their current home. Taylor Wimpey
takes the hassle out of selling their property,
dealing with estate agents and paying their fees.
The housebuilder is also offering £10,000 to
spend on homes in 2019 with Part Exchange.
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At St Andrews Gardens, we can help make your dream
home even better. Whether you’re moving on or up the
property ladder, we have an offer that can help!
Visit us today and take a look at our newly refurbished
show homes!

–––––

Prices from £189,995
St Andrews Gardens, Morpeth

Book an appointment today 0167 0335 209
taylorwimpey.co.uk #taylorwimpey

Normal Taylor Wimpey terms and conditions apply. Images used for illustrative purposes only. Images include optional upgrades at additional cost. Prices correct at time of going to press. Offers available on
selected plots and developments only. Part Exchange – Offer available on selected plots only. Your existing home cannot exceed 70% of the value of the new home. Please speak to a sales executive for more
details of this scheme. Easymover – This offer is subject to status and is only available on selected developments and properties. It is not offered with any other promotion unless by special arrangement by us.
Based on the existing home being valued by our agent and using the easymover scheme, agreed estate agents fees will be paid. Offer can be withdrawn at any time. Offer available on all 2019 plots at Taylor
Wimpey St Andrews Gardens development. £10,000 of incentives can be redeemed as an Options Voucher, Stamp Duty Paid or cash discount off of the total price.

We build the places
you’re proud to call home
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FOREWORD
Welcome to the August edition of Northern Insight.
When I launched this magazine just over 4 years I could never have believed
it would experience the phenomenal growth it has achieved. To reach 50
editions is a very special landmark and one I am very proud of.
Naturally this hasn’t been a solo effort and without the undying support of
my family and close knit team it would not have been possible.
Equally I can’t thank enough every single client who has featured along the
way and all of our loyal readers.
This special souvenir edition contains all of the essential Northern Insight
ingredients with something for everyone to enjoy.
Here’s to the next 50 and beyond.

70
Michael Grahamslaw, Publisher
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BUSINESS NEWS

NORTH TYNESIDE BUSINESSES ON RIGHT WAVELENGTH
Following its successful link with Northern
Insight Magazine, community radio station Radio
Northumberland has further opened its airways
to the business community.
The internet-based station has partnered with
North Tyneside Business Forum to host a series of
shows highlighting the work of the Forum and the
businesses that it serves.
Celebrating its tenth year, the North Tyneside
Business Forum is run by local business people for
local businesses. It has more than 1300 members
each receiving regular information emails,
access to events to enhance their business skills,
organised visits to businesses and business to
business networking opportunities. Now, the radio
show will reach businesses in a different way and
provide opportunities for them to shout across the
airwaves about their successes and the help they’ve
received from the Forum.
Karen Goldfinch, Vice Chair of the North Tyneside
Business Forum, said: “We already give our
members a voice in the world of business but now,
this show will literally tell the world just how well
our businesses are growing, as well as offering
advice and expert opinion on matters which affect
them.”
Stewart Allen, Station Manager with the Bedlington
based radio station, said: “We are delighted to be

able to host this show with the Forum. We already
have music, local history and lifestyle shows and
this business focused programme helps us to cater
for another aspect of our catchment area north of

the Tyne and beyond.”
The show contains interviews with businesses,
views and advice from industry experts and a
selection of music.

THREE GOLDS FOR THE REGION AT NATIONAL AWARDS

The awards were scooped for the Newcastle-based firm’s hard-hitting road
respect campaign, which in conjunction with six of the region’s councils, urged
drivers to not use their phones whilst driving.

Beating off stiff competition including Peperami, Ben 10 and the National
Gallery, IE’s No Look, No Touch Road Respect campaign was based on six real
life messages sent by drivers immediately before being involved in a fatal
collision. The sobering content was presented on digital platforms, billboards,
beer mats, geo tag messages and screens in pubs in a clear and graphic way to
inspire behaviour change.

Awarded by the Institute of Promotional Marketing, the most well recognised
body in the industry, the team at IE brought the Gold home in the Not-ForProfit, Charity and Public Sector category, the Engagement and Word of Mouth
category and the small budget category for campaigns under £80k.

Director of IE, Danae Abadom, said: “This is a massive achievement for the team
and the campaign. To get one gold would have been amazing but to get three
is unbelievable and is testament to the strength of the team we have and the
quality standards they work to.”

Leading experiential campaign agency Independent Events (IE) has landed
three Gold awards at a national industry accolade event.
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BUSINESS NEWS

KAROL CELEBRATES
DOUBLE HAT-TRICK IN
AWARDS SHORTLIST
Leading North-East PR agency Karol Marketing
is looking to maintain its reign as the mostawarded PR agency in the region having been
shortlisted six times in the upcoming Chartered
Institute of Public Relations (CIPR) North-East
PRide Awards.
A restaurant launch for up-and-coming pizza brand
Pizza Punks, PR support for the Great Exhibition
of the North and a bespoke brochure design for
leading textiles brand Ventile fabrics are among the
agency’s shortlisted entries. Karol is also the only
agency to have been shortlisted in the Outstanding
Small PR Agency category.
Recognising the outstanding talents and
achievements of PR practitioners across the UK’s

NGP PARTNERS THE
ALNWICK GARDEN
TO PROVIDE ENERGY
MANAGEMENT SERVICES

regions and nations, the CIPR Pride Awards are the
most prestigious and rigorous awards of their kind.
The agency has scooped no less than 12 CIPR
PRide awards in the last three years. It is hoping
to continue its track-record of success at the
CIPR North East’s awards evening on Friday
6thDecember.

THIRTY YEARS OF NORTH EAST INVESTMENT FOR
NEL FUND MANAGERS

Northern Gas and Power (NGP) has partnered
with award-winning visitor attraction The
Alnwick Garden to provide energy procurement
services and support them on saving energy costs
and reducing carbon emissions.
NGP has worked with The Alnwick Garden to
identify an energy deal which allows the visitor
attraction to invest the money saved in its
charitable programmes which include Elderberries,
Young Gardeners and the Gentleman’s Gardening
Club.
NGP’s Corporate Business Development Manager,
Danielle Leonard, said: “We are delighted to be
working with such a prestigious attraction. Being
able to help them better manage their energy
means they can support their charitable ventures,
which is great for the region.”
In addition to procurement, NGP supports
businesses to proactively plan their future
energy costs through innovative new technology.
Developing a close partnership has been paramount
to help The Garden plan future budgets, save on
energy bills and reduce emissions.

The North East’s longest-standing business
investor is celebrating after completing three
decades of investing in growing regional
companies.
NEL Fund Managers has made 826 investments
across the North East worth a total of £98.4m
since being set up in 1989, and has helped to create
and secure thousands of jobs within hundreds of
companies.
After originally being set up to provide unsecured
loan funding to regional businesses, the firm

became regulated for the conduct of investment
business in 1993 and has since gone on to manage
13 different funds.
Dr Yvonne Gale, Chief Executive at NEL Fund
Managers, says: “We’re proud to have played a part
in the success of so many North East companies
throughout our first 30 years, helping them develop
sustainable business models and create more and
better jobs. Our continuing mission is to help more
of these ambitious companies realise even more of
their potential.”

COLLINGWOOD INSURANCE NAMED IN 1000 COMPANIES TO INSPIRE BRITAIN
North Shields based Collingwood Insurance
has been named in the London Stock Exchange
Group’s annual report 1000 Companies to
Inspire Britain.
The report is a celebration of some of the fastestgrowing and most dynamic small and mediumsized enterprises in the UK and Europe. As well

as identifying 1000 companies, the annual report
examines the opportunities and challenges facing
SMEs and looks at the sectors and trends that
will shape the future of the British and European
economies.
The reports form part of broader LSEG support for
high growth companies including business support

programme ELITE.
CEO of Collingwood Insurance Steve Welton said:
“We are honoured to be included in the list. It’s a
testament to the hard work and dedication of our
team and the high level of customer service we
deliver. It’s also great for the North East because it
shows the region has a strong business economy.”
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ITPS SUMMER
GOLF DAY
ITPS held their Charity Summer Golf Day at
Close House last month where over 80 golfers
attended and raised an impressive £1,500 in
aid of The Evening Chronicle’s Sunshine Fund,
The Percy Hedley Foundation and St Oswald’s
Hospice.
Guests enjoyed the sunshine along with on
course games and the opportunity to win a
£1000 cash prize and custom made clubs. Sadly
nobody managed the hole in one but no spirits
were dampened and a successful day was had
by clients, partners and staff.

BUSINESS INSIGHT

L-R: Stephen Slater of RMT Accountants with Phyllis Lee and Jeff Lee of Wentworth Grange

WENTWORTH GRANGE BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE
WITH MAJOR REFURBISHMENT PROGRAMME
The owners of a high-end Northumberland residential property for older
people are set to invest in a major refurbishment programme to further
enhance what it can offer its guests.
12
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their care needs change, and also offers specialist
accommodation to care for patients with
dementia.
It is run by a team of 62 staff, each of whom has
an individual personal development plan designed
by the business’s training manager to ensure their
skills and qualifications remain fully up-to-date
for the roles they’re undertaking.
Most of those moving to Wentworth Grange
come from within a 50 mile radius, although some
have relocated to the property from as far afield
as London and Scotland.
Jeff Lee says: “Wentworth Grange is more
than just a business for our family – we’re very
closely involved with day-to-day operations,
have invested several million pounds in continual
improvements over the last four decades and
have designed this refurbishment to ensure we
continue to provide the very highest quality
facilities for our guests.
“We don’t benchmark ourselves against other
care homes, but aim instead to provide the same
standards of service, food, furnishings, decor and
support that guests would expect from a highend hotel.
“No matter what their age, each of our guests
still has their own individual expectations and
personal preferences, and we do everything we
can to meet and exceed them.
“We’ve always gone well above and beyond the
statutory view of what a care home should be,
and our approach of concentrating on what each
of our guests wants and needs, rather than what
is wrong with them, has been central to our longterm success.”
A number of North East contractors have already
been signed up to the refurbishment project,
with Imperial Cabinets of Blaydon designing
the bedroom furnishings and fittings, Hexham’s
Abbey Conservatories providing the orangeries
and glasswork, and Blaydon’s CSN Services
managing the electrical requirements.
Jeff Lee continues: "We choose to work with
local suppliers wherever we can, and being able
to appoint a number of high-quality regional
contractors to work on this refurbishment will
enable us to add to the seven-figure sum we
already put into the North East economy every
year.
“The improvements we’re making will further
enhance the welcome we can give to guests and
their families, and they will position us perfectly
as we move into our fifth decade.
Wentworth Grange in Riding Mill was founded
in an Edwardian manor house almost 40 years
ago by specialist community nurse Phyllis
Lee and her late husband Ronald, with a new
building being constructed in the property’s
grounds 13 years ago in response to new
regulations in the care sector.
Their son Jeff now works alongside his mother as
a director of the business and is overseeing the
six-figure refurbishment, which will include the
creation of two new orangeries, a new reception
area, new panoramic windows to take advantage

of views over the Tyne Valley, a new tea room and
extensions to a number of guest bedrooms over
the next six months.
RMT Accountants & Business Advisors is working
with the management team on the financial and
business aspects of the upgrade programme and
the wider business’s continuing development.
Wentworth Grange is a 50-bed property with
substantial gardens that is dual registered to
provide both residential and nursing care, so that
guests can stay in the same familiar location as

“RMT’s ongoing advice has helped us build firm
financial foundation on which we can take this
investment programme forward. The team
adheres to the same high standards that we set
for ourselves and their wider contacts within the
regional business community have also proven to
be extremely beneficial.”
Stephen Slater, director at RMT Accountants says:
"Wentworth Grange sets the gold standard in
terms of the facilities it offers to residents and
the levels of care that go alongside them, and it’s
exciting for us to be part of the next stage of this
unique property’s evolution.”

www.r-m-t.co.uk • www.wentworthgrange.com
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LEGAL NEWS

THRIVING CAREERS AT
RYECROFT GLENTON
LEADS TO THREE
PROMOTIONS
Ryecroft Glenton (RG) is celebrating the
promotion of three employees who all joined the
firm on the same day in May 2011.

DURHAM LAW FIRM
PARTNER JOINS COUNTY
DURHAM GROWTH
FUND PANEL
Swinburne Maddison LLP is pleased to announce
that Partner Jonathan Moreland has joined the
panel of the County Durham Growth Fund.
The County Durham Growth Fund is a £4.9 million
grant scheme funded by the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF), designed to provide
grant support to SME’s in County Durham for
capital investment projects with the aim of
creating quality jobs in the private sector.
The three-year programme, managed by Umi in
partnership with Business Durham, runs from
1stApril 2019 to 31st March 2022, whereby
applicants can apply for up to 40% of the value of
a specific project. The final date for projects to be
completed is 31st December 2021 and jobs must
be in place by 31st December 2022 in order to
receive the grant.

Kenny Johnsone, Amanda Whitworth and Rachel
Johnsone have all been promoted from senior to
manager at the Newcastle-based firm.
After joining RG, Kenny Johnsone went on to
complete his Association of Accounting Technicians
(AAT) and the Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants (ACCA) qualifications. He was
appointed to the role of training supervisor for the
firm’s trainees in 2018.
Amanda Whitworth and Rachel Johnsone started at
RG as placement students and they both obtained
First Class Honours degrees from Northumbria
University in Mathematics. They subsequently
qualified as Chartered Accountants (ACA) in 2017.
Amanda and Rachel work across RG’s Accounts
& Outsourced Services, and Audit & Assurance,
service lines, acting for clients who operate in a
variety of business sectors.

Jonathan joins the investment panel which consists
of up to 12 voting members, across varying sectors,
and draws representation from the local business
community.

NICK WINS REGIONAL
ACCOUNTANT OF THE
YEAR AWARD
A young accountant from Blyth has scooped a
prestigious professional award.
Nick Wilson, 27, has been named North East
Accountant of the Year at the acclaimed North
East Accountancy Awards, which was held during
a glitzy awards ceremony attended by over 400
people at the Hilton Newcastle Gateshead last
week (27 June 2019).
Nick, who is Head of Business Innovation at Robson
Laidler Accountants in Jesmond and Durham beat
off stiff competition from four other professionals
in his field.
Judges named Nick the winner for making a
positive difference to clients lives, making a
tangible financial contribution to his Firm and for
his dedication towards business innovation.
Father of two Nick Wilson said: “I am so honoured
and humbled to receive the award. It’s a good
feeling because I don’t feel I’m doing anything
outstanding, I’m just putting my skills into action
to help clients achieve their goals. Even without
receiving this award, being nominated was like
winning to me.

BALDWINS STRENGHTENS ITS APPRENTICESHIP OFFERING
A leading North East-based accountancy and business advisory firm has cemented its commitment
to invest in the region’s young professionals by strengthening its apprenticeship offering.
Baldwins, a CogitalGroup company, has taken on 24 apprentices in the last year, and plans to
further enhance its recruitment programme for accountancy apprenticeships ahead of its next
intake in September.
With ambitious growth plans in the North East and across the country, Baldwins aims to offer fulltime roles to those who complete their apprenticeship.
Nationally the firm is training 265 apprentices, giving young people the opportunity to work in a
diverse range of areas and the chance to pursue a specialism, including taxation, corporate finance
and forensic accounting.
Regional managing partner at Baldwins Dawn Walton said: “We believe it is vitally important
to invest in the development of young talent and to offer the opportunity to study towards a
professional qualification while gaining invaluable workplace experience.
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We grow businesses as a trusted partner by taking the time to
understand what you do, sharing your vision and working
together to achieve it.

People

Performance

Profit

A business is its
people. We focus on
unlocking their
potential.

A business needs the
right systems and
measures to grow. We
provide the analysis
and build the
momentum.

We help you improve
the bottom line in a
sustainable and
lasting way.

If you’d like to know how 360 Growth Partners can help your business, give us a call or
send us an email to start the conversation.

T 07739 320146
start@360growthpartners.co.uk
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THE BUY TO
LET MORTGAGE
MARKET HAS
CHANGED
Getting a buy to let mortgage
is easy right? All you need is a
good credit history, a minimum
of 20-25% deposit and a rental
income or proposed rental
income which is 125% of the
new mortgage payment.

Well no, not anymore, as the market has
changed, with many banks and building
societies scrutinising applications in a similar
way to “regulated” owner occupier mortgages.
Firstly, consideration needs to be given over the
structure of how to buy a buy to let property.
Applicants can either buy in a Limited Company
name or as an individual and in many ways,
Limited Company applications can offer some tax
advantages,
However, there can also potentially be benefits to
buying any new property in the individual name
of the person with the lower “earned” income or
ideally the name of a non-working partner.
Most lenders require the mortgage applicant to
have a certain level of earned income for example
£20,000 or £25,000 as a minimum. However, this
is not always the case as some lenders do not
require a minimum level of earned/background
income at all (other lending criteria will apply).
Consequently, in a scenario where a higher
rate tax payer and a non-earning partner are
considering a new investment, they could secure
significant income tax advantages if the property
and mortgage can be secured in the sole name
of the non-tax payer. In this case, buying in an
individual name may be more beneficial.
In terms of how much can be borrowed, rental
cover calculations (the proportion by which the
rent covers mortgage interest) have also become
much more complex and differ between Limited
Company applications and individual applications.

Paul Hardingham, Director of Innovate Mortgages and Loans

They can also differ dramatically between lenders
and over different fixed rate terms. For example,
those borrowing on a fixed rate of five years or
more can often now borrow more than those
clients choosing a two year fixed rate. Similarly,
those buying through a Limited Company can
often borrow more than those buying in an
individual name.
And as a final point, anyone owning four or
more mortgaged buy to let properties (either in
a Limited Company or individual name) is now
classed as a “Portfolio Landlord” which creates
further complications!
We are not tax advisors and always advise all
borrowers to seek tax advice prior to chatting
through the mortgage options. But given it is now
such a complex area, a full review of underlying
circumstances is most definitely needed - we can

do this on an initial no obligation basis, so what
have you got to lose?
Once all of these hurdles have been cleared
and an in principle mortgage level established,
an in depth review of the borrowers finances is
undertaken by the mortgage lender looking at
areas such as:Salary or self-employed income
Personal borrowing levels
Residential mortgage balance and payment
Review of other buy to let borrowings
Overall reliance on total rental income received
Confused? We can understand why, but as ever,
changes to mortgage regulation can present
opportunities as well as threats and independent
mortgage advice in this market is now more
important than even before!

Paul Hardingham and Tony Ibson are Mortgage and Protection Advisers at Innovate Mortgages and Loans. Both have over 20 years of experience
advising individuals and businesses across the North East of England. They can be contacted for bespoke advice at paul@innovateml.co.uk or
tony@innovateml.co.uk or call 0191 2843723.
As a mortgage is secured against your home or property, it may be repossessed if you do not keep up the mortgage repayments.
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Making Tax Digital
We can help.

Baldwins is the only accountant with platinum status with all the major cloud
accounting and MTD compliant software providers.
• We can review your existing software and advise of any required changes
• Provide MTD upgrades to your software
• Act as an agent for clients who cannot upgrade to MTD compliant software

Find out if you’re ready for MTD by speaking to your local Baldwins
accountant or email: info@baldwinsgroup.com
or call 0845

894 8966

Platinum Certified

PLATINUMPARTNER
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MPC LEAVES MONETARY POLICY UNCHANGED AMIDST
CONCERNS AT HEIGHTENED RISK OF NO DEAL BREXIT

Dr Emma Black

Minutes from the Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) meeting ending last week
reported unanimous agreement across Committee members to maintain no change to monetary policy.
Here MD of Cascade Cash Management, Dr Emma Black explains the impact and goes into more detail:
“Bank Rate has been maintained at 0.75%
while the stock of sterling non-financial
investment-grade corporate bond purchases
were maintained at £10 billion, financed by the
issuance of central bank reserves.
“The MPC sets monetary policy to meet a 2%
inflation target in a way that helps to sustain
growth and employment in the UK economy.
Recent projections from the May Inflation report
have assumed a smooth adjustment to the UK’s
new trading relationship with the European Union
following the 2016 vote to leave. Such projections
have included an assumption that Bank Rate will
reach 1% by the end of the forecast period to
maintain inflation at its target level.
“CPI Inflation was 2.0% in May 2019 and is
expected to fall below this target level later in
2019 as energy prices fall globally. Employment
levels remain strong with a tight labour market, in
line with May projections. GDP growth has fallen
below projected levels for 2019 as a whole as we
reach the half-year stage, largely explained as

being due to ongoing Brexit uncertainties delaying
corporate investment alongside subdued global
growth. While domestic household consumption
growth has been relatively strong, the first half of
2019 has underperformed relative to the first half
of 2018.
“On an international level, trade tensions have
deepened particularly in the ongoing trade war
between the US and China. Domestically, the
resignation of Prime Minister Theresa May has
sparked a leadership contest that has raised
concerns over the prospect of a “No Deal”
hard Brexit as the country moves towards the
31st October 2019 deadline. This has weakened
the sterling exchange rate and exerted downward
pressure on UK forward interest rates.
“The European Central Bank and Federal Reserve
have indicated a willingness to consider lowering
interest rates unless global data improves, but
members of the MPC judged that given the above,
it remains appropriate for monetary policy in the
UK to continue unchanged. The minutes released

remain consistent with previous guidance that
future rate rises may be required if economic data
continues to support key projections over the
forecast horizon.
“Minutes from the next MPC meeting will be
released on 1st August 2019 and we’ll keep
you updated on key economic updates in the
interim period, with the most notable being the
appointment of the next Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom and Northern Ireland.”
Cascade is an independent and transparent
service created to generate enhanced cash returns
and increased protection on deposits through
professional cash management.
The Cascade team of eleven administer cash
savings on behalf of clients and depositors,
who can also use the portal to administer their
own savings. Partners including IFA’s, solicitors,
attorneys, accountants and many more can also
self-brand the product for presentation to their
own clients.

If anyone has questions or needs advise on their savings or personal impact, then please contact the team of Cascaders.
www.cascade.co.uk
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READY
FOR
BUSINESS
And with offices
filling fast!

Commerce House, the outstanding, iconic, grade II listed
building in the heart of Middlesbrough is now fully
refurbished and has released the last of its stunning office
space. With rooms available for two to fourteen people.
With enviable facilities, Commerce House is the perfect opportunity for a head
office, satellite office or to expand operations within the prestigious TS1 area of
Middlesbrough in the heart of the newest regenerated location in the region.
And now we have some great deals available for a limited time only!
To find out more and to take advantage of this offer, you’d better get moving!
Contact Christine Huntington on 01642 917 116 or Christine@commercechambers.co.uk

Your business can be part of the growing Commerce House community!
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IMPRESSIVE
OFFICE SPACE
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BOARDROOM

n

HOT DESKS

n

BUSINESS LOUNGE

n

MEETING ROOMS
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VIRTUAL OFFICE
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CUTTING EDGE
TECHNOLOGY
Commerce Chambers Ltd
Commerce House,
1 Exchange Square,
Middlesbrough TS1 1DE
t: 01642 917 116
commerce-house.co.uk

64168 KH CM Teesside Business Fully Open Ad 297x210 (4).indd 1
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LEADBYTE REHOMES TO RECRUIT
A Middlesbrough based company that has plans to expand to the USA later this year, has invested in its
North East office to ensure it is well positioned to accommodate growth both sides of the pond.

LeadByte is a Lead Management Platform
used by B2C marketers to Capture, Validate,
Distribute and Nurture leads in real-time.
Used Globally by 200+ customers, LeadByte is
regarded a market leader in its industry, and the
team in Middlesbrough are delighted to be now
settled in a brand new office in Commerce House
in the heart of Middlesbrough.
Started in 2013 by Co-Founders Anthony Burgin
and Jamie Solomons, LeadByte now has a team
of 12 split between Chester and Middlesbrough,
and intends to create more jobs in the North East
region where the tech team are based. Anthony
said: “LeadByte was founded on the basis that
other solutions were expensive; with setup fees

and 12 month contracts. With this barrier to
entry (especially for start ups), we wanted to solve
this problem. It was disruptive at the time, but it
worked with our innovative approach paying off!”
Commerce House is a Grade II listed building in
the TS1 postcode which has undergone a £1.2m
investment making it one of the leading and
most luxurious business communities in the
region. Facilities manager, Christine Huntington,
said: “LeadByte is exactly the kind of company
our amazing facilities work well for. They are
forward thinking, fast growing and need reliable,
comfortable and impressive surroundings. We are
delighted they have joined us, and look forward to
seeing them flourish in their new home.”

LeadByte are currently offering a free demo via
their website of their products and boast clients
in their portfolio such as Utilita, Capita, Clicksco,
LeoVegas, Octopus Energy and more. Jamie
Solomons said of the recent move:
“Commerce House is a breath of fresh air. The
facilities are fantastic and the other companies
within the building provide a great sense of
community. It’s location serves us well for our
recruitment plans.”
Commerce House is nearly at capacity, with the
last few areas of office space proving popular. The
community also offers meetings space for tenants
and guests to hire, event space, virtual tenancy,
hot desking and coworking space.

More information is available at www.commerce-house.co.uk
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The one stop shop for

all your Accountancy needs!

ReadMilburn
& COMPANY

“The Coastal Accountants”
71 Howard Street, North Shields, NE30 1AF

0191 257 0355 info@readmilburn.co.uk

MHA TAIT WALKER
WEALTH MANAGEMENT
SUMMER GOLF DAY
MHA Tait Walker Wealth Management
recently held their summer golf day at
Bamburgh Golf Course.
An excellent course and a great
day for all!
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THE EMPLOYMENT
ALLOWANCE:
STEALTHY
REMOVAL OR
BREXIT PLANNING?
When the Employment Allowance
(EA) was first announced in the
2013 Budget and came into effect
from April 2014, it was a widely
welcomed provision.

It was effectively giving all employers £2,000
off their annual PAYE bill by reducing the
National Insurance Contributions (NIC) due.
The original intention behind the introduction of
EA was to help employers to grow their business
and be able to hire new staff to do so, without
being hindered by an increased NIC bill. This was
met with a scathing review by HM Revenue &
Customs (HMRC) in May 2015 as to the impact
of the initiative, suggesting that many of the jobs
would have been created regardless of the new
allowance.
A subsequent review and reform of the allowance
in April 2016 excluded single director companies
and increased the value of the relief to £3,000, the
level at which it remains for the current tax year.
Are further changes now in the pipeline?
The current scheme costs the treasury around
£2bn, so the Government is looking to scale
back the scheme. A review of the scheme by the
current Chancellor of the Exchequer has resulted
in the announcement of further changes, which
we have now seen in the recently issued draft
legislation. From April next year 2020, only those
organisations with an NIC bill below £100,000 in
the previous tax year will still qualify, providing
they apply and meet certain eligibility criteria.
However, the eligibility criteria can, in many
cases, make it difficult for employers and those
assisting with payroll to determine if in fact they
do now qualify.
The change could mean more than a million firms
will be paying more towards their employer’s NICs
from April 2020. The Government estimates that
over 99 per cent of micro-businesses and 93 per
cent of small businesses will still be eligible for the
allowance – but this is providing they can work
out whether or not they are still eligible to claim.

Richard Urron

The complication is that employers may not
receive the EA unless it qualifies as de minimis
State Aid. HMRC has admitted it doesn’t keep a
central register of who has applied for State Aid for
what item. It will therefore require any employers
wishing to claim the EA for a tax year to complete
a declaration (Employer Payment Submission) and
supply certain information before they use the
relief to reduce their NIC liability.
For those employers, or agents acting on
their behalf, likely to be in receipt of State Aid
(transport, agriculture, fishing or landed estates),
it may just be too complicated and take too much
time to work out if they can claim the £3,000
each year. Of course, if the UK has left the EU
by 31 October 2019 those currently receiving
State Aid are unlikely to feel that it is sufficient
compensation to be able to claim EA.

household or domestic work (such as a nanny
or gardener) unless they are a care or support
worker;
 public body or business doing more than
A
half your work in the public sector - unless a
charity; and
 hen working under ‘IR35 rules’ and
W
your only income is the earnings of the
intermediary (such as your personal service
company, limited company or partnership).
The consultation on the draft legislation remains
open until 20 August 2019 so there may be further
changes when the legislation is finalised. Whether
the final legislation makes an employer’s position
easier to determine, however, remains to be seen.

It should be remembered that, regardless of the
size of the company, you can’t claim EA in the
following circumstances:
 ou are the director and the only employee
Y
paid above the Secondary Threshold;
When employing someone for personal,

If you would like more information on the Employment Allowance or would like advice on other taxation issues, please contact
Richard Urron, corporate tax partner, on 0191 255 7091 or richard.urron@rsmuk.com or your usual RSM contact.
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Find out when
you can retire
Wondering when you can retire?

Our unique PLAN HAPPY process will show when
you’ll have enough. With our help it could be
sooner than you think.
On average our clients retire 5 years before
normal retirement age*. We’ll help you avoid
risks, minimise tax and make the right choices
for your money.
It’s free to find out if we can help.
Call your local ofﬁce, or pop in to see us.

Joslin Rhodes Newcastle:
Independent Pension Advice
& Retirement Planning Specialists
Joslin Rhodes is authorised & regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
* Statistic based on a normal retirement age of 65 and compared data from 76
Joslin Rhodes clients who were told they could retire at an average age of 59.58.
**The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate Estate Planning.

Call 0191 249 3828

Joslin Rhodes Teesside:

Call 01642 04 4914

joslinrhodes.co.uk
joslinrhodes.co.uk

Deﬁned Beneﬁt Pension Specialists / Estate Planning** / Transfers, Investments & Drawdown
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KNOW WHAT
YOU OWN PART 2
Last month I reviewed a
portfolio that was not fit for
purpose. The high proportion of
low return assets fundamentally
meant that the clients could
not make a real return on their
investments.

I turn to the very high-profile fund manager,
Neil Woodford, a very successful manager with
Invesco and consider his current woes within
his own firm.
In the past, I have admired Woodford as a
consistent long-term performer within his field,
the world of income investment funds. He
notably avoided the tech bubble of the late 90’s
largely because as growth stock they did not
provide income. He blossomed in the Millennium
as income stock rallied following the collapse of
tech stock.
As a new fund manager, albeit with 25 years
success with Invesco behind him, many investors
and advisers chose to follow him into the new
business. As the say, past performance offers
no guarantee of future success and so it is with
Woodford, funds suspended and potentially
closing altogether.
To be fair, Neil Woodford has been caught in
something of a perfect storm. His success in
attracting investors meant that his funds became
enormous and with only so much suitable stock
to buy, his holdings in individual stock were also
huge. This in itself brings a liquidity risk with stock
prices significantly affected by what the fund
manager is doing.
Put that together with a propensity to invest up to
10% of his funds in unlisted companies, which by
their nature have no ready market for their shares,
completes the picture.

Peter Rutherford

restricted market. Avoid funds that invest in
unquoted stock and, perhaps the most obvious,
beware of following a name.
Always make sure your investment
proportionate and remain well diversified.

is

The tipping point for Woodford appears to be
when Kent County Council decided to withdraw
over £200m they had with him; Woodford had to
close the fund to redemptions to avoid a fire sale.
Goodness knows who advises Kent CC to have
so much in one fund. Whatever happened to a
proportionate holding and diversification?
Who has suffered?

An audience that had become disenchanted with
the Woodford performance over the last three
years lead to a wholesale sell down of holdings,
the poor liquidity essentially meant that the fund
needed to be suspended to protect the residual
investors from a fire sale.

Confidence in the investment market has suffered,
not helped by the likes of poor due diligence
demonstrated by Hargreaves Lansdown multi
manager portfolios and St James’ Place. The latter
had given Woodford a mandate for £3.5 billion!

What should you be wary of?

Eventually the fund will reopen to redemptions
but the damage to the manager’s reputation has
been done and may be irrecoverable. The wealth

Certainly, funds that become too big in a

of his customers will also have been severely
compromised.
The moral of this tale is that it is important to
understand where your money is being invested.
A fund holding investments in such a way that it
cannot value and cannot easily sell is fraught with
danger.
How do you avoid this type of problem not
being able to get your money back?
Ask the question of your financial adviser, are your
investments proportionate and well diversified?
Holding a spread of investments gives greater
flexibility should one have issues like this.
Ideally, however, you should analyse in sufficient
detail to avoid this type of scenario. We do. It is
part of our job.
If you would like more information, or would like
to discuss your own position, then please do not
hesitate to contact me or my colleague, David
Hughes.

Peter Rutherford is a director at Rutherford Hughes Ltd. He can be contacted on 0191 229 9600
peter.rutherford@rutherfordhughes.com www.rutherfordhughes.com
Rutherford Hughes Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Rutherford Hughes Ltd company registration no: 10431722. Country of registration: England. Office &
Registered Office address: Collingwood Buildings, 38 Collingwood Street, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 1JF.
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CHARITY BEGINS AT THE ACCOUNTANTS
When it comes to raising money for charity, there are not many accountants that go the extra mile
where the managing director of the company takes the lead in the fund-raising stakes.
Setting the best possible example, is the
managing director of KP Simpson Certified
Accountants, Andrew Potts who takes raising
money for good causes to the next level.
On the Board of Trustees of the Chloe & Liam
Together Forever Charity, Andrew often raises
funds for this worthwhile charity, as well as other
regional fundraisers in the area. The charity was
born as a result of the Manchester Arena bombing,
where the courting couple sadly lost their lives.
Having recently run 22 miles for the charity and
raising over £1500 in the process, the accountancy
boss also encouraged his staff to have an openday at their offices in Jarrow and contribute their
own goodies for people to win or buy on the day.
The accountancy practice also proudly sponsors
the local cricket team, Whiteleas Cricket Club
by buying their kit for them and regularly fundraising and supporting their events.
Although the accountancy practice does as much
as it can for the regions’ charities, it takes its
accountancy work very seriously and has recently
reached the final in the North East Accountancy
Awards 2019.
Andrew told us: “It’s always a pleasure to raise
funds for local causes, and I believe that charity
really does begin at home, so for the whole team
at KP Simpson to get behind the worthwhile
causes that we support is great team-work.”

Andrew Potts

KP Simpson www.kpsimpson.co.uk 0191 420 0550
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(L-R) Carl Moffett, CFO at Samuel Knight; Michael McCulloch, Corporate Finance Manager at UNW;
Katy Lamb, Senior Corporate Finance Manager at UNW; Steven Rawlingson, CEO at Samuel Knight and
Rob Enright, MD Rail at Samuel Knight

UNW ADVISES SAMUEL KNIGHT INTERNATIONAL
THROUGH MAJOR INVESTMENT
Samuel Knight International, a global recruitment and project man-power specialist headquartered in Newcastle
upon Tyne, was founded by Steve Rawlingson in 2014 with the ambition of shaking up the recruitment industry.
Initially tackling an acute skills shortage in the energy and rail sector, it has demonstrated an impressive level of
growth since its inception.

BACKGROUND AND PREPARING FOR INVESTMENT
Samuel Knight International is a global manpower provider, delivering
expert talent to the energy and rail sector on a permanent, contract,
and temporary basis.
With headquarters in Newcastle and additional UK offices in London
and Bristol, Samuel Knight has extended its global presence with four
USA office locations in Chicago, Atlanta, Boston, and California – to
facilitate and support investment plans internationally. Additionally,
the global business has a Middle Eastern base in Iraq. Achieving
phenomenal success since its inception 5 years ago, the organisation
has firmly cemented itself as a market leader, achieving a turnover in
excess of £13 million in 2018.
In January 2019, Samuel Knight announced significant investment
from Gresham House Ventures, which will be used to fund resources
for its near-term growth plans. This also allows for the organisation to
hire 40 new employees in 2019. The transaction had been 18 months
in the making; throughout which the organisation had engaged with
UNW’s Corporate Finance team, who provided the strategic advice
and support to position the business for investment.
During this time, UNW acted as a critical ‘sounding board’ for the
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organisation’s management team and developed an integrated
finance model with key drivers for Samuel Knight’s management.
This enabled them to forecast and build a plan supportive of
investment. Alongside the preparation, they led negotiations with
existing shareholders, interested new investors, and structured the
transaction to comply with VCT investment rules.
Katy Lamb, Corporate Finance Senior Manager at UNW, comments,
“The first 12 months of the project were all about preparing the
business to be investment ready. Clarifying and formalising the
business plan is a big piece of the work essential to communicate
the financial opportunity to potential investors. Samuel Knight’s
high growth had created challenges within the business that needed
resolving, including ownership issues around the group structure it
was part of.”
In order to ensure an effective management structure was in place
prior to investment, an integral part of Samuel Knight’s strategy was
to appoint a Finance Director (FD) to its senior management team.
The FD would lead, direct, and support the process of investment,
whilst ensuring smooth finance operations to enable the business to
achieve investment.

BUSINESS INSIGHT

TAPPING INTO UNW’S WIDER EXPERTISE
Samuel Knight was also able to tap into UNW’s significant corporate
tax expertise. The team offered advice on the company restructuring,
and completed a “demerger” to separate Samuel Knight from
their larger corporate framework. This provided a platform for
an investment to be made. Alongside this, UNW assisted the
organisation in setting up their EMI scheme, a fantastic incentive
for leaders and future leaders within the business. Carl stated, “All
of this work provided potential investors with confidence that we
were working towards becoming investment-ready, and helped us to
communicate that we were in the final stages of aligning everything
within the business.”
Carl adds, “The team at UNW were really well prepared going into
the investment, and controlled the entire process very well. They put
a lot of structure into their plan, and we wouldn’t have been able to
secure the transaction without their strong links to the private equity
houses that invested in us.”
The relationship between UNW and Samuel Knight International also
covered other aspects in addition to the investment process. In 2017,
while working with the Corporate Finance team on the strategy, it
was identified that the organisation would benefit from using UNW’s
outsourced accounting and payroll services. Two members of the
firm’s accounting services team were seconded to Samuel Knight
to support them through a review of their accounting systems.
Initially, the task was short-term; however, support increased as the
team recognised the need to restructure the systems and undertake
general backlog tasks that allowed the organisation to focus on their
core activities. Transferring the payroll process to UNW provided
additional capacity within Samuel Knight’s accounts team to focus
on day-to-day operations.
Looking to the future, Samuel Knight is focusing on international
expansion. Carl added, “We’re on a very steep trajectory, in terms of
growth. Our expected growth and turnover over the next three years
is in excess of 400%, so we’re aiming to expand into the U.S. and the
Middle East. In our sector, the market is massive, but we have the
high-calibre team necessary to continue growing.”

RECRUITING THE RIGHT TALENT TO OVERSEE THE
INVESTMENT PROCESS
Through UNW’s Strategic Talent team, a niche recruitment service
specialising in board level and senior finance appointments, Carl
Moffett was introduced to Samuel Knight in October 2018.
Carl offered Samuel Knight significant experience, having led a
number of transactions in previous roles; he formerly held several
major finance roles at a number of renowned global players. With
over 20 years of finance experience, he had the skill set necessary to
lead on the investment process.
Carl, who is now Group CFO of Samuel Knight, explains, “I’ve held
a close relationship with UNW since 2007, and was approached by
the Strategic Talent team regarding the role of FD at Samuel Knight.
I knew the business was building a major presence in the global
recruitment space and I felt my background paired well with Steve’s
(Group CEO of Samuel Knight) vision to grow a sustainable business
of scale.”
“The Strategic Talent team at UNW have an extensive knowledge
of the finance sector, and were aware that my expertise lies in due
diligence, setting businesses up, growing them, and preparing them
for investment. They knew that was exactly what Samuel Knight
needed. My role in the business has since advanced, and I now head
up global group finance operations, highlighting the level of growth
the business has enjoyed,” Carl adds.

Since completing the investment process, Samuel Knight has also
appointed UNW as their auditor. Speaking of his motivation behind
this, Carl said: “I have worked closely with Andrew Wilson, an audit
partner at UNW, in the past. UNW’s technical expertise and track
record of providing the high levels of client support we needed made
it an easy decision to select them as our auditors.”
Laura Dean, a member of UNW’s Strategic Talent team that helped
recruit Carl, stated: “We were well aware how important it was to
recruit the right level of talent to Samuel Knight’s senior management
team during the investment process. Using our networks and
knowledge of the financial field, we were able to appoint Carl,
who was instrumental in securing the transaction. Samuel Knight
typifies the entrepreneurial businesses that we work with, and it’s
fantastic to see them continue to grow and showcase the ambition of
organisations in the North East.”
Reflecting upon the investment process, Carl added, “Being able to
tap into the full range of services available from UNW was key to
Samuel Knight successfully securing investment. Having a trusted
adviser that we were able to rely on for support throughout every
stage of growth helped us ensure that all of our focus was placed
upon our final goal of expansion and continued development.”

He continues, “When I joined Samuel Knight, my priority was to get
the business ready for investment. As a business that has experienced
rapid growth, we had a few growing pains that needed to be
addressed. A fully operational financial team wasn’t in place, which
limited visibility of financial performance and cash flow. We worked
alongside UNW to ensure that the right processes and controls were
in place to demonstrate that we were investment-ready.”
www.unw.co.uk
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MAVEN MANAGED NORTH EAST DEVELOPMENT
CAPITAL FUND CELEBRATES SUCCESSFUL FIRST YEAR
INVESTING £4.7 MILLION IN EIGHT REGIONAL SMES

The Fund continues to drive economic prosperity safeguarding over 400 jobs in the region.

The North East Development Capital
Fund, supported by the European Regional
Development Fund and managed by Maven
Capital Partners, one of the UK’s most active
SME finance providers, has, since its launch
one year ago, invested £4.7 million in eight
dynamic growth businesses across the North
East, driving economic prosperity, safeguarding
over 400 jobs.
Maven was appointed to manage the £27 million
NEDCF in May 2018 to provide investment
capital to support the growth of innovative
and ambitious businesses across a wide range
of sectors and in a variety of funding scenarios.
Maven has participated in investments ranging
from £350,000 to £7 million in local businesses
across the North East and has also successfully
leveraged an additional £7 million in private
sector finance.
Notable transactions include a £2.15 million deal
in innovative platform for the sale and installation
of boilers, Boiler Plan; a £1.95 million deal in
leading independent engineering business, Dyer

Engineering; and a £7 million deal in electric
vehicle specialist AVID Technology.
Many viable, dynamic companies with innovative
products and services, strong business plans and
highly capable management teams are struggling
to access the funding that will allow them to
develop their businesses and market offering.
The Fund is already producing greater levels of
investment in smaller businesses and increasing
flexibility in the type of funding available to those
businesses.
Maven has significant experience managing
regional growth funds across the UK, including
on behalf of the Northern Powerhouse and the
Midlands Engine, and since 2009 has invested
over £340 million in more than 180 UK SMEs to
support their growth strategies.
Michael Vassallo, Investment Director at Maven,
said, “The Fund has had a fantastic first year
investing in some outstanding businesses across
the region. As one of the UK’s most active private
equity fund managers, and with many years’
experience of investing in and supporting SMEs

across the North of England, the team at Maven is
delighted to be working with the North East Fund
to deliver the objectives of the Fund. The North
East is a hotbed for innovative businesses and
there remains a clear need for this type of funding
to help high-growth, established SME businesses
fulfil their growth potential.”
Jason Hobbs, CEO of the North East Fund, said:
“Although they were already active across the
North, we have seen real benefits here in the
North East from Maven’s management of our
Development Capital Fund. A large proportion of
the private capital invested alongside the £4.7m
from the Development Capital Fund has been
provided by Maven’s Venture Capital Trusts –
creating a real multiplier effect which maximises
the cash available to promising North East SMEs,
which are also benefitting from Maven’s expertise
and networks. We congratulate Maven on what
they have achieved over the past year and look
forward to continuing to work with them to help
support the growth plans of ambitious North East
businesses.”

Contact Maven’s local team today to access the finance or support your business needs to unlock its growth potential or
visit funds.mavencp.com/nedcf to find out more.
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CREATING VALUE
Maven offers flexible debt and equity funding options
to support dynamic SMEs across the UK, investing up
to £15 million in a single transaction.
Maven funding can support a business at any stage of
its growth cycle and cover a wide range of corporate
activity including MBOs and buy-and-build strategies,
as well as the provision of acquisition finance,
development capital and replacement capital.

If your business is in need of finance to help unlock its growth potential, we may be able to help.
For more information please contact:
Salvus House, Aykley Heads, Durham, DH1 5TS. T: 0191 731 8595
Earl Grey House, 75/85 Grey Street, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 6EF. T: 0191 731 8590
Maven Capital Partners UK LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, Firm Reference Number 495929
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I LOVE IT WHEN A PLAN COMES TOGETHER
By the time you read this I may have been cajoled into taking a ride in one of the
modes of transport pictured above.

So as a ‘Start-Up’, what do you need to consider?

aspects like accounting, CRM, workflow etc so
it’s worth spending a little time to get all of that
in place before you open those doors. Don’t
forget to plan ahead and look for systems that
will give you the information you would like as
the business grows.

S

U

For someone who is frightened of flying
and can’t climb more than three steps up
a stepladder that will be very scary. But it
started me thinking about other scary things,
like starting your own business.
tart. You have just had a brilliant idea that
is going to make you a fortune or maybe
you have been made redundant or just want a
change of scenery. Whatever your reason, you
are preparing to take that big step into your own
business – scary! But with proper planning it
doesn’t have to be.

T

echnical. This is not just about the IT. It’s all
of the technical and legislative knowledge
you need. How will your workflow process
work and do you have the equipment required?
Are there any industry specific requirements
such as licences or maybe potential patent/IP
applications? Have you considered GDPR and
most importantly is there a backup plan if the
technology fails for any reason?

A

nnouncement. There is no point in having
the greatest idea ever if no-one else knows
about it so you need to consider how you are
going to get that message across. This will vary
hugely from business to business depending
on your target market and your marketing
plan should be aimed at the most suitable
communication methods. You also need to
consider your company image and maintain it
across all aspects of the business.

Cyd Smith

R

ecruitment. This is not just about staff but
also about the relationship with suppliers,
sub contractors, advisors, banks and any person/
business you will work with. Employing staff
involves not only recruitment and payroll but
also areas like training and health and safety.
You also need to look at, for instance, the supply
chain for your suppliers (particularly with Brexit
looming) or the qualifications of your advisors.

T

rading. So you’re all set to open the doors and
start trading but you have to keep a record
of that. It’s not just keeping the bookkeeping
up to date, you also have to manage cash flow,
control stock, plan the work and, importantly,
manage sales and record all of that. There are
many apps available that will help you with

The most important person in your business
and as you can see, there is so much more
for you to do as well as actually doing what you
set out to. So many business owners take on
too many of the ‘additional’ tasks so consider
what you are capable of and confident in doing
and then find someone to do the tasks that you
are not. It may seem like added expense but
when you work it out against time that you
could be working and earning income or just
spending time with your family it’s worthy of
consideration. And very importantly don’t forget
the ‘me time.’

P

lanning. Once you have considered all of
the above then you have a plan and you
can pull together the narrative and profit/cash
flow forecasts which you may need for things
like funding applications etc. But plans are very
transient things so don’t just prepare a plan and
file it away. So many things change and you need
to keep going back and updating it so you know
what your next move will be and you will always
have the information there to grab the next
opportunity too. ‘P’ also stands for profit and
pounds so hopefully, with the proper planning,
there will be plenty of those.

To make sure your new business is the ‘A Team’ contact CS Accounting on 0191 4879870 or email to info@csaccounting.co.uk
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INVESTMENTS – WILL TODAY’S “STAR” FUND
MANAGER STAND THE TEST OF TIME?
In recent weeks you might have seen several
headlines about a certain “star” fund manager. A
few years’ ago, we started to look at the evidence
for active fund managers consistently beating the
benchmark and saw a clear pattern that this was
not the case.
We looked at a survey of US mutual active funds
carried out by Dimensional Fund Managers, which
looked at a period of between one and 15 years. Of
the 2863 at the beginning of the period 831 of these
beat their benchmark in terms of performance. At the
end of 15 years only 1253 of these funds were still in
existence and only 451 of these beat their benchmark.
This clear evidence led us to make some changes to
our investment philosophy:

Amanda Cowie

E mbrace market pricing – the market is an
effective information processing machine. Billions
of pounds worth of trades are placed daily and the
real time information available helps set prices.
D
 on’t try to outguess the market – wouldn’t we
all like a crystal ball?
R
 esist chasing past performance – see above.
Just because a fund manager did well in past
doesn’t mean this will necessarily continue.
Let markets work for you – the financial markets
have rewarded long term investors. Fact.
P
 ractice smart diversification – global
diversification can broaden your investment
universe.

Avoid market timing – you never know which
market segments will outperform from year to
year. By holding a globally diversified portfolio,
investors are well positioned to seek returns
wherever they occur.
Manage your emotions – many people struggle
to separate their emotions from investing.
Markets go up and down. Reacting to current
market conditions may lead to making poor
investment decisions.
Look behind the headlines – daily market news
and commentary can challenge your investment
discipline. Try and maintain a long-term
perspective.
Focus on what you can control – create an
investment plan (or get someone like us to help
you) to fit your needs and risk tolerance. Diversify
globally. Manage expenses turnover and tax. Stay
disciplined through market dips and swings.

Amanda Cowie is a Chartered Financial Planner and later life expert. Please call Amanda on 0191 281 8191 or
email: acowie@robson-laidler.co.uk
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HOW TO SPOT AN INVESTMENT OR PENSION SCAM
by Jonathan Loughran, Chartered Financial Planner
You might have seen a recent television advert involving two men, one
looking sombre and another having a great time on a jet-ski, this is an
attempt by the FCA to warn about the perils of investment and pensions
scams as they continue to grow and become ever more sophisticated.
Key Features of a Scam
If you are approached or see advertised any of the following features applying
to an investment you should give serious consideration about whether this
investment is legitimate.
L arge and guaranteed returns- these are made solely to get you to hand
over your money.
No risk to the money you invested.
Unsolicited approaches, such as cold calling- the government has
recently introduced a ban on cold calling about pensions. If you receive
an unsolicited call about your pension it is almost certainly a scam.
Releasing cash from a pension before age 55- if you take money out of
your pension before age 55, HMRC will make you pay penalties, there is
no way around this, despite what scammers tell you.
Pressure to invest- the investment might be sold to you as, ‘only available
for a limited time.’
Non-traditional investments- overseas property, carbon credits, parking
lots, storage units, precious metals, cryptocurrencies and forestry
investments are often used in investment and pension scams.

Be wary when researching investment opportunities. Scammers are getting
better at looking like legitimate businesses, they often have professional
looking websites with numerous fake reviews and testimonials.
Check the FCA register and if the adviser or firm contacting you is not listed
there will be no protection from the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS) or
the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS). This means that you
would be very unlikely to get your money back if anything was to go wrong.
Don’t just make an investment because it has been recommended by a family
member, trusted friend, or knowledgeable colleague. As advisers we often
find that people are happy to talk about their investments after making big
gains, but they are less forthcoming about discussing their choices which
have led to large losses.
You’ve heard this one before, but if it is too good to be true… well, you know
the rest.

How to Avoid a Scam
Talk to an IFA, we regularly come across investment and pensions scams and
can quickly spot schemes that would put your money at risk.
Get impartial information from government sources, such as, The Pensions
Advisory Service, Pensions Wise, Money Advice Service or the FCA’s
ScamSmart website.
www.prismaticwealth.co.uk

PRISMATIC WEALTH
Providing private and corporate clients with
bespoke, tailored financial solutions.
With over 30 years experience as financial planning specialists, Prismatic
Wealth have the expertise to assist you with life planning, retirement planning
and investments.
Retirement Planning:
Pension Planning
Defined Benefit Pensions
Pension Consolidation and Transfers
Pension Drawdown and Annuities
Self Invested Personal Pensions
(SIPP)

To speak to us contact:
Tel: 01642 661600
Email: enquiries@prismaticwealth.co.uk

www.prismaticwealth.co.uk
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Life Planning:
Estate Planning
Protection Planning
Reaching Retirement
Pensions and Divorce

Prismatic House,
26 Falcon Court,
Preston Farm Business Park,
Stockton-on-Tees,
TS18 3TX

Investment Services:
Investment Planning Advice
Investment Review
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10 YEARS OF ABC
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Asian Business Connexions ABC has become the foremost Asian business
organisation across the North of England and now part of the Federation
of Asian Business, the group made up of Yorkshire, North West and North
East represents the whole of the Northern Powerhouse area.
Established in 2009 by Ammar Mirza CBE and Jalf Ali and heavily
influenced by Ammar and Jalf’s late fathers who were both community
leaders, the organisation name was coined by Muhammad Mirza to
highlight the difference it would make. ABC was the first Asian trade
body purposefully set-up as a not-for-profit social enterprise. This
ensured the organisation has the best interest of the whole community
rather than simply being a commercial business, and constantly focused
on giving back.
Asian Business Connexions was established to help address the
inequality, promote community cohesion and the lack of access from the
Asian community to existing business support programmes. Originally
the regional development agency ONE North East were not convinced
there was a need for such an organisation and independent research was

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

commissioned. This research clearly identified there was a need and
the benefits of creating such an organisation for the North East.
Subsequently both ONE North East and the local authorities had
indicated they would support ABC, however very soon after this
pledge the regional landscape changed and no subsequent support was
available. However, with significant investment from the Directors, the
creation of an action orientated board and given that ABC had already
started to make a difference locally, the organisation started to grow
delivering a range of pioneering programmes and developing a thematic
approach focused on connecting, supporting and promoting the whole
of the community.
10 years on, ABC is the longest running Asian business trade body across
the North of England with links, programmes and activities spanning
the world. From delivering employability programmes, hosting sell-out
ABCurry Clubs, to facilitating and leading bi-lateral trade missions, ABC
is recognised as an inclusive, community focused and collaborative
organisation.

Some of ABCs highlights include:
2008 The need for an inclusive Asian
represented trade body is identified and
Economic Partnership is commissioned to
undertake research to validate this need.
Economic Partnership clearly identifies the
need and highlights the significant impact
such an organisation could make.
2009 ABC is established as a not for
profit social enterprise with the aim of
connecting, supporting and promoting
the Asian and wider communities. The
organisation is launched with the support
of local council and community leaders.
2010 The official launch event is hosted
at the Baltic with world class artists and
over 150 people attend the celebration
to pledge their support to equality and
diversity.
2010 ABC launches “Show Business” radio
show on Spice FM to broaden the reach
of the organisation and act as a critical
connection to wider communities.
2010 ABCurry Clubs are launched. These
sell-out events are informal, informative
and inclusive networking opportunities
that connect the whole community and are
used as a platform to showcase positive
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social action, with authentic curry being
served on each occasion. These events
have subsequently been hosted across the
region.

2010 ABC invited to Parliament and
formally mentioned during Prime Ministers
Question Time by Labour MP for Blaydon
Dave Anderson, as an organisation making a
significant impact within the North East.
2011 Develop a range of promotional
activities to support local charities and
undertake fundraising for Charlie Bear for
Cancer including facilitating an abseil off
the Malmaison Hotel.
2012 Support the creation of International
Newcastle and the “Newcastle’s of the
world” helping connect with South Africa
and subsequently hosting businesses to
develop bi-lateral trade opportunities.
2012 Participate in “it’s a knock out” in
aid of Percy Hedley and host a dedicated
ABCurry Club to raise critical funds for
charity.
2012 Nick Clegg Deputy Prime Minister
visits Newcastle and endorses the work of
ABC.

2012 Work with Parliamentary Outreach
service to help extend the knowledge
and understanding of Parliament to all
communities across the North East,
together with promoting democracy.
2013 Develop and deliver a sport
orientated engagement programme
targeting the BaME community to become
more active within the West End of
Newcastle.
2013 Working with Newcastle College
and award-winning Dabbawal Restaurant
to develop the Academy of Catering
Excellence employability course that offers
unemployed individuals the opportunity to
learn from world-class chefs.
2013 Meet with Prime Minister David
Cameron who recognises the importance of
the work of ABC.
2013 Development and delivery of the
Wellbeing and Business Boot Camp a two
week practically led programme that
develops both personal and professional
skills of individuals in partnership with
employers. The programme is recognised
as an exemplar and endorsed by a number
of MPs.

COVER STORY

2014 Work with Excelsior Academy to
connect local businesses to the school and
offer work experience to students.
2015 Support the newly established
Primary Inspiration through Enterprise
Charity, the first of its kind to deliver
vocational qualifications to primary aged
students. The charity is subsequently
recognised as an exemplar.
2015 Start collaborating with Armed Forces

to improve understanding and showcase
benefits to employers and broader BaME
Community. Subsequently help develop the
Mass Armed Forces Covenant Signing and
Cadet Apprenticeship Pathway.

2016 Work with Yorkshire and North West
Asian Business Associations to create a pannorthern represented body. Subsequently
the Federation of Asian Business (FAB) is
established with ABC being the lead body.
2016 Launch the ABC Annual Awards
and Dinner recognising the significant
and sustained contribution of the Asian
community from across the public, private
and third sectors. A number of ABC award
winners - including Vikas Kumar (see
feature) - are subsequently recognised
by Her Majesty the Queen and awarded
honours for the past 3 years.
2017 Develop trade links with India
and lead a trade mission that results
in significant bi-lateral trade links with
business within the North of England and
India. Memorandum of Understanding
signed with the state of Karnataka through
attendance at Pravasi and meeting with
numerous Chief Ministers including Prime
Minister of India Narendra Modi.

2018 Further Trade Mission to India with a
return visit by the Chief Minister of Haryana
bringing a large delegation to visit the
North East.
2018 Start working with Durham Mining
Association to support the work towards
revitalising the historic building and
connecting with local communities.
2019 As part of 10th anniversary year
ABC endorses a number of regional events
including Newcastle Startup Week, Durham
Miners Gala and GEMArts Masala Festival.
2019 Northern Power Asian lunch
hosted by Federation of Asian Business in
Parliament by Baroness Sayeeda Warsi in
support of the work of the Asian Business
Community on 11th September.
2019 The largest Asian Business Awards
Celebration planned for the North East on
the 3rd October supported by Great Annual
Savings (headline sponsor) North East LEP,
SME Centre of Excellence, Brewin Dolphin
and Northumbria University.
2019 November Trade Mission led by FAB
representing the Northern Powerhouse
in partnership with Department for
International Trade with dignitaries and
organisations from across the North of
England.
2020 Onwards continue to connect,
support and promote the whole community.

2017 Following on successful delivering
of the two week wellbeing and business
boot camp and development of further
enterprise programmes, ABC is appointed
as the specialist partner on the Wise-steps
programme working with individuals to
establish new businesses within the North
East.
2018 Federation of Asian Business
organises trade missions to Turkey and
India. Work with Indian and Turkish
businesses on inward investment into the
North East Hosted a roundtable event at the
House of Parliament.
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WE ARE ABC
Our mission is to connect, support, and promote the Asian and wider business communities. Looking to
start a business, have an existing business or just want to talk business, we can help. We have access to
a range of funding opportunities even in these austere times, and can help you potentially secure grants,
loans, or even investment. Plus, as an inclusive action-orientated organisation, membership is open to
everyone - you don’t have to be Asian!

Connecting

Supporting

Promoting

ABC is the first point of call
for all Asian businesses and
others wanting to engage with
them, locally, nationally and
internationally.

With our help you could find
funding that is available to a whole
host of businesses.

We offer a range of services - PR
and Marketing, including website
and advert design, Accountancy,
Legal all in association with the
SME Centre of Excellence

Receive regular invites to the
hugely popular, sell-out AB-Curry
Club events, business seminars and
much more.
Exclusive discounts from other
member businesses.
Access to discounted business
services worth thousands.

Business running efficiently?
Make use of our free business
health check!
ABC-Expo where businesses can
showcase their services and
products.
Expert support and advice on
developing your business to its full
potential.

Receive PR, Advertising, Marketing
and Business services worth £500
Free when you join!
Discounted rates and exclusive
opportunities for promoting your
business in print, online and on air.

Be one of the first to hear about
funding, tendering and training
opportunities.

ABC will celebrate the work ethics, achievements and cultural diversity of the Asian
and wider business community. By establishing a network built upon trust and social
inclusion, ABC will ensure that the representation of the Asian and wider business
community is fair and equitable.
KEY FACTS...
A survey by the Institute of Asian Professional (IAP) found Asians-who make up 4% of the UK population accounted for 10% of economic output.
Within the North East, where the lowest proportion of the Asian population is found and where entrepreneurship
is low, Asian entrepreneurship is three and a half times as great as the British white population.
The Asian economy accounts for approximately £60bn every single year, or 13% of annual turnover in the
capital. The UK’s Asian population has an estimated disposable income of £32bn.
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A small
example
of ABC’s
achievements
Event & Seminar Highlights
were (Connecting):
Fostering positive relationships with public,
private and third sector organisations.
Supporting numerous good causes in all over
£100,000 was raised through ABC for various
charities including Cash for Kids, Charlie
Bear for Cancer Care, Newcastle United
Foundation and Marie Curie.
Practical networking seminars that have
included, Licensing, Debt Recovery, Top
10 Legal Tips, Property Management, Tax,
Finance Raising and Health & Safety .
Launch of the ABC Professional Network that
offers the North East’s first Asian Network
dedicated to professionals focusing on key
topics affecting industry and promoting
opportunities .
Various ABCurry Club events hosted across
a number of organisations including Your
Homes Newcastle, Ward Hadaway, Lloyd
BMW, and Brewin Dolphin.
Department for International Trade and

Federation of Asian Business events focusing
on opportunities in India and Asia. On-going
support to help businesses become export
ready and provide a sustained framework of
best practice.

The Programme of Support
included (Supporting):
Cadet Apprenticeship Pathway – Working
with the Armed Forces to provide employers
with work ready apprenticeships and
guaranteeing opportunities for future
generations.
PIE Charity – Helping support the PIE
Charity in delivering enterprise related
activities into schools across the North East;
encouraging young people to realise and
raise ambitions.
Development of the 2 Week Wellbeing and
Business Bootcamp delivering personal and
professional training that has helped 80%
of attendees progress into work or further
training. Now working with Wisesteps to
help those with multiple barriers to start a
business.

Organised a trade visit to India with
North West and Yorkshire Asian Business
Associations. Now established a Northern
Powerhouse wide initiative with Indian
Government to become the representative
trade body for SMEs within the North of
England to facilitate bi-lateral trade with
India.

Working with other organisations
(Promote):
We have spent the past 10 years building
up credible relationships with a variety of
organisations including DfIT, North East &
Tees Valley LEPs, Northern Powerhouse,
Federation of Small Business, Microsoft,
Barclays, IOD, Army, Police, UK Parliamentary
Outreach; and central, regional, and local
government. Promoting an inclusive work
ethic where all businesses and individuals are
treat equally, understanding and appreciating
cultural and religious differences.

Helped launch several hundred new startups across all sectors including carbon/
alternative energy and paperless based
technologies.
Assisted and/or supported 7,658 existing
businesses, sourcing finance and investment
through to business development and
growth.
ABC and Partners trained 4,988
organisations/individuals.
Our members generated/created 2874 new
jobs.
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CONNECTING • SUPPORTING • PROMOTING
Great Annual Savings announced as headline sponsor of
ABC Awards
The landmark tenth anniversary of the Asian Business Connexions (ABC) Awards will be
bigger and better than ever this year, thanks in no small part to a brand-new headline
sponsor.
North East-based business cost saving specialist, Great Annual Savings Group (GAS), has
worked with ABC members for more than two years and, having supported the event
for its eighth and ninth years, has become headline sponsor for 2019.
The sponsorship will allow organiser Ammar Mirza CBE and his associates at ABC to
make the celebration of diversity and success the biggest yet.
Phil Andrew, Associate Director of Customer Experience at GAS, said: “I’ve been
fortunate enough to attend the last two awards dinners and have left feeling inspired,
both by the event itself and the people it honours.
“We’ve supported the event to raise the profile of the work we’ve done with ABC
members and I’m looking forward to getting to know more about the success stories
we’ll hear in October.”
“I’m proud of what we’ve done to help ABC members reduce their outgoing costs.
We’ve got a thriving and diverse network of connections through our partnership
with ABC and it’s one of the most fulfilling areas of our business to work in.”
To find out more about GAS, and their array of cost saving services,
please visit www.greatannualsavings.com
GAS in numbers: Founded: 2012 Staff: 281 Cost saving Services: 14 Customers: 6,000+

‘Collaborative working is essential in order to realise the full potential of the regional
economy and achieve our aim of creating more and better jobs here in the North East.
The launch of the Federation of Asian business will bring businesses and business support
organisations across the North together, helping to drive growth and providing a strong
network across the whole of the North. I’m looking forward to seeing this network
strengthen and flourish over the coming months and am confident that the North East
business community will reap the benefits of closer connections with colleagues in the
rest of the North.’

Andrew Hodgson - Chair of the North East Local Enterprise Partnership
(North East LEP)
‘The UK's decision to leave the EU should make the North East, North West and Yorkshire
even more determined to focus on the Northern Powerhouse for the success of all
businesses. For the Federation of Asian Business to be launching here in Newcastle
is very significant and it's a very exciting time.’

Imran Khaliq - Gainford Group
‘Asian Business Connexions is a fantastic example of people coming together to make a
positive economic and social impact upon the wider community, and we are proud to be
supporting their awards dinner and the celebrations of ABC’s anniversary.’

Heidi Mottram - Chief Executive of Northumbrian Water

(L to R): Am

mar Mirza

, Chairman
and Founde
r of ABC,
Associate
with Phil
Director of
Andrew,
Customer
Experience
at GAS

The North East Local Enterprise
Partnership (North East LEP) is
a public, private and education
sector partnership.
One of thirty-eight LEPs in the country who is
responsible for promoting and developing economic
growth in the local authority areas of County Durham,
Gateshead, Newcastle, North Tyneside, Northumberland,
South Tyneside and Sunderland.
The LEP produces the North East area’s Strategic
Economic Plan, which acts as a blueprint for the
activities that need to take place to improve our
economy.
Colin Bell, North East LEP Business Growth Director said
“We take an ‘each and every’ approach to everything we
do so no one is left behind. Our economy thrives when
every part of the community is engaged so it’s a pleasure
to support the excellent work of ABC, which works
tirelessly to promote Asian business.
“The fact that ABC has reached its tenth anniversary is
a huge cause to celebrate and we are delighted to be
involved in recognition of its significant achievements.”
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CONNECTING • SUPPORTING • PROMOTING
Vikas Kumar, Director of GemArts, Gateshead was awarded an MBE in
the 2017 Queen’s Birthday Honours list for services to Arts and Culture
having previously won the ABC Annual Award.
Vikas is Founder and Director of GemArts, and since 2001 he has been leading this visionary
organisation. Vikas’ passion for creativity, diversity and equality of opportunity has built GemArts into an
internationally recognised arts organisation, which continues to grow from strength to strength.
Vikas’ expertise in the South Asian and Diversity Arts sector, from a national and international
perspective, has enabled him to develop an excellent network of artists and creative producers
worldwide. Working in collaboration with the voluntary, public and private sector, Vikas has made
a significant contribution in increasing arts engagement amongst under represented communities
particularly those from a Black Asian and Minority Ethnic and wider backgrounds across the North East.
This year’s Masala Festival was promoted by ABC as one of the 10th Anniversary Celebration Events
alongside the Durham Miners Gala and Armed Forces Day.

GemArts
GemArts is an arts organisation and charity based in the North East of
England.
We are a nationally recognised leader in the South Asian and diversity arts
sector, and we create, produce and programmes high quality concerts, events,
festivals, workshops and commissions with regional, national and international
artists across all art forms. GemArts is committed to excellence in our
participatory arts practice, particularly supporting artists working in the
diversity sector, and we specialise in delivering arts projects with schools and
community groups across all age ranges, to provide creative and enjoyable
learning experiences, and to promote a greater understanding of people and
their respective cultures.

Vikas Kumar

GemArts started in 2001, working in Gateshead primarily, and then across
the North East. We now work nationally and internationally through our
commissioning and touring programme. We passionately believe the arts
enrich the lives of individuals and communities through celebrating our
shared cultural diversity – Raising aspirations, building stronger communities
and breaking down barriers. We know that inequalities exist, and many
communities and artists face social, economic and cultural barriers, so are
excluded from taking part ,disproportionately more so if you are from a Black,
Asian, minority ethnic, asylum seeker or refugee background. GemArts mission
and focus is to increase equality of opportunity for everyone to engage with
culturally diverse arts - as artists, producers, participants and audiences.

Federation of Asian Business
As part of the Federation, Sharon Jandu who leads Yorkshire Asian Business
Association has established a Northern Asian Power List to help address the
North South Divide. There are over 50,000 organisations and individuals
now connect with the Federation and various trade missions are planned for
India, Pakistan and Bangladesh to help the UK develop critical trade links
and encourage inward investment to the UK.”

Wise Steps
ABC has developed and delivered an enterprise support programme as part of Wise Steps
which is £7.2m ERDF funded project that helps those furthest from the labour market.
Chris Orrick – ABC training and development manager – has successfully helped a number of
individuals successfully start their own business.The success of this programme has enabled
ABC to extend its focus and in collaboration with the SME Centre of Excellence develop a
range of start-up and scale programmes all to help businesses start, survive and thrive.
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ABC 10th Annual Dinner and Awards Ceremony
in association with..........................

The Power of
10 years of Connecting, Supporting
& Promoting the whole community.

At the Gosforth Park Hotel, Newcastle upon Tyne,
Thursday 3rd October, 7pm until late.
An evening filled with fun, celebration and success.

Hear from the UK Indian High Commission,
various dignitaries and previous award winners.

Enjoy a four course authentic Punjabi meal.
Experience a fusion of cultural entertainment.
Engage with some of the most successful Asian businesses and support
organisations from across the North of England. Celebrate a commitment to diversity
through an awards ceremony that recognises the significant and sustained impact
of the Asian community across Yorkshire, North West and North East.
Support our local charity the PIE Project Trust that is helping transform the lives of
future generations by developing their personal and professional skills.

Get your tickets early to avoid disappointment only £75 each or £700 for a table of 10
Email events@abconnexions.org or
call 0844 24 777 05 now!

Previous supporters include:
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BUSINESS INSIGHT

NORTH EAST FUND MARKS ONE YEAR ANNIVERSARY
WITH OVER £20M INVESTED IN 125 SMES
The North East Fund has invested £20m and leveraged £23m more in its first twelve months, helping more than
125 SMEs located throughout the region to grow their businesses and create new jobs.
Recently marking its first anniversary, the
£120m regional funding programme has
delivered significant investments in a range
of ground-breaking and innovative projects
including £2.6m in low carbon initiatives
and £6m in manufacturing and engineering
companies.

are to our region and what they can achieve. The
JEREMIE Fund invested £160m, leveraged in a
further £300m of private capital, supported over
900 businesses and either created or safeguarded
some 8,000 jobs. If we can emulate that success,
then we will certainly have achieved our
objectives.

21 SMEs in County Durham, including Ibex
Innovations and Parsons Containers, and more
recently, insurance platform company, Honcho
Markets, have received approximately £2.6m
in funding. 14 businesses in Sunderland have
secured in the region of £2m and Northumberland
companies, including AVID Technology, Boiler
Plan and Trench Networks, have secured a total
of £4m of investment from the North East Fund.

the region’s universities such as Hexis Lab and
Magnitude Biosciences.

Providing access to finance through five different
funds; the development capital, venture,
innovation, small loan and capital growth funds,
the North East Fund has also helped to create
new jobs in well-established businesses including
Eminent Engineering and UK Metalcraft, as a direct
result of investment received. This is in addition to
delivering funding to spin out organisations from

Jason Hobbs, CEO of The North East Fund,
commented, “We’ve made a really positive
start since our launch last year. We have set
ourselves a target of investing in 600 businesses
over the course of five years from a diverse
range of industries, and given the success of our
predecessor, the JEREMIE Fund, we can show just
how important funds like the North East Fund

“We are seeing so many great businesses pushing
ahead with their growth plans that it is impossible
not to feel optimistic about the future of the North
East economy, despite the national uncertainty,
given the talent and entrepreneurship that exists
here. We are fully committed to supporting their
ambition and backing home-grown companies,
many of whom are at the forefront of their
industry or operating successfully on a global
scale.

Jason Hobbs,
CEO, North East Fund.

“The next four years of the Fund presents a
wonderful opportunity for these businesses and
we must maintain the momentum which has been
created for them. Access to finance is essential for
the region’s SMEs as well as the next generation of
entrepreneurs to allow those who have received
funding to continue their growth trajectories.”

For more information, visit www.northeastfund.org

NICK WINS REGIONAL ACCOUNTANT OF THE
YEAR AWARD
Nick Wilson, 27, from Blyth has been
named North East Accountant of the Year
at the acclaimed North East Accountancy Awards, which was held during a glitzy
awards ceremony attended by over 400
people at the Hilton Newcastle Gateshead.
Nick, who is Head of Business Innovation at
Robson Laidler Accountants in Jesmond and
Durham beat off stiff competition from four
other professionals in his field.
Judges named Nick the winner for making
a positive difference to clients lives, making
a tangible financial contribution to his Firm
and for his dedication towards business
innovation.
Father of two Nick Wilson said: “I am so
honoured and humbled to receive the award.
It’s a good feeling because I don’t feel I’m
doing anything outstanding, I’m just putting
my skills into action to help clients achieve
their goals. Even without receiving this
award, being nominated was like winning to
me.
Nick Wilson, Accountant of the Year

“Robson Laidler are a great employer who
have given me so much support to grow and
innovate within the business, allowing me

to be the best I can. I honestly love what I
do and there is nothing more satisfying than
making a difference to the business and our
clients.”
Robson Laidler managing director Graham
Purvis said: “The North East Accountancy
Awards are a fantastic opportunity to
showcase the talent in our region. Nick’s
achievement give us a glimpse of what we
can expect from the future of our firm –
excellent client service, innovation and a
passion for success. It is absolutely fantastic
for Nick to be formally be recognised in this
way, we are so proud of him and we hope
that his success inspires and encourages a
new generation of equally dedicated finance
professionals.”
Now in its twelfth year, the North East
Accountancy Awards recognises excellence
within the fields of finance, accounting
and tax from all industry sectors operating
in the North East. They are organised by
event management company, Echo Events
and supported by key industry associations
and long term main partner Nigel Wright
Recruitment.

www.robson-laidler.co.uk
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DIGITAL MARKETING STRATEGY
The new winning approach to hiring talent
Companies with recruitment marketing strategies in place are at least
30% more likely to have highly engaged employees. In addition to
that, recruitment marketing strategies improve quality of hire. Sound
appealing?

time on building an audience relevant to their employer brand for future
recruitment success.

Nurturing passive talent over a longer period of time is much more effective
and ensures your business is front of mind when an individual is looking to
make their next career move. At a time when attracting talented individuals
who are ready to hit the ground running is becoming increasingly difficult,
digital tactics are the key to recruitment success.

It’s reported that up to 80% of all passive talent not actively job-seeking,
would still be open to hearing about new opportunities. So it’s important
for your brand to be visible amongst your target audience. Producing and
promoting digital content to the right audience is crucial. Blog posts, articles,
infographics, videos, webinars are all excellent ways of providing valuable,
relevant and timely content to ensure your employer brand is forefront.

The proof is in the pudding, Ronald James clients who are currently adopting
a digital marketing recruitment strategy are strengthening their employer
brands, reaching an audience of over 100,000 tech and digital professionals
in the North, and consistently hiring top talent and filling open positions with
greater ease.
So how do you capitalise on digital tactics?
Step 1 - Using digital to build employer brand, not just consumer brand
This is a common challenge we encounter when working with our clients.
They often have really strong consumer brands and social following across
major touch points and channels, but they struggle to gain exposure to
help build their employer brand amongst the relevant ‘potential employee’
audience. That’s where we help connect valuable, employer content by
promoting it to the correct audience. Businesses would benefit from focusing
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Step 2 - Attracting passive talent with targeted content

Step 3 - Convert passive to active with clever digital touch points
Producing valuable digital content is great, but really making the most of
this content to generate conversions is crucial. Offering value to your passive
talent in exchange for details and permission to contact is the winning
formula. Webinars and events are a brilliant way to attract your relevant
audience, build your brand, provide value and gain that all important
permission to contact, converting the passive individual to a warm and
nurtured opportunity.
This is just the tip of the digital recruitment marketing iceberg. To find out
how Ronald James can support your business to build a valuable employer
brand and gain exposure in your relevant target audience, drop us a call on
0191 620 0123 or email info@ronaldjamesgroup.com.
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ENTREPRENEURS’ FORUM ANNOUNCES SHORTLIST
FOR ITS ANNUAL ENTREPRENEURIAL AWARDS
The Entrepreneurs’ Forum has unveiled the shortlist for its 2019 North East Entrepreneurial Awards.

Delivered in partnership with Fairstone Group,
the 2019 North East Entrepreneurial Awards
honour and applaud entrepreneurial leaders
who have made remarkable contributions to
the local business economy and continue to
achieve and deliver beyond expectation.

20% plus annualised growth in either turnover,
profit or employee numbers for the past three
years. The shortlisted entrepreneurs are Dan
Foskett (Connection Flooring), Lawrence Brown
(Royston Diesel Power) and Toby Bridges (NBT
Group).

The awards comprise of five categories which
recognise outstanding individuals at each stage of
the entrepreneurial journey.

Mentor of the Year and the Lifetime Achievement
Award is kept a closely guarded secret until the
evening.

The nominees for Emerging Talent - those who
have built a business of outstanding potential
which has been trading for six years or less - are
Dan Martin (Elmtronics), Kevin Johnston of (Funky
Chunky Furniture) and William Johnson (TORRO
Cases).

Last year’s awards saw Lianne Walker, of Walker
Filtration, recognised as Entrepreneur of the Year,
while Kevin Brown, CEO of Pacifica Group, won
the Scale-Up Award. Paul Callaghan CBE was
presented with the Lifetime Achievement Award,
following in the footsteps of previous winners Sir
John Hall, Sir Peter Vardy and John Fenwick.

Recognising those who’ve achieved strong,
sustainable growth in revenue and profit, the
Entrepreneur of the Year Award will be contested
by Sara Davies (Crafter’s Companion), Simon
Bailes (Simon Bailes Peugeot) and Tony Cleary
(Lanchester Wines).
The Scale-up Award acknowledges business
owners who have led their company to achieve

Jordan McCabe, who established Aztec Diamond
Equestrian, won the Emerging Talent award, with
Pamela Petty rounding up 2018’s winners as she
was named Mentor of the Year.
This year, British Athletics legend Steve Cram CBE
will host the event, which is taking place on Friday
20th September 2019 at the Hilton Newcastle
www.entrepreneursforum.net
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Gateshead, and is supported by Ward Hadaway,
the North East Growth Hub, IA Growth, Malhotra
Group and Brewin Dolphin.
James Robson MBE, Chairman of the
Entrepreneurs’ Forum, said: “We receive many
high calibre entries for our annual awards, and
it was encouraging to see that this year was no
different.
“This year’s shortlist features many of the region’s
most established business leaders in combination
with up-and-coming entrepreneurs, who are all
helping to shape the North East’s growth agenda
through the creation of sustainable jobs and
economic contributions.
“Our Entrepreneurial Awards form a major part
of our comprehensive calendar of events and
provides the ideal platform to recognise the
achievements of business leaders who are making
a difference in the North East.”
The Entrepreneurs’ Forum represents more than
300 individual member companies, which have a
combined turnover of more than £2.3 billion and
in excess of 23,000 employees.

BUSINESS INSIGHT

Deni Chambers of Gateshead
College and Chris Pape of
Gateshead Council.

PROTO PARTNERSHIP POWERS TECH REVOLUTION
In a business world where digital technology is constantly driving change, how do you manage this and
find the skilled people you need to remain competitive? Leading players in the region are combining
strengths to help businesses address these challenges.
head College is officially partnering with
neighbour PROTO to develop a new pipeline of
digital skills, create commercial opportunities
for local firms, drive inward investment and
economic growth across key industry sectors,
and retain the brightest minds in the region.
Deni Chambers, assistant principal at Gateshead
College, said: “We’re catering for a workforce that
doesn’t yet exist. Technology is moving at such a
rapid rate that businesses themselves don’t even
know what skills they’ll need in five years’ time.
“We’re working with industry to predict future
trends and work out how technology can
be applied in different commercial settings.
That’s why our courses are always evolving and
constantly being adapted to meet the changing
needs of industry.”
The partnership will see the roll-out of an
innovative new course that will prepare
individuals for a career specialising in the use of
emerging technologies such as virtual reality (VR),
augmented reality (AR) and artificial intelligence
(AI). The two-year course will allow them to
test how these technologies can be applied in
the commercial sphere, not just in digital firms
but also in other sectors such as healthcare,
manufacturing, sports and performing arts.

Deni added: “This will give students a unique
insight into how effectively new technologies
work in different commercial settings. They’ll be
able to work alongside cutting-edge businesses to
test these technologies as they come on stream,
gaining valuable work experience and a real
insight into this faced-paced industry.
“All of our students will benefit from the
partnership, not just those on the new course.
Whether they are studying dance, sport,
construction or healthcare and early years we’ll
be working with PROTO to use digital technology
in innovative ways and enhance their learning.”
Digital technology is helping dance students
Emily Van-der-vord (left) and Chloe Wilson (right)
at Gateshead College

Companies and students will also be able to
use PROTO’s office space and a wide range
of impressive digital equipment, including a
photogrammetry rig with 120 cameras that can
capture 3D objects from every angle – ideal for a
manufacturer who wants to trial a new product.
The facilities made a positive impression on
Education Secretary Damian Hinds, who visited
PROTO and Gateshead College on a recent factfinding mission in the region.
Chris Pape of Gateshead Council, which owns
and manages PROTO, said: “Kit like this is usually
pretty expensive so it’s great that businesses
can use it as and when they want to, and at a
lower cost than anywhere else in the country.
This allows start-ups and small firms to test and
trial new concepts, explore digital solutions that
might help their business without having to spend
money unnecessarily.
“Our aim is to attract more businesses to the
area and promote Gateshead as a great place to
live and do business. Together with Gateshead
College, we share a common goal of wanting to
develop digital capabilities within companies and
encourage young entrepreneurs to start a business
here. To do that we need a good infrastructure
and people with the right skills, and that’s where
the college comes in.”

To find out more about Gateshead College and the courses on offer, visit: www.gateshead.ac.uk/employer
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An Entrepreneur Interview with...

LUCY BATLEY

Co-founder and Creative Director of JUMP

Thirteen years’ ago, Lucy returned from living and working in Italy to embark
on an entrepreneurial endeavour. When Lucy met her business partner,
Rob Brown, their collaboration was intended to ‘jump’ two ideas and minds
together, because, as the saying goes, ‘two minds are better than one’.

JUMP is a creative agency based in Lucy’s hometown
of Newcastle; the team of coders and graphic designers
provide bespoke and specialist design and digitalsolutions.
Lucy explains her journey to becoming her own
boss and on running her own business in the latest
Entrepreneurs’ Forum member interview.
Tell me about your background in business?
I am a branding specialist; my skill set lies in graphic
design. I graduated in the North East then I moved to
London for five years then to Milan for another five years
before returning to the UK to set up JUMP.
What was the inspiration behind JUMP?
I hated my boss! I was working as a consultant in Milan
and I did not want to continue working there. When I met
my business partner, I was having trouble with customers
asking for a lot of video production and digital insight. Rob
was having the opposite problems to me with his small
business and together we made this work for us by joining
forces.
In your own words, what is it that JUMP does?
We have a team of coders and graphic designers who
provide a bespoke and high quality service in building
brands, in the most creative way possible.
We work on complex digital solutions; for example, we
worked on a big project for the NHS where we re-branded
and promoted the division that recruits NHS staff in
the North East as well as creating a complex back-end
database for them. What we do is quite unusual as we are
the only company in Newcastle that splits 50/50 between
those disciplines. Often companies are either a design and
marketing company or a digital company, so it is quite rare
to get a combination of the two, which makes us rather
unique.
As a successful female business leader, what do
you think are the key things which led to you
getting to where you are now?
I sit on The North East Women Leaders Advisory Boardran by Newcastle University’s Business School, which is
something I am very proud of and passionate about. The
board is all about helping women both in their careers
and as business leaders. I am a huge advocate for helping
to support women. I personally think this is achieved by
leading a good example and being a role model. I have a
support network group as well and I do whatever I can to
provide support and mentoring.

From my time in business, I have never experienced sexism,
but I recognise the scale of the issue in the workplace
and society in general. So, I want to be a role model to
demonstrate how women can be confident and ambitious.
What is your proudest moment?
When I was younger I won the Best Young Designer which
was an award presented by Ian Hislop, from Private Eye. It
was a massive event in London and I will always be proud
of this.
I am also exceptionally proud to have set up Northern
Design, which was established to support creative design
in the North East.
Is there a particular mistake you have made while
in business? And how did you overcome/learn from
it?
One of the hardest things about running a business is
staying positive, especially when people make mistakes.
You have to come into the office every day and be
really optimistic because the team relies on you. Being a
positive, passionate role model at work is vital to ensure
that the team are behind you and supporting your vision.
Also, no one wants to work for someone who is negative
and grumpy. It sounds clichéd but we do have fun – if you
don’t enjoy what you do, what is the point?
How has the company grown and what do you
attribute this to?
It is all down to having fantastic staff who deliver
consistent creativity and quality. A few years ago we put
together a senior management team, which has worked
so well day-to-day and this efficiency filters down to the
other teams.
It is definitely down to the people you employ. We have
18 excellent staff.
Do you live by a certain motto?
Less is more. Strip everything back to its simplest form
and this is how we work through situations. It leads to the
most creativity. Our studio is an extension of our brand
philosophy. Our studio is a clean space for our industry
experts, we have mood boards, which we use to curate
inspiration or ideas and be at our most creative with
endless possibilities.
What are the future plans of JUMP?
We never wanted to be massive. The key thing for us is
quality, so we need to keep a good reputation by providing
excellent services.

Lucy Batley is a member of the Entrepreneurs’ Forum, a group of like-minded people who come together at inspirational events to share best
practice, create valuable connections and help each other to grow their businesses. For more information, visit www.entrepreneursforum.net
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MANUFACTURING NEWS

NORTH EAST EXPERTS
TO EXPLORE NEW
FRONTIERS
A Sunderland-based offshore specialist has the
wind in its sails after being approached by a US
state to help it become a leader in renewable
energy.

Business Oregon, the business investment arm of
the state, caught wind of Trevor’s MARLIN invention
after researching new, innovative ways to improve
its carbon footprint. The state has ambitious plans
to become a fully renewable state over the next
two decades and believes Frontier’s technology
could help propel the state into the future.

Frontier Technical is leading a consortium of UK
organisations made up of private sector businesses,
public sector bodies and educational institutes
to develop revolutionary technology with the
potential to transform the global energy industry.

A MATERIAL SOLUTION
TO A TECHNOLOGICAL
PROBLEM
Komoru is a material solution to a technological
problem: smartphone addiction and signal
interception. Cohda has adapted the principles
of Michael Faraday’s Cage by replacing the rigid
structure with a sea of conductive microspheres
capable of stopping electromagnetic signals
reaching anything placed within them, including
smartphones (4G, 5G and WiFi) and electronic
key fobs.

Founded by managing director Trevor Hardcastle,
Frontier Technical has already pioneered an
environmentally-friendly way of installing offshore
wind farms with its patented “MARLIN Modular
Floating Platform” and is set to build on this
success with its latest project – commissioned by
the State of Oregon.

TECHNOLOGY IS DRIVING THE FUTURE OF
AUTOMOTIVE
sponsors MAKE it Sunderland and North East
Growth Hub, lined up with national speakers to
present opportunities around new automotive
on-vehicle technology and manufacturing process
innovation. In addition, the conference offered
an insight in to navigating the UK’s national
innovation strategy.

Drawing from the concept of the traditional
Japanese Zen Garden, Komoru, meaning to seclude
one’s self, creates a space to decrease stress and
anxiety by burying the devices that cause them.

Conference speakers included senior figures
from Innovate UK, Department for International
Trade, Advanced Propulsion Centre, UK Battery
Industrialisation Centre (UKBIC), Zenzic, High
Value Manufacturing Catapult, Accenture, Infinite
Perspective Consulting, Siemens, TR Fastenings and
Senseye.

Recent studies have shown it’s a natural, human
need to crave social interaction, but the way we fulfil
that desire via smartphones can be detrimental to
our mental health with so many addictive social
media platforms being easily accessed.
Our lives have become intrinsically linked with our
smartphones, making it impossible for us to ever
truly switch off. This addiction to digital society
has seemingly interrupted our understanding
of face-to-face interactions and the art of real
conversation. Komoru offers a solution to this
modern day problem.

Over 130 delegates attended the region’s
first automotive conference since 2010 at the
Ramside Hall Hotel.
The Future of Automotive Conference held on
27 June was hailed a success by industry leaders.
The North East Automotive Alliance (NEAA), and

Patrick Melia, Chief Executive of Sunderland
City Council, who opened the conference, said:
“Sunderland is justly proud to sponsor the
NEAA’s first automotive conference. The city
has established itself globally as a hub for the
automotive sector and topped all other competing
UK cities for electric vehicle infrastructure this year.

£60MILLION REFINANCING TO FUEL GROWTH
OF CONVERSE PHARMA
One of the UK’s biggest names in pharmaceuticals has secured a £60million refinancing
package to help support its ongoing growth plans.
Converse Pharma Group, a wholesale distributor of pharmaceutical products, has been backed
by the new funding line from RBS Invoice Finance and Secure Trust Bank, which will enable it to
continue its strong progress across its three core divisions.
Independently-owned Converse Pharma - formed in 2013 through the management buy-out of
three businesses - operates DE Pharmaceuticals, based in Prudhoe, Doncaster Pharmaceutical
Group and Eurodrug, which collectively have 12 sites across the UK serving over 5,500 customers.
Doncaster-based Converse Pharma, which employs around 800 people, has seen continual
progress since its creation six years ago, and is now set to consolidate its position at the very
forefront of the UK pharmaceutical distribution market.

The B2B Marketing Specialists
T 0345 075 5955 www.horizonworks.co.uk
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HORIZON WORKS LOOKS TO THE FUTURE AS IT
UNVEILS NEW HQ AND EVENTS SPACE
B2B marketing agency Horizon Works has opened the doors to its new office and event space in a
move which will provide the platform for further growth – and boost the support it provides to clients,
industry networks and partners.

Horizon Works, which offers marketing, strategy,
PR, digital and creative services, purchased a 2335
sq ft purpose-built two storey office building on
Northumberland Business Park, near Cramlington.
Since moving to the new site earlier this year, it
has invested heavily in new internal facilities including an event space with a capacity of 50,
plus hot desk areas and a contemporary office
environment for its staff.
The new headquarters was officially opened
by Cllr Richard Wearmouth, Chair of Advance
Northumberland, the economic regeneration
company established by Northumberland County
Council, last month.
Horizon Works, which was founded in 2010, supports
innovators in complex industries with a full range of
marketing services.
Horizon Works’ new event space can be used to
host seminars, workshops, presentations, networking
events and product launches, and will enhance the
company’s offering to its clients – who will be able to
use the facilities for their own events – and industry
networks. The facilities will also be available to other
regional businesses and organisations.
The investment in a new headquarters will support
Horizon Works’ ongoing expansion, with the company
set to make several additional senior appointments
this summer.

Horizon Works plays an active role in industry
networks and clusters including the North East
Automotive Alliance (NEAA), North East England
Process Industry Cluster (NEPIC), Digital Union, NOF
Energy and The Entrepreneurs’ Forum. The company
is also the marketing partner of The Advanced
Manufacturing Forum (AMF) and delivers its quarterly
Marketing Club.
It will be rolling out a series of Learn and Connect
lunch networking events over the next few months,
which will encourage businesses to share ideas and
engage in informal networking.
The company was previously headquartered in
Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne and works across
sectors including manufacturing, engineering,
healthcare and life sciences, technology, professional
services and the public sector.
Horizon Works’ clients include: INVISTA Performance
Technologies, one of the world’s largest integrated
producers of chemical intermediates; US-based
water purification specialist AmeriWater; Fera Science
Ltd (formerly the Food and Environment Research
Agency) which is based at the National Agri-Food
Innovation Campus near York; Middlesbrough-based
hydraulic engineering specialist Industrial & Marine
Hydraulics (IMH); expanded metal mesh manufacturer
The Expanded Metal Company; commercial law
firm Watson Burton; business communications and

systems provider Cellular Solutions; and asbestos
management consultancy Franks Portlock.
Samantha Vassallo, founder and managing director
of Horizon Works, said: “Our new headquarters will
enable us to expand our workforce as we grow –
and provides our staff with a spacious, comfortable
working environment in a fantastic location.
Northumberland Business Park is easily accessible and
close to some of the North East’s key manufacturing
and pharma hubs: it was therefore a highly attractive
site when we were looking to invest in a new office.
“The purchase of the building and subsequent
refurbishment means we can now support our clients
and network partners – as well as the local business
community – with a place where they can come and
do business and make new connections.
“We’re really proud of what we’ve achieved since
launching in 2010 and this marks the beginning on
an exciting new phase as we approach our second
decade in business.”
Cllr Richard Wearmouth, Chair of Advance
Northumberland, said: “We’re delighted Horizon
Works has chosen to relocate in the county and is
looking to expand over the next few months.
“For new companies as well as those looking to
expand, Northumberland offers so many benefits and
this is another great example of a forward thinking
company flourishing in the county.”

For more information, visit horizonworks.co.uk
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Ignition Consulting with their client NIBE (L to R)
business students Kara McMahon, Henry Dodds,
Elizabeth Park and Fraser Robinson with Kevan Carrick,
NIBE Chair and Ron Beadle, Professor of Organisation
and Business Ethics at Northumbria University.

NORTHUMBRIA UNIVERSITY STUDENTS HELP RAISE
THE BAR ON RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS
A North East-based initiative set up to champion ethical business practice has enlisted Northumbria
University students to help recruit new members and raise its profile.

The North East Initiative on Business Ethics
(NIBE) was established in 2013 by working
professionals interested and involved in
business ethics. It works through face-to-face
meetings and seminars advising companies how
to develop ethical practices and the benefits
these can offer.

from more traditional theory-based learning,
and this has made it an incredibly challenging
and rewarding experience. We recommended
stronger partnerships with national organisations,
a more focused digital marketing and social
media strategy and targeting students and recent
graduates.”

To help increase its supporter-base and raise
awareness of its work, NIBE approached The
Business Clinic at Northumbria, where students
provide a free consultancy service to real clients.

Kevan Carrick, Chairman of JK Property
Consultants and NIBE Chair, said: “We are
challengers for good business ethics, and one
of the best ways to promote this is by engaging
with people early in their careers. As the only
organisation of our type outside of London we
have been promoting this message regionally. Our
aim now is to gain a stronger presence nationally,
and the work put in by the students will help us
achieve this.”

Working as team Ignition Consulting, final year
business and law students Henry Dodds, Lizzy
Park, Kara McMahon and Fraser Robinson took on
the brief from NIBE. They developed a strategy
through extensive market research with regional
and national businesses and the London-based
Institute of Business Ethics (IBE).
The students said: “Providing a consultancy
service for a real-life client is very different

Nigel Coates, Director of The Business Clinic, said:
“There is so much potential for NIBE to grow and
to continue making a real impact, and it’s great
www.northumbria.ac.uk
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that we can follow its success. The Business
Clinic has the expertise to support consultancy
work across a wide range of sectors. Our aim is
to achieve a win-win situation and it is satisfying
to see the real impact we are having on both our
clients and students.”
The Business Clinic is an award-winning education
scheme that involves groups of business students
forming a ‘consultancy firm’ to provide free advice
to clients. The service is available to all types of
businesses from SMEs and multinationals to
charities and third sector organisations.
Under close supervision by experienced Business
School tutors, the model enhances student
employability and skills by working directly with
organisations in need of consultancy advice. The
students analyse the problem and provide up to
date research and recommendations to help the
organisation grow and develop.

BUSINESS INSIGHT

NORTH EAST DESIGNATED AS FIRST FORD NEXT
GENERATION LEARNING COMMUNITY OUTSIDE THE USA
June 2019 was a landmark month for the North East. We have officially become the first place outside
the USA to put in place a new method of teaching and learning, which has been shown to transform
outcomes for students.

We’re very proud to have been designated as a
Ford Next Generation Learning Community at
a celebration event which took place at BALTIC
Centre for Contemporary Art in Gateshead, and
which was very ably compèred by year seven
students from Excelsior Academy in Newcastle.
The students took centre stage, alongside their
peers from Norham High School and Churchill
Community College in North Tyneside, as it is
they, along with their teachers, who have been
putting this new model of learning into practice
in the North East.
The Ford NGL model was originally piloted in
Nashville where it resulted in an almost 23% rise
in graduation rates and significant improvements
in attainment, discipline and attendance. It’s since
been adopted by more than 30 US school districts.
Students learn through engagement with
employers, working on real life projects and
interacting with people who work in businesses
in their local area. Bringing the workplace and
classroom closer together really helps pupils
understand how what they learn in the classroom
applies to the world of work and their future
careers.
Since we began working with the three pilot schools
here in the North East, we’ve successfully adapted

the Nashville model for our region. Students have
worked with employers ranging from Go North
East to the Great North Run and they’ve met
surgeons, engineers and entrepreneurs.
The students who spoke at the celebration event
were clearly enthusiastic about what they’d
experienced, talking about the projects they’ve
worked on and explaining how it’s helped them
to learn.
The positive impact of this approach has been
clear. We’ve seen pupils develop in confidence
and teachers have observed improvements in
motivation, oracy and teamwork skills. The
students themselves have told us that they now
have a much better understanding of why they
are studying different topics, through linking the
curriculum to real life situations.
As we continue on our drive to create more
and better jobs in the North East, we need to
ensure that the next generation has the skills
to successfully move from education into
employment.
Working with Ford NGL and education charity
the Edge Foundation to implement this exciting
new way of teaching is just one part of our skills
programmes in the North East - but it’s a vital
part.

I’m proud of what we’ve achieved together and it
couldn’t have happened without the dedication of
the schools and our partners. And of course, we’re
hugely grateful to the employers who have been
involved, inviting young people to play a part in
their businesses.
The next step is for us to involve more schools, and
we’ll be adding three more to the project over the
next few months.
Ultimately, our aim is to make this approach
available to all schools in the North East and to
share everything we learn with our colleagues
throughout the country, so that we can make sure
that all young people can reap the benefits of the
North East’s new status as a Ford Next Generation
Learning Community.
Michelle Rainbow, Skills Director, North East LEP.

The Ford Next Generation Learning pilot is part
of the North East LEP’s Education Challenge
programme, which aims to reduce the gap between
the North East’s best and lowest performing
schools and to integrate an understanding of the
world of work and career opportunities into the
curriculum.

Find out more at northeastambition.co.uk/education-challenge
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A luxury care home in the heart of Jesmond
A luxurious, perfect setting for older people looking
to maintain an independent lifestyle with the added
peace of mind of discrete quality care and support.
Fleming Court provides short and long term care
to older people so that they can maintain their
independence in the heart of a thriving community.
For older people who have memory care needs, we
have a dedicated community within Fleming Court,
specially designed to meet the needs of a person who
has developed a form of dementia. Our highly trained
and dedicated team tailor care plans to the individual
to help lead an active and stimulating lifestyle.

To find out more about our quality care, luxurious
accommodation and hospitality services please
arrange to meet Julie Baron, our experienced
home manager.

To make an enquiry please call
Fleming Court
T 0333 999 8676
A Burdon Terrace, Jesmond, NE2 3AE
W hc-one.co.uk

CHARITY IS THE WINNER
AT CELLULAR SOLUTIONS
GOLF DAY
Business communications and systems provider
Cellular Solutions’ annual golf day helped to raise
£3000 for charity last month.
Guests joined Cellular Solutions at Close House
Golf Club for the event, which featured a Japanese theme to celebrate this year’s Rugby World
Cup in Japan.
Golfers took to the Lee Westwood Colt Course
on July 10 to play in a Pro-Am format – and help
raise money for Changing Lives, which provides
support for vulnerable people and their families.
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CONTINUING WITH PRIDE IN YOUR WORKPLACE
By Jayne Hart, Director, The HR Dept Newcastle

The summer sees many celebrations for Pride 2019, indeed everywhere
we look logos have turned to rainbow. This is fabulous, but once the
celebrations end, is there a risk that we stop doing everything we can to
make our workplaces inclusive for everyone all year round?
In a TUC poll of more than 1,100 LGBT workers, two thirds said they had
been sexually harassed at work. A shockingly high number suggesting that
such discrimination is widespread, despite sexual orientation and gender
reassignment being protected characteristics under equality law.
Transgender employees may be particularly vulnerable in the workplace.
For the first time in 2018, LGBT equality charity Stonewall featured transinclusive employers in its list of top employers for inclusivity. But only 20%
of the top 100 employers had a policy which focused on trans employees.
It is proven that diversity pays. Inclusive companies can recruit from a wider
talent pool, benefit from a positive workplace culture and better reflect their
broad customer bases.
So with the motivation of legal obligation and better productivity, what could
you be doing to foster greater LGBTQ inclusion at work?

a complex issue, they are of some use. Talk to your team, sensitively, about
what an inclusive workplace looks like to them and use that as a steer for your
actions. Actions indeed speak louder than words.

The first check is whether you have an anti-discrimination policy. I would
advise this to be a day one requirement when you employ people. It will
be broader than just covering sexual orientation as there are nine legally
protected characteristics. It will let employees know what is and isn’t
acceptable and give you the tools to address any policy breach.
Assuming a policy is in place you can look at further proactive steps. Variations
of the phrase: “Diversity is being invited to the party, inclusion is being asked
to dance” do the rounds on social media. And while they may over-simplify
If you want professional support in developing your inclusivity, talk to The HR Dept Newcastle 0191 594 7789. www.hrdept.co.uk

FAMILY COMPANY LAUNCHES NEW SERVICE AND
GAINS ACCREDITATION
“We have successfully worked with house
developers, care homes and office blocks recently.
CCTV is becoming more and more important, in
both personal homes and public buildings, for our
own protection and for insurance purposes. It is a
natural extension of what we have been doing to
the highest standard since 1997, so it has been a
natural progression for the team to achieve.”

A family run business based in the North East for
the last 22 years has launched two new services,
expanded its customer base and has gained
themselves an accreditation unique to their field.
ATV Aerial and Satellite company has added the
installation of trouble-shooting equipment for poor
WiFi performance and the provision and installation
of high definition infa-red CCTV systems to
their existing services. Current services include
aerial installation and repairs; satellite and Sky
installations and repairs; TV tuning; supplying and
fitting of TV & DVD wall brackets; and bird cages
for chimney protection.
The CCTV systems are of police quality, user friendly,
and a large deterrent to crime being experienced by
property owners and home owners in the region.
ATV offer full property surveillance, or a specific

focus on cars, car park, main doors, public areas and
gardens, all within set GDOR guidelines and policies.
As well as state of the art DVR’s that control and
record, the systems also come with an easy to use
smartphone app that enables the user to keep an
eye on their property through the night, or if out
or away.
This new skillset has already seen the company
branching more into the commercial property
sector, as well as the domestic work the team
already carry out. Owner Grant Smith explained:
“Our core work previously had been domestic and
whilst we very much value this and our customer
base, we are looking to grow with all our services
into the commercial sector, servicing property
owners, developers, facility managers and anyone
who looks after larger properties with multiple
installations.

The business, which is also run by Grant’s son Blaine
and wife Jayne Smith, has been accredited as part of
the Contractors Health and safety Scheme (CHAS),
which is unusual in the Aerial and CCTV field.
Based in Whitley Bay, the team cover small and large
contracts across the entire spread of the North East,
and is also linking up with estate agents, bedroom
and kitchen fitters and lettings management
companies. Blaine said: “Our customer base is
growing, so much so that our last financial year was
the best we have had. With that in mind, it is time
to expand our skills and services, and our portfolio
of customers. The CHAS accreditation can give both
home owners and professional companies the peace
of mind that we are the top in our field, and we are
delighted to have achieved it.
“We are excelling at communal work, fitting a range
of our services to building with multiple users, in a
cost and time efficient way and the WiFi support
and CCTV services just marry in perfectly. ”

For any enquiry large or small you can call ATV Aerial and Satellite on 0191 252 4308 or by visiting the website
on www.atv-aerialsatellitewhitleybay.co.uk/cctv
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RECRUITMENT TIPS
Here at Howie White, we’d like to think we know a thing or two about recruitment, and along
the way have picked up a few tips that we thought we’d share.
Know what you are looking for – sounds
simple, but it goes beyond the job title.
Ensuring that you have a clearly defined
role along with required experience and
qualifications makes the recruitment
process smoother and simpler. This will also
help to ensure that your trusted recruiter
can offer the best possible shortlist for
interview.
Fully brief your recruiter – when working
with new clients, at Howie White, we want
to get an understanding not just of the role
to fill, but the culture in which the new
employee is to fit. We also work to gain
an understanding with you of ‘needs’ and
‘wants’ for the role.
Take Your Time - If the process is too quick,
you won’t always get the best candidates,
too slow and you run the risk of losing
exceptional candidates to another business.
Have Strong Branding – in recent times,
online presence is gaining more and more
importance, it allows the business to shine
and demonstrate its accolades but also
allows a candidate a keen insight into the
business which can determine their interest.
Cultural fit – this is a term that is gaining
in usage and is becoming quite vital to both

David Taylor

employers and employees. It is starting to
become as central to employers to recruit
the candidate that not only fits the role but
the company.
Mishandling unsuccessful candidates
– this is something we hear quite often.
There seems to be a growing trend for both
employers and recruiters to avoid giving
feedback to unsuccessful candidates. In
some instances, it may have been a long
process that has required great effort
from the candidate, and they deserve
to understand why they have not been
successful in securing the role. With the
feedback, be honest but sensitive. If it was
just a cultural fit, tell them so.
Involving employees in the recruitment
process – This is can be very beneficial. It
can alleviate some pressure from senior
management and allows you to gain a
second opinion from a different angle.
Plan for the Future – plan ahead when
recruiting, look for a candidate with a great
reputation in the market, one who has made
good decisions and furthered their career.
Recruit each position with the mindset that
they are the future of your business.

www.howiewhite.co.uk
David Taylor

Fred Howie

Fred Howie has worked in the recruitment industry for thirty years.
He established Howie White Resourcing in 1999 to provide an
alternative to database recruitment agencies. The business has now
completed more than 750 assignments across a wide range of industry
sectors and disciplines throughout the UK, Europe and further afield.
We don’t have a huge number of clients we work with. We are not a
mass recruiter and have no ambitions to be one. The vast majority of
our clients are repeat customers and many have worked with us
since day one of the business.

“We value relationships.” Simple as that.

No more square
pegs in round
holes…
Contact us today on 01642 535 000 or info@howiewhite.co.uk
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CHARITY OF THE MONTH

Michael Grahamslaw meets Stephanie Roundsmith,
Head of Communications and Fundraising, The Charlie Gard Foundation.

Why was the charity founded?

What type of fundraising events do you have?

The Charlie Gard Foundation was created after the unfortunate loss
of baby Charlie Gard on July 28th 2017. £1.3 million was raised by the
public to fund his trip to America for pioneering treatment, but sadly,
after a protracted legal battle, by the time treatment was agreeable for
the courts, Charlie’s condition had deteriorated to the point where the
treatment would no longer be in his best interests.

As a new charity we’re very innovative when it comes to our fundraising
activities. People can get involved with a variety of familiar events such
as your bake sales, dress down days, sponsored swimming/cycling/
running, skydiving, abseiling and other ideas associated with charitable
fundraising. However, we also like to think outside the box and aim for
events that are new and quirky, such as our group participation in the
recent World Record Firewalk attempt in Newcastle, and our walk across
the top of the O2 in London.

Charlie suffered from a rare mitochondrial condition called RRM2B, and
after Charlie’s case became known worldwide it became apparent that
not enough was being done to support those affected by this currently
incurable disease. There are very few treatments available, and not
enough support for those given a mitochondrial diagnosis, and thus
the Charlie Gard Foundation was created by Charlie’s parents, Connie
Yates and Chris Gard, to help support more families touched by a
mitochondrial diagnosis, and to fund vital research that will hopefully,
one day, allow us to find that all elusive cure.
Connie, Chris and Charlie on the rooftop garden.

Creating events that are both fun and a great way to raise awareness for
the foundation are always in the pipeline, but we understand that not
everyone is able to participate in some of our events so there are other
ways you can support us. We’ve created special money boxes for anyone
wanting to raise funds in their own time, and from the comfort of their
own home, and we also have our very own charity lottery. For just £1
per week you can be in with a chance of winning £25,000, and 73p from
every £1 goes directly to supporting our mito families. So, if running
marathons or jumping out of planes isn’t for you, we have these simple
ways in which you can support our work without
One of our most popular events that has done very well for the
foundation is Charlie’s Cheeky Monkey Run, which is aimed at our
younger supporters. These ‘runs’ can also be walked, toddled or wheeled
and can be done anywhere in the world, at a destination of your choice,
and can be as long or as short as children can manage. Participants
simply have to walk for the foundation and be sponsored in doing so.
Last year we had people participate in the UK, Italy, Greece, America,
Germany and Switzerland, to name but a few, and all those that take part
receive a certificate and medal for their efforts.
We have many events planned in and around the north east in the
coming months, including a charity dinner, a History Wardrobe event,
the Great North Run, and we’re currently looking at our family Lego walk
event, but people can fundraise in their own way too, and we welcome
any volunteers who have their own ideas to get in touch.

Which area do you cover?
We’re a national charity that covers the whole of the UK and Ireland,
but we also offer help, advice and support for anyone who reaches out
to us from any country in the world. Connecting sufferers with the right
consultants, advising of available treatments, and offering simple gifts
such as our Mito Monkey, hand casting kits, and bespoke family prints,
all help families on their mito journey.
We have two main offices based in Staines, Surrey and also Norton,
Stockton-on-Tees. Having the two main offices allows us to create
networks and connections in both the north and the south of the UK.
Awareness for us is key and we are working hard to spread awareness
for the foundation, and mitochondrial diseases, throughout the UK, one
step at a time.
Currently, we have families in Newcastle, Redcar and Sheffield in our
northern region, and will be looking at events in these areas in the
coming months to directly benefit these families.
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Ethan and Kai complete their Cheeky Monkey Runs.
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What have been your proudest moments so far?
On June 1st 2019 we celebrated our first-year anniversary of the
foundation. This is ultimately one of the proudest moments for everyone
involved in the charity. To see the foundation reach our very first
milestone, and looking back at what we’ve achieved within the first year,
is truly amazing. We’ve developed the foundation of the charity, offered
lifelines to patients, built invaluable relationships with consultants,
hospitals and universities; offered treatment grants, equipment grants,
supported fundraising campaigns, launched Charlie’s Gifting Week that
helped over 30 families make precious memories, given families the
opportunity to have family photo shoots and days out; created our
bespoke Mito Monkey for children, launched our new Mito Monkey
Mascot to help raise vital awareness for mitochondrial disease, and
also had great success with our Charlie’s Law campaign that is currently
supported by a range of professionals and MPs.
Ultimately, there are too many moments to mention! But the overall
achievement of creating and maintain a successful charity has to be the
most notable achievement to date.

supporters of Charlie’s cause and continue to support us on our
charitable adventures! However, we are always on the lookout for more
ambassadors and patrons to help support our work and help spread
awareness for the foundation. For anyone wanting to know more about
how they can publicly support our work, please do get in touch for more
information.
What are you currently working on?
As we have now laid the foundations of the charity and are clearer on
our paths and goals that will make lives better for mito patients and
families, we are now looking to spend more time on raising awareness
of mitochondrial disease, looking to invest in viable research projects,
and fundraising to ensure we can continue our vital work. There are still
many mito patients that are not aware of our support network, and we
need to reach those people. We need them to know there is support and
help available, and that we’re invested in a brighter, mito future and will
endeavour to fund research for better treatments and ultimately, find
a cure.
We’ve also created relationships with a variety of charities and their
collaborations have allowed us to deliver on a range of services for our
clients. We now want to further develop those relationships and refine
our services even further, giving more support, services and hope for the
mito community.
Although we have been in a truly remarkable position starting a charity
with such a large funding source, this doesn’t mean we can sit back and
relax. It’s absolutely imperative that we step up with fundraising to ensure
that we can continue to deliver on our promises to support families, fund
research and continue to raise awareness for this devastating disease
that currently kills more children than all childhood cancers put together.
Corporate support is something we’ll be looking at increasing in 20192020, and we are looking to launch our new Business Support Board in
the coming weeks. This new board will give businesses an opportunity to
be directly involved in supporting our work in a variety of ways and will
allow us to return the support and help with corporate responsibilities
and charitable work. This will be a new and innovative way of business
partnership, and we look forward to launching this new campaign.
Change is needed. There’s not enough support for this silent disease and
we are determined to make a difference in any way we can.
What does the future hold?

The UK’s first Mito Monkey Mascot is launched in July 2019.

Who are your main trustees and patrons?
We currently have four trustees, and two patrons. Our trustee board
consists of Connie and Chris, Charlie’s mum and dad, an accountant and
a lawyer, and we’re in the process of expanding the board to include more
professionals that will give us even more knowledge and experience in
the decision-making process when we access and discuss the best ways
to move the charity forwards.
Our patrons, Linda Robson and Melissa Joan Hart, have been incredible

We’re in a truly amazing position, and the mito community has never
had the exposure that has been created from the ripple effect of Charlie’s
story. It’s our responsibility – our duty – to continue to push hard to raise
awareness, to continue to grow as a charity and to gain more support to
help us deliver on our objects.
This is a magical time in medical history where one little boy can really
change the world for the better. The mito community has a very real
chance of major improvements; more investment in research projects,
more opportunity for awareness, but we need help and support to
achieve these goals and we believe that we have the network of
supporters to really make a profound difference.
It’s incredibly exciting to know that change is coming, and change
for the better. What does the future hold? Hopefully, a cure, and we
will continue to strive towards this goal and make sure we can offer a
brighter, mito future because mito matters.

How do you get involved?

Connie and Chris visit Michio Hirano, MD, Professor of Neurology
and Medical Director of Metabolic and Mitochondrial Disease.

For anyone wanting to support their
work, become a volunteer, or to simply
find out more about the
foundation, please visit the website at
www.thecharliegardfoundation.org or
drop an email to
hello@thecharliegardfoundation.org
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John Wilson, Stellium
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CONNECTIVITY IS KEY
We are in an enviable position here in the North East that is unrivalled
anywhere else in the UK.

Something is happening that will set us on a trajectory
that can’t be matched by other UK cities and we
are emerging as a real alternative to London in our
capabilities.
What is driving this change is world-class connectivity.
We have developed capabilities that will make the North
East attractive to big tech companies who want and need
the infrastructure capable of secure, reliable and fast
movement of vast amounts of data at high speed.
The city and the region is now leading the way in global
connectivity with some very important developments at
the Stellium Data Centre in North Tyneside. The data centre
campus – located on the Cobalt Business Park - is the largest
single, purpose-built data centre facility in the country and
now home to the UK’s only cable landing station on the,
recently launched, North Atlantic Loop. This advanced Fibre
Optic Network is currently under construction - the first of
this new generation of Transatlantic cable routes - which,
when completed, will make it faster and more reliable to
transfer data from Newcastle to the US, The Nordics and
Northern Europe; than from anywhere else in the UK.
This will give the region faster and more reliable digital
connectivity, and make it hugely appealing for inward
investors and data-rich businesses looking to expand within
or relocate to the region.
Newcastle now sits at the heart of a major new global,
digital hub.
There are currently 15 of these major fibre optic cables
connecting the US to the UK mainly through London. Over
the coming few years this number is set to drop to seven;
with, at least, two routing through the Stellium Data Centre
campus.
At 130,000 miles per second - approaching the speed of
light - we are set to see a connection speed of 66ms from
Newcastle to New York.
Connectivity is what’s driving the regeneration of
businesses and cities and if cities don’t keep pace with
the technological advancements and the speed of data
exchange they will get left behind.
The framework for the future of cities is that they are
sustainable, agile and productive – the only way they can
achieve this is through technology. To be a truly SMART city
the whole city needs to be connected on a scalable fibre
optic infrastructure.

The good news is that Newcastle City Council is well
advanced on its own ambitious and expansive Local Full
Fibre Network (LFFN) programme. In addition, NE1 Ltd the Business Improvement District company for Newcastle
City Centre – is seeking to champion Gigabyte connectivity
for the city centre and to inspire businesses and individuals
within the NE1 catchment area. It is a cornerstone of
their own five-year business plan to improve the digital
infrastructure for both business and consumers and this is
one way to achieve this goal. If we can get the whole of
the NE1 postcode fibre-optically connected it will act as a
catalyst for the wider city area and then the region.
It is therefore essential that the region’s infrastructure
focus shifts from just road, rail and transport to ensure that
digital connectivity and digital infrastructure is embedded
into the fabric of the city and the wider region. We must
ensure that the fibre optic cabling that will link the UK to US
via the North East doesn’t bypass the city and its residents
but goes in to every local authority facility; every home,
and every business premise large and small; what’s called
Fibre to the Home (FTTH) and Fibre to the Premises, (FTTP).
By making this happen we can truly acclaim Newcastle as
not just a Smart City but the UK’s leading Smart City.
So what does all this mean and what’s to be gained from
having the highest data speed links between the UK the US
and Europe here in the North East? We will literally have
the future in our own hands - in the smartphone in our
pockets, and the laptop on our desks.
Connectivity allows us to buy on Amazon, book a cab
on Uber, or a room on Airbnb – it has driven the seismic
lifestyle and business shifts that we’ve all witnessed over
the last ten years and will fuel the digital transformations
and innovations of the future. We just need to ensure that
everyone is part of it.
It is not just about improving download speeds, it is about
innovation, change and re-invention, it’s about a future that
we can’t yet imagine. It is about building the capabilities
that will allow the development of A.I., Machine Learning,
Virtual and Augmented Reality, 5G and whatever else is
next. It is about doing it here in Newcastle and the North
East to harness the creativity and innovation that is the
life-blood of this region and ensuring that everyone gets to
play their part. In turn this will enable talent attraction and
retention, inward investment and economic development.

www.newcastlene1ltd.com
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Great minds, stimulating conversations,
join us at The Exclusive Business Lunch.
Inspiring speakers, valuable connections, relaxed and enjoyable.

Launching 1st September
The Exclusive Business Members Club
You really should be Exclusive!

A new way to create valuable
business connections.
In an honest and trustworthy
environment with speakers sharing
their personal stories of success,
challenges and failure.

For more details visit: www.exclusivebusiness.net or to book a place - email Linda@exclusivebusiness.net

INSPIRING CONVERSATION & CONNECTIONS OVER A FINE LUNCH WITH EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS & NORTHERN INSIGHT

RIGHT TIME, RIGHT
PLACE, RIGHT PEOPLE
Our business lunch events are a platform for
people who understand the value of meeting
new people to grow and extend their networks.
They are also social and fun with a great lunch
and exceptional speakers.
Photographs from our recent Tees Valley lunch
event with Simon Bourne – The Hand Dyes Shoe
Company at Wynyard Hall
www.exclusivebusiness.net

EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS &
NORTHERN INSIGHT LUNCH CLUB
We are taking a break for the summer and return to Newcastle on the 16th
September and Tees Valley on the 7th October. Now is the time to book ahead
as we have a great line up of speakers for the last quarter of 2019.
Future Diary Dates:
JESMOND DENE HOUSE

WYNYARD HALL

Monday 16th September – David Fairlamb, David Fairlamb Fitness
Monday 21st October – Chris Milnes, BMC Recruitment
Monday 18th November - Duncan Young, Sanderson Young

Monday October 7th - Gary Lumby MBE, Focus on Success
Monday November 4th - Bill Scott OBE, Wilton EngIneering
Monday December 2nd - Barry Speker OBE DL, Sintons LLP

Limited places available - contact Linda Hitman to reserve your space, Linda@exclusivebusiness.net

www.exclusivebusiness.net

www.northern-insight.co.uk

INSPIRING CONVERSATION & CONNECTIONS OVER A FINE LUNCH WITH EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS & NORTHERN INSIGHT
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SUMMER IS THE
RIGHT TIME FOR
A CAREER MOT
Bryony Gibson, managing
director of Bryony Gibson
Consulting, talks about why
we all need to give ourselves a
regular career health check.

For most of us, summer means the chance
to take a break, spend time with family and
friends, and recharge our batteries.
It’s something we look forward to and a couple
of weeks out of the office can be the perfect way
to refresh and re-energise yourself. It also gives
you a rare opportunity to take stock and examine
where you are on a professional level.
Now I know what you are thinking, but I say this
because in my working world I tend to speak to
people who have already decided it’s time to
move on. This is not what I mean when I say, “take
stock and examine where you are”.
In my experience, even though a lot of businesses
fail to support the ongoing development of their
staff appropriately, the majority of people also
don’t help themselves because they neglect
to take responsibility and hold themselves
accountable for making sure they continue to
move in the direction of their personal goals.
Of course, I know from my own experience that
it is far from easy to make time to ask yourself
difficult questions when you’re busy and happy,
but this is exactly when you should do it, to
ensure things stay that way.
The summer gives you the extra time and space
you need to reflect on where you are in your
career and what it is that you want to achieve
through your work.
So, where to start. Begin by asking yourself some
simple but very important questions. Are you
good at what you do? Do you still enjoy going to

Bryony Gibson

work? Are you happy with your work-life balance?
Do your values align with those of colleagues and
do you have passion for the company’s mission?
When was the last time you had a work appraisal
or asked for feedback from your boss on your
performance? Can you list your key objectives, or
have they changed since you last discussed them
with your manager? Do you know how that could
affect your future promotion prospects? You
must keep the lines of communication open with
your team leader.
Assuming you want to continue learning and
developing at work, think also about the new
skills you have picked up over the last 12 months.
Are you continuing to expand your knowledge,
or are there any courses or support you could
receive that would help you to keep growing both
personally and professionally?
When was the last time you refreshed your CV?
It always pays to keep a sensible eye on the job
market, not only to see what opportunities are
out there but to make sure you know your value;

www.BryonyGibson.com
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particularly if you have been with a business for a
reasonable period.
People can grow out of even the best jobs over
time. Sometimes you need a change or a new
challenge to reinvigorate yourself, but before you
begin searching make sure you think carefully
about your current role, employer and your
prospects and plans.
It’s important to do this and to be honest with
yourself, as well as trying to remember that work
will never be as much fun as spending time with
your family and friends, so don’t be too hard on
yourself either.
To be truly happy, I believe you need to find a
purpose in your work that supports your longterm goals and for that, you must understand
what matters to you most in life. If you’re lucky
enough to match this with your strengths, it
should become a lot easier to figure out what you
need to do next. It’s then just down to you to go
and make it happen.

Bryony
Gibson
Consulting
Jobs. Advice. Expertise.
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AUTOMATING SUCCESS AT AKZONOBEL ASHINGTON
When AkzoNobel opened its new £100 million facility in Ashington, Northumberland, in September
2017, the Dutch-owned company raised the bar in advanced manufacturing.
Tipped as the most advanced and sustainable paint factory in the world,
the design of AkzoNobel Ashington was based on ‘blue-sky’ thinking and
the consideration of ‘how good can it be?’
As the site approaches its second anniversary, AkzoNobel reflects on the
realisation of this vision and the successful implementation of its highlyautomated plant.
“We’re incredibly proud of the facility that we have built here in Ashington,”
said Jeff Hope, head of manufacturing unit at AkzoNobel Ashington.

“In days gone by, paint manufacturing was a very labour intensive, manual
process. Now, our machines make the paint, and our people care for the
machines, which has essentially created a more highly-skilled workforce of
trained engineers and process operators.
“Increased demand for our products recently led us to create a third
production shift, generating 22 new skilled jobs which in turn has helped us
to boost productivity by up to 50%. Without our people, this would not have
been possible.”

“Technological advancements within the industry were fundamental to
the creation of AkzoNobel Ashington where, on our nine fully automated
production lines, we are capable of producing up to 33,000 different colours
of paint, both quickly and effectively.

Jeff Hope, Head
of Manufacturing
Unit at AkzoNobel
Ashington.

“Our integrated IT stack allows all of our manufacturing technologies to be
managed by one central control system, meaning that everything on site is
initiated automatically without operator intervention – from the ordering
of raw materials to the shipping of finished products. It has completely
revolutionised the industry and how we make paint.”
The automation built in to the manufacturing process at Ashington has
enabled the site to not only reduce the time it takes to manufacture paint by
95%, it has also enabled AkzoNobel to perfect its precision dosing for paint
recipes, ensuring repeatable, right-first-time quality across its product lines.
Despite its reliance on technology however, AkzoNobel remains a peoplefocused organisation and has successfully created over 160 highly-skilled jobs
for local people as well as over 100 further jobs in the supply chain.
“Our people are integral to the success of our business,” Jeff added.
AkzoNobel is the world’s leading manufacturer of decorative paints and specialist coatings.
For more information, visit www.akzonobel.com

Jobs. Advice. Expertise.

Dreaming about your summer holiday?
Maybe it’s time to find a job
you don’t need to get away from.

Bryony
Gibson
Consulting

bryonygibson.com

@BryonyGibson
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RDA CREATE TRAILBLAZING CATERING FACILITIES
FOR THE NEW HSBC UK HEADQUARTERS

RDA, one of the UK’s leading design and installation companies has recently designed and installed state
of the art catering facilities at the new HSBC UK headquarters in Birmingham.

Part of the new Arena Central development in the heart of Birmingham,
the 210,000-sq.ft., 10 storey HSBC head office will be the first in
Birmingham to be constructed to LEED (Leadership in Environmental
and Energy Design) Gold accreditation.
The team worked with the contract caterers, HSBC and project management
company Mace to develop the catering design before successfully securing the
fit-out contract. RDA’s team of experts have created a new main restaurant
and kitchen, two coffee bars, hospitality kitchens, drinks stations and external
barbeque stations. Each area has been designed to provide a destination
outlet, providing a carefully integrated catering option throughout the new
building.
The design is fresh, modern and quirky. There’s a strong use of plants

throughout with vibrant colours, geometrical fabrics and tiles, multifunctional seating areas and eating spaces.
Alex Bradley, Director at RDA said: “It’s been a pleasure to work on such a
high-profile project. Our talented team of designers, QS and project managers
have put a lot of work into this challenging project, which is clear to see from
the results. This has become one of Birmingham’s most widely recognised
buildings and we are delighted with the beautiful catering spaces we have
created for HSBC employees to enjoy.”
Chris Kelly, General Manager, JLL said: “RDA were extremely knowledgeable
and helpful in overcoming some of the challenging design quirks of the
building. We are delighted with the results and the high quality of the
installation.”

For further information on RDA visit www.rdalimited.co.uk or call 08448734993.
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Erin Kirtley

RECRUITING THE BEST TALENT IS A
LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIP
The most important part of a recruiter’s role is to quickly establish and develop strong, long-lasting
relationships with candidates and clients. Many recruiters take a short-cut to secure the sale, but others
take the long-view, building partnerships.

Erin Kirtley, regional manager of specialist
Newcastle-based
recruitment
consultancy
Concept, believes that in a world of salesfocused, competitive recruiters, her team stands
out by helping clients find great staff, and
talented candidates find their perfect job.
Concept has been in business for more than 17
years and that success is due to the long-standing
relationships the consultancy has with clients covering creative, digital and marketing companies
across the North East, Scotland and more recently
from a new office in Milton Keynes.
Erin explained: “These relationships really work
for our clients, we get to know the company, we
understand what they need and over time, these
jobs become easier for us to fill, enabling us to
work quicker and more efficiently to fill urgent
vacancies.”
This is a view endorsed by many of Concept’s longstanding digital clients. Tom Etherington, director at
Newcastle-based Evolved, said: “Recruitment is one
of the hardest things to get right for any business,
but particularly if you are a small company that’s
growing quickly. You not only have to find enough
candidates with the right skills/experience, they
need to be able to slot in well and hit the ground
running.
“If one hire doesn’t work out, you can find yourself
further back than before you started recruiting,
so working with a partner that understands our
business is absolutely crucial.
“The sort of qualities and traits that we look for

Erin explained: “Our partners utilise us, our industry
knowledge and experience to help find a candidate
they want to employ. We manage their employer
brand, work on their behalf, adapt and advise where
required. We become an extension of the company
and act as they would to recruit the best possible
staff.”

Tom Etherington

in candidates can’t be found from just looking
through CVs or LinkedIn profiles. So, regardless
of how many emails are sent over by recruitment
companies, there are always a lot of questions still
to answer and it can be a time-consuming process
to go through.
“Concept have really spent the time getting to
know our business, including understanding our
values and future plans, and put steps in place so
that any potential candidate sent our way already
ticks a lot of boxes.
“They are also able to provide a detailed view of
what the company is like and our culture, rather
than just what you can read on our website,
meaning all of the candidates that we go on to
interview already know a lot about us and are
excited about the potential opportunity.”
Recruitment is rarely easy for any company or
organisation. Concept handles the difficulties that
come with resourcing staff and aims to solve the
problems for all clients.

Everyone at Concept has been hired for their
commercial experience within the creative, digital
or marketing sectors. This industry knowledge can
be invaluable to a partner. Concept regularly offers
advice and opinion on candidates, recruitment
and retainment, provide relevant resources and
knowledge regularly clients.
“As we understand the industry, we can introduce
other relevant partners and formulate other
potentially beneficial relationships beyond our
own,” said Erin.
“When we do a lot of recruitment with one partner,
we would be able to negotiate the rate of the fee.
This is a huge advantage to the client and regular,
frequent work is a huge advantage for us too.
Working well over a long period of time with a
partner, allows each party time to build upon the
trust in the relationship.”
Concept aims to be the go-to service when partners
need a key member of staff, market insight or
employment advice.
Short and term and long-term relationships are
important to invest time and effort in, and both
parties will in time, see the benefit of working
together.

If you want advice on a position, or are looking for a recruiter to partner with, visit the Concept website for
more information. www.conceptpersonnel.co.uk
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STAYING POWER...

Longevity in business is something to be admired. In this series of features, we are celebrating some of
the most accomplished professionals from across the North East business community. Aimed at major
players with 20+ years’ experience in their respective sectors, we provide a fascinating insight into
what makes them tick and what we can learn from them.

This month we chat to…

MOHAMMED SULEMAN
NODA and Budget Taxis, Fenham, Newcastle upon Tyne

Did you always envisage a career in the
industry?
Can’t say I did really, I was a shopkeeper before this, but
the general dealer is sadly a dying tradition, so there
is no money to be made in this anymore, so I needed
to look for something that would be more profitable in
order to raise my family.
What is your favourite aspect of the job?
I love meeting new people, so this is an ideal platform
for me. You can always learn something new from
people you meet, so the more people that you get to
see, the more you learn from, simple!
What has been your career defining moment?
Probably when we bought out NODA as a going
concern. NODA was owned by the drivers, so the deal
was not only complicated, but expensive, as there was
a lot of people that had a stake in it. Worked out alright
in the end though, but it did take a long time and the
solicitors bill at the end wasn’t pretty!
How do you measure success?
Growth of the business. Happiness in the job itself and
still wanting to be at work, oh and my bank balance and
the stability of the business.
What have been the biggest changes in the
industry since you started?
Technology probably. You have to move with the
times, especially when dealing with a B2C client base,
otherwise, you get left behind. Thankfully Budget and
NODA both very much move with the times, so as long
as that continues, then we should still remain in the
game, so to speak.

How has your skillset developed accordingly?
As above really, we move with the times and are not
afraid of embracing technology, even though much of
it goes over my head.
Are you a risk taker by nature or more
conservative?
Absolutely, I am a risk-taker. Who else would have
taken on NODA from a group of drivers and brokered a
deal to suit all concerned?
To what would you attribute your success?
Being in the right place at the right time and the nonwavering support and backing of my family.
What’s your biggest weakness and how have you
managed this?
I have a habit of sometimes speaking before I think, and
my wife and colleagues all say the same, but I am a bit
old in the tooth to change now, and some people find it
refreshing, so I will probably continue!
How do you remain motivated?
I lead by example, as I know if I don’t show that I am
motivated, how can I expect my staff to do the same.
It’s not always easy, but there are much worse jobs, so
I remain thankful.
Would you prefer to be liked or respected?
I should say respected here, however I like to be liked
and don’t like to offend people, even though sometimes
I can put my foot in it!
I’ll retire when?
When I can trust my sons to take over the business.
I am training them now, and have been since the day
they were born!

Budget Taxis, 0191 298 5050 – www.budget-taxis-newcastle.co.uk

NODA Taxis, 0191 298 6040 - www.noda-taxis.co.uk
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Chris Milnes

ENCOURAGING MENTAL WELLNESS IN THE WORKPLACE
By Chris Milnes

I thrive in a high energy, target-driven environment which usually is synonymous with ‘stress’, but this
can be viewed positively if it’s managed well. High on my agenda is that the old adage ‘work hard, play
hard’ can now be viewed as ‘live better, work better’.

At BMC Recruitment Group, we help clients
and candidates make the perfect match when
it comes to employment. As the majority of
us spend more waking hours at work than we
do with loved ones, mental health (the way we
feel, behave and think) and feeling fulfilled at
work are integral to the success of businesses
and individuals alike and through successfully
placing candidates across an array of industries
we are finding workplace wellbeing is top
priority for both employers and employees.
The World Health Organization define ‘mental
health’ as “a state of well-being in which every
individual realises his or her own potential, can
cope with the normal stresses of life, can work
productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a
contribution to her or his community." This state
of wellbeing is something employers need to
actively encourage as part of staff-retention and
growth and expansion plans.
A quarter of us in any given year will be affected
by problems with mental health, including
depression, anxiety, and, rarer problems such
as PTSD, and schizophrenia. Sadly, Worldwide,
in excess of 300 million people suffer from
depression alone (that’s almost five times the

population of the UK). Everyone experiences
mental health problems in their own individual
way so for managers, knowing your colleagues and
what’s usual for them, through building rapport, is
key to understanding if they need support.
As mental health problems at work result in an
estimated £35 billion loss from the UK economy
annually, Prince Harry’s observation that ‘mental
fitness is absolutely crucial to our wellbeing’ rings
true in every walk of life, including the workplace,
and it starts with creating an informed and
positive culture where mental health and physical
health are treated with equal importance. In
some places, stigma still exists around mental
health which amounts to a lack of acceptance
and compassion for those suffering problems.
Creating a safe place to work, where people can
be themselves authentically and be respected for
this will mean people don’t ‘fake’ mental wellness
and through self-awareness can freely ask for
help if needed. Asking people how they are and
taking time to hear their answer should form part
of daily habit; all colleagues can help create and
maintain this culture.
Many employers want to promote mental
wellness but they don’t know where to start.
www.bmcrecruitmentgroup.com
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Implementing an impactful wellness strategy
as an employer, if you haven’t already done so,
is a great idea as everyone in the business will
understand the support structure in place. There
are resources on websites such as (the newly
launched) ‘Mental Health at Work’ and ‘Acas’ to
help you with getting this off the ground. Training
will help managers with getting on top of sources
of workplace stress, having conversations about
mental health, recognising when to signpost
staff to professional (including medical) help,
and, recognising if staff are in need of workplace
support.
Will Smith, in his portrayal of Chris Gardner in the
movie ‘The Pursuit of Happyness’, was mindful
to minimise loo breaks in order to maximise
productivity. Remembering your co-workers are
human beings with feelings and emotions means
allowing them to be free to ‘switch-off’ from the
day job. Promoting employees’ mental wellness
means encouraging a work-life balance which
would include warding staff off over-working and
discouraging excessive working hours. Be kind to
each other, you never know who is struggling no
matter how productive they are at work!

Is now the
right time to
give back?
Give time, money or experise
at the Community Foundation.
Serving Tyne & Wear and Northumberland

www.communityfoundation.org.uk
Registered Charity Number. 700510. Limited Company No. 2273708

Corporate & Commercial

Business Solutions

Funding Advisory Investment

Corporate and Commercial Business
Solutions Group is a commercial
finance brokerage and business
consultancy helping NE businesses
achieve their aspirations. Whether
it is fund raising, business system
improvements or outsourced
credit control and commercial debt
recovery we can offer more than
50 years experience in assisting
SME businesses.

• Cashflow Finance

• Business Consultancy

• Business Loans

• Receivables
Management

• Asset Finance
• Invoice Finance
• Short Term Funding
• Vehicle Finance

• Outsourced Credit
Control

• Vehicle Sourcing

• Commercial Debt
Recovery

• Property Finance

• VAT & Tax Loans

Contact: Peter Cromarty - Director, Office: 0191 2111450 Mobile: 07715 409386 Email: peter@ccbsg.co.uk Web: www.ccbsg.co.uk
Yorkshire Chamber, 112-118 Pilgrim Street, Newcastle Upon Tyne NE1 6SQ
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FIVE QUICK FIXES TO IMPROVE
YOUR SALES PRODUCTIVITY
I spend all day everyday fine tuning my clients’ Sales Engines and not surprisingly
there are some common ‘quick fixes’ that I see time and time again.

These often small changes will have a massive impact on the
output of your own sales function (and remember I purposefully
call a company’s sales function – their Sales Engine, because it
encompasses strategy, people, processes and sales skills).
Here are my top five ‘quick fixes’;
1. Learn to qualify
…and I mean really qualify - every single opportunity.
If you have a massive pipeline, but poor conversion. A huge
marketing spend that is producing lots of hits but not much else.
Or a large number of opportunities that seem to be stuck at
proposal stage – then I guarantee your team do not know how to
deeply and thoroughly qualify.
Why do your customers buy from you? What are their triggers?
What are their barriers? What is their desired buying process?
What does success look like for them? How will they add your
value to their own and increase their own competitive advantage?
You need to know these answers…and a tonne more!
Even if you have lots of repeat clients, or inbound leads – just
because an opportunity is inbound doesn’t automatically make
them qualified (A BIG mistake!). Ensure you have compiled
your own lead scoring system and trained all of your people to
understand how to uncover a client’s buying need AND position
in their own buying journey. At a very basic level – what is your
sales template for your own qualification questioning framework?
2. Teach Profit Priorities
Does everybody in your business (not just your sales team) know
an opportunity if it walked up to them and tapped them on the
shoulder? Or what if they had to prioritise between three or four
opportunities at the same time? How would they make those
decisions? Unless you’ve communicated this clearly and built a
supporting process, you’re leaving it to chance that your people
would act the same way as you. Don’t – fix it!
3. Introduce sales admin support
It is reported that most BDMs spend less than 20% of their time
actually selling, and let’s face it – these people typically are
rubbish at ticking boxes, but if they’re good at what they do –
release them to more selling. Give them a sweeper-upper to work
alongside them to do the follow-ups, the nurturing on Linkedin, the
compiling of proposals, the CRM updating…and anything else that
can either be systemised or digitalised.
Then double their targets and tell them to make it so. No more
excuses. Focus people on what they’re good at and remove the rest.

4. Measure sales activity not just output
Sales people are typically measured on one metric and one metric
alone – their number. BUT, within every business lies a sales
algorithm. Uncover that algorithm, then you can scale. Correlating
activity to output, is like walking into a room and switching the
lights on – there is no more beautiful feeling than having that
predictability in your business.
With my clients I introduce a metric we call the Sales Engine Index.
An index created from the four key sales activities: number of leads,
conversion rate, average order value, and average lead time – then
we map it against sales output in the same period.
Over the course of about six months a correlation between sales
activity and sales revenue will begin to emerge. You can then
confidently use your index number as a reliable indicator of future
revenue – powerful stuff.
5. Never, ever, EVER close on a proposal!
All my businesses know the fastest way to wind me up is to catch
them doing this!
You’ve invested in lead generation, nurtured an opportunity,
managed to engage them, qualified them AND finally you’re in a
position to offer them a product or solution that will fulfil their
need and deliver them value. Maybe you’re sat in front of them,
or you could be engaging over the phone or on Skype/Hangout
and you need to go away and put together all your ideas into a
proposal – fair enough.
BUT you should never, ever, E-V-E-R end that interaction simply
promising to send them a proposal on email! If you do you’ve
lost control of the sale and you are at the mercy of their own
timescales and motivation to read what you send through and get
back to you – and they’re business people remember. They have
other stuff to do.
Maybe they need to involve someone else in the decision-making
process at that point, or they need Board buy-in – fine, so say this
instead: “If you like what we talked about today, can I have your
agreement that we will diarise our next meeting/conversation and
we’ll talk through a number of options?”
Agree the next touchpoint in the diary first – then send them the
proposal an hour beforehand. You’re much more likely to keep
control of the sale timelines.
So Northern Insight readers….GO AND FIX THESE FIVE THINGS
and have an awesome month!

To watch a video on how to improve the sales focus of your business follow this link; companyshortcuts.com/neinsight
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Nicola Cook. CEO of Company Shortcuts.
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HOLGATE HR CELEBRATE
A SIGNIFICANT
MILESTONE
Friends, family and colleagues joined the team at
Holgate HR to mark their special occasion of 10
years in business, with guests being entertained
with hilarious cariacture portraits and fabulous
food all washed down with one or two drinks!
Directors, Andy and Caroline, explained “We
promised ourselves some years ago that we would
celebrate 10 years and yet we can’t believe how
quickly the years have flown by. We hope all our
guests enjoyed the evening as much as we did!
Thanks to all our valued clients and everyone who
has helped us achieve this milestone."
Photo credit to Scarlet Butterfly Media.
Entertainment by Barrie James Art.

5th Anniversary for outstanding
North East Adoption Agency
Since opening their doors in 2014,
Wearside based ARC Adoption
North East, have continued to
go from strength to strength
experiencing many highlights
including growing from an initial
team of seven to 22 employees,
receiving an outstanding in all areas
rating by regulators Ofsted and
becoming one of the top performing
adoption agencies in the UK.
Reflecting upon the organisation’s
success, director at ARC Adoption
North East, Terry Fitzpatrick, took the
time at a recent team day marking ARC
Adoption’s fifth anniversary, to pay
tribute to all involved with the not for
profit organisation. Terry said: “It has
been a great privilege over the last five
years to lead an organisation whose
staff, trustees and panel members all
want to make a difference for children
and have dedicated their time and
efforts to doing just that.”
Highlighting the agency’s
outstanding
achievements

Terry added; “The statistics speak for
themselves, over 140 children have
been found a loving family to be part
of through the work of this agency,
and 136 sets of adopters have been
approved, resulting in 104 families
being created. Numerous families have
been guided through more difficult
times by our support team in order to
come through stronger and on their
way to a brighter future. It has been
a tremendous journey so far and we
have been blessed to work with some
wonderful adopters and indeed some
wonderful colleagues from agencies
placing children too.”

who need our help in the next five
years.”
October 2018 figures released from
the Adoption Register for England
state that in the North East of England
children waiting to be adopted
outnumber adopters by three to one.
The team at ARC Adoption North
East believe that every child deserves
the right to grow up in a nurturing and
loving family who will support
them through childhood
and prepare them for
adult life.

Looking to the future of ARC Adoption
North East, he added; “We look
ARC Adoption North East
forward to now working with
many more incredible
host informal information events the first
people for the good
Thursday of every month, 7pm-8.15pm and
of children
various Saturday mornings throughout the year.
The information events take place at
ARC Adoption North East,
Unit 29, North East Business and Innovation Centre (BIC),
Wearfield, Enterprise Park East, Sunderland, SR5 2TA

For more information call

0191 516 6466

email info@arcadoptionne.org.uk or visit www.arcadoptionne.org.uk
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COMMUNITY NEWS

ABBEYFIELD HOUSE
BRINGS IN ADDITIONAL
EXPERT TRUSTEES
Residents at an Alnwick care home can be
assured that they are in good hands as their
trustees have a number of care sector skills that
will ensure the best possible care and support.
Abbeyfield House, a well-established and popular
care home which accommodates 25 people in a
purpose-built facility just outside the town centre,
is managed by a committee of volunteers with
professional managers and staff.
Chairman of the Board of Trustees Jim Thompson
said: “We have a very high level of resident
satisfaction, lots of activities for our residents, good
quality food, stringent medical procedures and
a friendly atmosphere. The best way to maintain

ADELINE HELPS DRIVE
YOUNGER MEMBERS TO
ROTARY
Families enjoying the seaside and summer
weather, car fanatics, day trippers and hundreds
of visitors to Blyth attended the town’s second
annual Classic Car and Bike Show.
Organised by Rotary Blyth, the event featured
some of the finest vehicles in the North-East.
Petrolheads and visitors alike enjoyed seeing classic
and vintage cars, motorbikes and vans in the town’s
Mermaid Car Park.

these high standards is to have a very efficient and
knowledgeable board of trustees.”
The current board are all volunteers and have a
wealth of life experience including a retired doctor,
a magistrate, a health worker, a former business
entrepreneur and a bank manager.

NEWCASTLE BUILDING SOCIETY INVESTING IN NEW
STOKESLEY BRANCH
The North East's biggest building society is crossing the High Street in Stokesley to open a new
improved branch.
Newcastle Building Society is creating a new open plan branch at 36 High Street as part of an ongoing
multi-million pound investment programme across the whole of its branch network.
Work is now under way at the new branch, with local firm Prodrive Shopfitting being appointed as main
contractor for the project, and it is due to open its doors to customers at the end of July.
The Society’s existing branch at 19 High Street will remain open as usual until the new branch is ready.
The new 1,053 sq ft branch will provide customers with better access to services, information and advice,
as well as improved meeting spaces to discuss all aspects of personal financial planning.

Rotary International, of which Blyth Rotary is a
part, is a volunteer networking organisation where
members use their skills and their time to improve
the lives of others while having great fun in the
process. Organiser John Gould was delighted with
the turnout of both the vehicles and the public.
“This event is typical of what we do within Rotary
for the benefit of our local community and I’m
delighted that the public have showed their
support for us and the vehicle owners some who
have travelled a good distance to be with us.”

MATCH OF DISPLAY FOR SPARTAN’S FLOWERS
Visitors to the seaside at Blyth will be greeted
with a display of colour representing the town’s
rich football heritage.

representives from the Town Council and the
football club turned out to see the design for
themselves.

To commemorate Blyth Spartan’s 120th
anniversary, Blyth Town Council have dedicated
this year's carpet bedding display to the football
club. A number of different plants make up the
famous Spartan’s crest complete with laurel leaves
and the date of the club’s founding.

“We have a lot of people visiting Blyth to go to
the beach at this time of year,” said Cllr Taylor. “We
wanted to have something for our visitors to look
at that would remind them of the town’s sporting
heritage and culture and create a talking point and
I certainly think we’ve achieved that. We are all
incredibly proud of Blyth Spartans.”

The Mayor, Councillor Warren Taylor and other

Your Modern Partner for Business Change
Collaboration
0191 477 0365
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Cancer Centre North East

TRANSFORMING CANCER CARE.
The first high energy proton therapy centre in the
North East, now open for referrals.
The Rutherford Cancer Centre North East, situated in the Earth
Balance site in Northumberland provides a full range of oncology
services, including high energy proton therapy.
proton therapy | radiotherapy | chemotherapy | immunotherapy | MR diagnostic imaging | supportive care

For further information

0800 210 0402

therutherford.com
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FIVE MINUTES WITH…
Nicky Middleton, MD of Usworth Property Services, Washington.
different. Claiming benefits should not cause
any discrimination to people obtaining housing.
I understand that tenants do sometimes need
a little more help and support with tenancy
sustainment which I’m always happy to provide.

“We manage rental properties for owners
and landlords and look after everything from
collecting rents to dealing with any repairs
or tenancy issues. We manage a whole range
of properties from benefits bedsits to a barn
conversion and operate all across the North
East from Morpeth to Middlesbrough.

“Due to the job, I can’t go anywhere without my
phone, but I always carry tools, screw drivers, a
drill, new locks, tape measure, pen and notepad.
Anyone that knows me well, is aware of the state
of my huge handbag which often doubles up as
a tool bag.

“The best thing about my job is working with and
helping people, providing much needed help and
support to vulnerable people in their time of need.
“In this job, you have to have a good knowledge
of not only the technical and legal side of business
but also life skills. This job can be tough and the
things you see and experience can have a huge
impact on you mentally if you are not well
prepared. My philosophy is simple - treat people

how you wish to be treated yourself.
“With the changes to the benefits system, many
agents and landlords refuse to accept tenants who
are in receipt of benefits, however my agency is

“I’m on call 24/7 356 days per year, so never get
to completely switch off but I like to relax and
socialise with my family. I hold a season ticket
for Newcastle United and I like walking, travelling
and a real good single malt now and then.

Contact Nicky Middleton 0191 4165382 Usworthpm@gmail.com

NO NEED TO HOLD
OUT FOR A SHE ROE
– THEY’RE HERE
Female entrepreneurs Christine Fox and Sarah
Holloway have used their life experience and
passion for personal development and growth
to develop an innovative network of support
groups specifically to help women who are
struggling with issues such as low self-esteem,
anxiety and low confidence.
The new She’Roes Groups are a safe, supportive
environment for women of all ages, backgrounds
and cultures to develop the confidence and belief
in themselves to live a life without fear and have
everything they ever wanted from life but didn’t
think was possible.

ELECTED MAYOR MONITORS BUSINESS
FORUM WINNER
The Elected Mayor of North Tyneside, Norma Redfearn together with David W Bavaird and Karen
Goldfinch from North Tyneside Business Forum have visited one of the region’s most innovative
businesses to see for themselves why they won the Forum’s Business of the Year Award.
North Shields based, Monitor Coatings employs
more than 60 people developing and producing
ultra-dense, high wear-resistant coatings for
applications in the oil and gas, steel, marine and
defence, power and aerospace industries. They
have recently developed a prestigious contract
for developing and applying an innovative nonskid, thermal gas wash resistant deck coating
for the Royal Navy’s HMS Queen Elizabeth and
Prince of Wales Aircraft Carrier Decks – a factor
that led them to receiving the dual awards for
Business of the Year and Digital and Innovation.
Managing Director, Rebecca Allcock was delighted
to take the Elected Mayor on a tour of her facilities
and research areas. “We’ve had a lot of support
from North Tyneside Council and the Business
Forum and we wanted to let people know that we
have a business making a real impact on a global
scale right here in North Shields.

To find out more or to attend one of their
events, contact Christine or Sarah at
admin@she-roes.com or visit
www.she-roes.co.uk

“We invest in our local area, attracting, retaining
and recruiting people with the right skills for
our pioneering work. Indeed, many of our team
previously worked in the ship building industry
with skills that helped us in the development of the
Carrier Deck coating system.”

“North Tyneside is a great location for businesses
and Monitor Coatings have shown that they can
create new innovative technology that is a world
leader with applications being used by the military,
oil and gas and aviation sectors to name a few. I
was very impressed with what I saw both in terms
of the products created and the skill and aptitude
of the team here.”
Find out more about Monitor Coatings at
www.castolin.co.uk/monitor-coatings

If you would like to know more contact business.forum@northtyneside.gov.uk
www.northtynesidebusinessforum.org.uk T:0191 643 6000

THE PITMEN POETS DRIFT INTO TOWN
The industrial and coal mining heritage of
the North East will be celebrated in song,
storytelling and humour when four North-East
legends of the folk music scene play shows in
the region.

End and world tour production of War Horse and
Tyneside song connoisseur, Benny Graham.

The Pitmen Poets features ex Lindisfarne
frontman Billy Mitchell, singer songwriter Jez
Lowe, distinguished singer and instrumentalist
Bob Fox who played the Song Man in the West

North East shows in October and November
include: CONSETT, BARNARD CASTLE, SOUTH
SHIELDS, AMBLE, DURHAM, BILLINGHAM,
BERWICK WHITLEY BAY, HEXHAM, GATESHEAD.

The show is embedded with songs, stories and
humour inspired by the region’s rich seam of coal
mining heritage.

www.thepitmenpoets.co.uk/tour
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The Elected Mayor was proud to see the work
carried out by Monitor Coatings.
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FOOD, FRIENDSHIP AND FUTURES
Steve Russell visits The People’s Kitchen in Newcastle and discovers the incredible legacy of an
indomitable North East lady.

Chances are if you stood on Northumberland
Street and asked passers-by to name a local legend,
it may be a while before the name Alison Kay
cropped up. However, to the thousands of people
who have benefitted from her fabled generosity
and fortitude, that’s exactly what she is. Saddened
by the lonely death of an unidentified homeless
man In Exhibition Park in 1985, Alison was inspired
to establish what would eventually become The
People’s Kitchen, when she was already well into
her 70s. Initially making a nightly soup from her
own kitchen, she soon recruited fellow volunteers
and what began as one woman’s kindness, quickly
became a crucial source of support for the
homeless and transient population of the city.
Alison Kay passed away in 2001 at the age of 91, but
she lived to see her project grow exponentially from
its humble origins. Fast forward another 18 years
and The People’s Kitchen is now a major operation,
with its own city-centre premises and an army of
volunteers providing food and clothing to those in
need, as current trustee David Yellowley explains:
“We currently have 250 unpaid volunteers, and we
have roughly 100 people per night coming in 6 days
of the week. We also do outreach, with a catering
van going out onto the streets on Monday and
Thursday nights, for those who prefer not to come
in to the kitchen. We don’t receive any government
funding so we rely totally on contributions from the
community.”
The People’s Kitchen is now housed in a repurposed
church in the shadow of St James’ Park and a visit
during a dinner service soon makes it obvious that
it’s a place no less iconic than its famous neighbour
to its patrons. Banter and laughter reverberate
around the dining hall as the food is served and it’s
clear that this is somewhere people come for much
more than just a hearty meal. David elaborates:
“It’s not just about food. Obviously, that’s a major
part of what we do but it’s also about friendship
and trying to give somebody a future. We host
regular events which recently have included outdoor

Street Zero is a step in the right direction towards
achieving that goal, so he remains hopeful for the
future.
Providing support for the homeless is obviously at
the core of what they do, but David explains that
there is a wider purpose to their mission:

projects, trips to places like Lightwater Valley, as
well as bingo and film nights and we even have a
Shakespeare club.”
Bringing The Bard to the homeless may sound like
an eccentric notion, but if nothing else, it shows
just how much the volunteers care about the
community they serve. Their holistic, compassionate
approach also includes providing trained welfare
officers who offer practical advice on all manner of
issues, referring people on to specific agencies and
organisations where necessary. David, believes this
is a vital function in the context of a system where
social services aren’t always in alignment:
“There’s a lack of coordination within the city, but
there’s now a new organisation called Street Zero,
which is a nationally funded initiative whose aim is to
end rough sleeping. Newcastle is being used as a trial
city for the project so we’re working in conjunction
with them. The idea is to bring all relevant agencies
together - such as the police, the DWP and the city
council – to achieve a more coordinated approach to
the issues facing homeless people.”
Undoubtedly, homelessness is a deeply complex
issue, exacerbated by the emergence of cheap
and easily accessible drugs such as spice and the
cumulative effects of austerity. David acknowledges
that there are no easy solutions, but he believes
that the only hope of eradicating the problem is to
rethink current social policies, and focus on a more
one-to-one based approach where mentors could
work intensively with individuals over the long term.

“We’ve had research done by Northumbria University
which showed that only around 12 percent of the
people who come here are actually homeless, so we
refer to our people as homeless and vulnerable. We
get people coming here who might have somewhere
to live but they might have mental health, alcohol or
drug issues or just feel isolated from society, so we
have an open-door policy and we don’t turn anybody
away.”
Speaking to some of those who benefit from this
remarkable place is a humbling and emotional
experience. One lady told of how it had “literally
saved her life”. Having grown up in care, she found
herself living on the streets and felt hopeless for
her future until she found The People’s Kitchen and
gradually began rebuilding her life. They found her
somewhere to live, provided counselling to help with
her mental health issues and helped her develop
her literacy skills. She is now in voluntary work and
hopeful of finding paid work in the future.
As a charity with annual running costs of £135,000,
support is always needed and there are plenty of
ways to get involved. As well as monetary donations
and sponsorship, they value professional expertise
from various sectors and the ‘Kitchen Champions’
initiative was recently launched, seeking to recruit
ambassadors from major North East businesses.
There is the ‘Feed a Friend for a Fiver’ Christmas
campaign and donations of catering, office and
warehouse equipment, food, clothes, toiletries and
gardening tools are always welcomed.
The People’s Kitchen is an amazing institution ran
by amazing people. Amidst the seemingly endless
vitriol surrounding the dreaded B word, it stands as
an uplifting reminder of what tolerance, compassion
and selfless dedication can achieve.

Further info @ www.peopleskitchen.co.uk
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Philippa King-Williams

THERE’S NOTHING COMMON ABOUT
THE COMMON ROOM
When it opens in Autumn 2020, the Common Room of the Great North will offer something
unique that links the region’s rich mining past with its future. Here its sales and marketing manager
Philippa King-Williams gives the low down.

What is the Common Room of
the Great North?
The Common Room is a charity that was
established in 2017 to take over the assets of the
Mining Institute in Newcastle and revitalise the
Grade II* listed building, Neville Hall.
The building will not only celebrate the region’s
engineering heritage through education and
engagement, but will support our future economic
growth ambitions by using our unique heritage
to inspire the next generation of innovators and
engineers. It will also provide a range of public
spaces for events, workshops, lectures and
training.
The building was previously known as
the North East Institute of Mining and
Mechanical Engineers (NEIMME) or
the Mining Institute to locals. What link
does the Institute have with the
Common Room today?
The Common Room is shaped by the incredibly
important work and dedication of past generations
of mining and mechanical engineers. Our work is
enabling the Mining Institute, its collection and
the building to be retained - the refurbishment is
designed to add value and ensure the incredible
archive and collection is easier to access for
all audiences. The Institute will continue to

deliver a series of thought-provoking lectures
for all to enjoy and will always be a key partner
organisation for us.
What’s happening during the
refurbishment programme and how
can people get involved?
We are well underway with the refurbishment
and while it’s ongoing we are taking our project
‘On the Road’ and into the community. Our
exhibition, ‘Graft and Glory’ explores the North
East’s Industrial heritage at various locations
across the region. Through a programme of
exciting and family friendly engineering events,
lectures and STEM activities we aim to inspire the
next generation of engineers!
Through the ‘Our Voices’ programme we are
capturing stories from our region’s past, present
and budding engineers and innovators. These
memories will be added to our archive and
included in a permanent exhibition which will
feature in the Common Room upon re-opening,
for visitors to listen to and explore the impact of
industry in the North East.
When will the Common Room open and
what can people expect from it?
We open our doors in Autumn/Winter 2020,
marking our launch with an exciting Opening

Festival. You can expect to see some fantastic art
work and engineering installations inspired by the
building and the project. We will also present an
inspirational programme of talks and events, and
showcase work produced by the region’s schools
& communities.
We intend for the space to enable new
collaborations and innovations for business
leaders and industrialists. We really want to
engage the public with our heritage and provide a
building for its users to be proud of and to instil a
sense of ownership.
There is a commercial arm to the operation
through a new catering, wedding and
conference and events offer. Tell us more
and when will bookings open?
The heritage of the building makes it a unique
and awe-inspiring setting for all weddings and
celebrations and our plans include first class
facilities for conferences and banqueting events.
Our venue hire offer will be launched in Autumn
this year and we are ready to discuss bookings for
2020 with you now!
A café bar will also be in place from opening,
providing a perfect venue for informal meetings,
daytime socialising, after work drinks and
everything in-between.

To find out more visit www.thecommonroom.org.uk.
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RAILWAY TOWN OF DARLINGTON
PLAYS NEW ROLE IN SECTOR SKILLS
The great railway town of Darlington is playing a new role in developing
the next generation of industry experts, having been selected as the
first regional base for a national skills organisation.
The National Skills Academy for Rail (NSAR), which oversees the quality of
apprenticeships and assessment for the rail sector and other industries, has
set up a new office at the town’s Business Central - just metres from the
birthplace of the world’s first commercial railway.
The move signals a new approach by the NSAR to establish a more regional
presence across the country. If the Darlington move proves successful the
organisation will consider pushing out further into the regions to address
local skills gaps.
Barry Smith, Head of Assessment at the NSAR, said: “We have a central
office in London, near the corridors of power in Whitehall, but our vision
is to look much more closely at, understand better and promote the local
skills agenda and design solutions that are relevant and effective at this
level.
“Darlington is the location for our new external quality assurance service
line and we are really excited about our new Business Central office. What
better location for us than the birthplace of the commercial railway?
“We’re just yards from Darlington Station and we’ve a daily reminder
from the window of our lovely new office of where Britain’s proud railway
heritage began. It’s really satisfying to know we’ll be playing a part in
helping it to continue as a competitively positioned industry well into the
future by securing a pipeline of talent.”
Six staff will work from the Darlington office and with the NSAR planning
to continue to recruit, the team is already considering a move to bigger
offices at Business Central.
L-R: Sara O’Brien,
Dave Law, Dean
Hingley (centre),
Bev Robinson and
Barry Smith

Paul McEldon, Chief Executive of
the BIC and Simon Green CEO
Innovation SuperNetwork

NEW INCUBATOR AIMS TO HOTHOUSE
THE REGION’S BUSINESS IDEAS
An incubator facility designed to hothouse ideas that offer solutions to some
of society’s most pressing challenges has opened in Sunderland.
The Innovation Zone has been created by the North East BIC to bring together
people who are developing new products, processes and applications that address
real world problems such as the design of low carbon transport.
Investment from the North East LEP has funded the refurbishment of an existing
two-storey unit at the BIC’s Sunderland Enterprise Park site, creating an interactive
environment designed to spark ideas, encourage collaboration and provide
intensive business support.
Entrepreneurs, early stage and high-growth businesses from different sectors
and disciplines will sit alongside one another and will be encouraged to embrace
innovative thinking and practices to fast-forward their plans.
Paul McEldon, Chief Executive of the North East BIC, said: “Innovation is key to
human progress, prosperity and happiness and it has been at the very heart of
our ethos here at the BIC throughout our 25-year history. We have helped many
innovative businesses on their own innovative journeys and have adapted our
services to suit the needs of entrepreneurs.
“The Innovation Zone adds an exciting new dimension to what we already offer
and the beauty of it is that it will be driven by market need. We will evolve the
space to accommodate the needs of the region’s ideas people – providing open
innovation facilities and a front door to support, learning, finance and commercial
opportunities.
“In the past 10 years there has been an enormous rise in the number of dedicated
incubator facilities. As one of 160 accredited Business and Innovation Centres
around the world, we are really pleased to be able to follow international best
practice.”
To find out more about incubation opportunities in the Innovation Zone
contact david.howell@ne-bic.co.uk

FITNESS INSTRUCTOR TURNS ENTREPRENEUR WITH
SPORTS MASSAGE VENTURE

Gemma
Drinkald,
GD Sports
Massage

A popular fitness instructor is flexing her business muscles, after making the leap into selfemployment.
Gemma Drinkald, a fitness instructor who has led fitness and weight-loss classes for Skinnypigs for
the last four years, has launched GD Sports Massage after receiving support from the North East BIC.
Gemma was inspired to launch her own business after witnessing first-hand the number of people
suffering from bad posture, muscle injuries and aches and pains and the lack of support on offer to
them.
Operating from a unit at the BIC, the business started trading in June and received 15 bookings in its
first week, thanks to the reputation Gemma had built up during her time as a fitness instructor.
“I taught Skinnypigs classes for four years prior to launching GD Sports Massages, running five morning
classes a week at Town End Farm and St. Mark’s Community Centre and I couldn’t be happier with the
response I’ve received so far,” Gemma said.
“When I was teaching my classes, I had so many people asking for support with their injuries, posture
and general aches and pains and I thought there must be a gap in the market for a service that can
support them, so I decided to study for my sports massage qualifications and set up GD in order to
do just that.
“Within my first week I had 15 bookings and everyone has been extremely supportive, especially my
existing clients and my family and friends. They’ve all been a huge help.”
www.ne-bic.co.uk
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ARE THE
PROBLEMS WITH
LEASEHOLD
HOUSES FIXED
NOW?
The media has been full lately of
the proposed changes to the law
banning new houses being sold
as leasehold and ground rents
being reduced to £0 so you could
be forgiven for thinking that the
problem has gone away.

It has not. Here’s why:
1. T
 he law still needs to be changed. It is a
government proposal at the moment but
until a new law is passed, nothing changes.
Parliament is about to go on their summer
break and when they return, we could be facing
a no-deal Brexit. This statute is not going to be
on the top of the list for new laws.
2. T
 his will only apply to new homes sold after
the legislation is passed. It is not proposed
that it will deal with existing leases. This will
further devalue existing leasehold houses
and make it more difficult to sell an existing
leasehold house.
3. Developers are structuring sites so that they
get the same ability to impose costs and
fees whilst still selling the freehold. We have
seen sites where the developer is retaining
ownership of parts of the development (playgrounds, grassed areas and even roads). This
means that the house owners still have to
sign up service charge provisions and no sale
is allowed unless the new owner accepts this
liability and signs up too. This system is open
to even more abuse and is even worse than the
previous leasehold position for home-owners.
Under this scheme, service charge charges are
largely unregulated and there are no routes to
get the restrictions removed from the title of
the properties affected. Accepting this when
you buy a new home could seriously harm the
value of your home.
What does this mean for you?
It means that it is more important than ever to use
a specialist property lawyer who understands the
potential problems and takes the time to read the
title fully and report to you on it in clear terms so
you know what you are buying.

Sue Shaw-Toomey

If you accept these new restrictions on your new
home you may only be able to sell the property
in the future for a lot less than neighbouring
properties on other developments that do not have
these service charge costs. You will still also need
to pay the costs of the developer, or the company
that they have sold the right to the service charge
on to, to produce the appropriate paperwork to get
the consent required to transfer the property to
someone else.
The new proposals will not protect existing home
owners. They do nothing to help the thousands of
people who need to buy their freehold houses or
extend their leases on their flats. Do not rely on a
proposed change in the law. Vote with your feet
and do not accept a leasehold title for a house or a
freehold with service charge provisions. Invest in a
quality property lawyer who can check the position

carefully for you. I would suggest that you do not
use the lawyer that the developer recommends as
they are often recommended as they pay a referral
fee back to the developer.
At Toomey Legal we offer fixed fee honest advice.
We will not sugar coat it. You may not buy a
property after talking to us, but if you do, you
can be happy that it is what you thought it was.
You may not find out the truth of what you have
bought for twenty years (the average time we
live in a home) but you may have years of worry
before that. For your own peace of mind, talk to
us beforehand and do not expect everything to be
fine because other people have accepted it. The
residents of Cramlington, in their leasehold homes
bought twenty years ago, can tell you how that has
worked out for them.

Sue Shaw-Toomey is the managing director of Toomey Legal. Contact her at sue@toomeylegal.co.uk on 0191 6053710 or 01670 293333 or
via the website www.toomeylegal.co.uk
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you may only
own the topping!
The
topping
(your
house)

The land
your
house
sits on
(the
Freehold)

Do you?

l Own the freehold to your property?
l Know the serious problems involved if you don’t?
l Well we can help and we’re local.
We’ll make it a piece of cake

Book a free consultation now!

0191 605 3710
EMAIL: enquiries@toomeylegal.co.uk VISIT: www.toomeylegal.co.uk
COME SEE US: 5A Fergyspace, Northumberland Business Park West, Cramlington NE23 7RH.
Toomey Legal is a firm of licensed conveyancers regulated by the Council for Licensed Conveyancers.

CHARITY KARTING WITH ST
JAMES’ SQUARE LAW FIRM
St James’ Square Law Firm hosted their annual
Charity Karting and Client Networking Event last
month at Karting North East. The event brought
together clients and staff for an action-packed
afternoon of endurance racing, networking and
a BBQ – all whilst raising money for the firm’s
Charity of the Year, Heel and Toe.
The sunny afternoon started with a welcome
from Paul Monaghan, the firm’s Managing Partner,
followed by Amanda from Heel and Toe who gave
the guests a moving insight into the children’s
charity. Monies raised from the event will go
towards the firm’s overall target of £40000.
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FINES FLY
FOLLOWING
AIRLINE CYBER
BREACH
By Ben Jackson, solicitor,
Corporate & Commercial team

The news that British Airways
is facing a fine of £184m after
personal data of some 500,000
customers was harvested by cyber
criminals shows the tough stance
of the UK’s data regulator following
the introduction of new EU data
protection laws last year.

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
has seen stricter operating boundaries for
businesses processing personally identifiable
information about individuals, and it also
ushered in extended powers for data regulators,
which is the Information Commissioner’s Office
(ICO) in the UK. Under the previous regime,
the maximum penalty for data breach was
£500,000, but following the introduction of
GDPR in May 2018, fines of up to €20m, or 4%
of total worldwide turnover, can be imposed on
businesses.
For British Airways, unwitting customers were
diverted from the real BA website to a fraudulent
site, but even though the breach was not on their
website, the investigation by the ICO found poor
security arrangements by BA had compromised
customer data, including log in and payment
details, as well as names and addresses.
“It’s up to BA to make representations to the
regulator over the findings to see if they can
demonstrate why the proposed fine should be
reduced,” explained Corporate and Data Protection
solicitor Ben Jackson of Hay & Kilner LLP in
Newcastle upon Tyne, “but this is a clear sign that
the ICO is not going to pull any punches over data
breaches under the new regime.”
The aim of GDPR was to harmonise data protection
across all EU member states, meaning that any UK
business trading with EU citizens must comply,
both now and after Brexit. It introduced a statutory
obligation to notify the regulator of any breach
which placed an individual’s personally identifiable
information at risk and the ICO has recorded more
than 40,000 data protection complaints since
the launch of GDPR, with 14,000 personal data
breaches reported.

Ben Jackson

The
Information
Commissioner,
Elizabeth
Denham, has urged organisations to face up to the
challenge and move beyond baseline compliance
to accountability, with evidenced understanding
of the risks to individuals in the way they process
data, and focused attention on how to mitigate
those risks.
“It’s a fast-changing environment,” added Ben
Jackson. “Just because you were confident about
compliance when GDPR was introduced in 2018,
doesn’t mean you can ignore the new guidance
that’s coming through. Also, you need to take
account of enforcement actions, to see where
problems may arise.
“And although we still don’t know what’s happening
over Brexit, what we do know is that whatever
happens on that front, GDPR compliance will
continue to be the minimum standard required
of UK companies who wish to do business across
Europe.”
Reviewing your GDPR compliance
Check your policies and procedures.
Stress test your processes on a regular basis,
and review whether policies are clear and easily
followed. If not, they should be revised and
clarified. If the way you operate has changed, this

could impact GDPR compliance, and policies need
to be regularly updated to reflect recent changes,
such as the guidance on transparency and consent
from the European Data Protection Board.
Reporting
Staff should be encouraged to seek out, recognise
and report data incidents, so make sure you have
the right culture that encourages open reporting.
The regulator wants to see prompt identification
and reporting, as the longer it takes to identify
a possible data breach, the more likely that a
situation will mushroom out of control.
Third party relationships
If you transfer personal data through third parties,
such as suppliers, or transfer it outside the EU for
any reason, it’s important that all related contracts
and processes comply with GDPR requirements.
Data Protection Impact Assessments
Make sure you understand the circumstances in
which you are required to conduct Data Protection
Impact Assessments. These are key to the GDPR
philosophy of designing systems with privacy at
their heart and should be undertaken whenever
data processing could result in a high risk to
individual rights and freedoms. Guidance on the
ICO website sets this out in detail.

For more information on any of the above, or how we can help you or your business, please contact Ben.Jackson@hay-kilner.co.uk,
call 0191 232 8345, or visit www.hay-kilner.co.uk
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CTRL – ALT – DELETE - WIN

Are you competitive? You fancy beating your colleagues at something other than who has the
best lunch offering, or are you just naturally a winner at everything you do?
Whichever of these categories you fit into,
finding new ways in which to channel your
competitive streak, without resorting to
chest thumping like a wild gorilla is finally
available, in the form of The CTRL Pad, based
inside The Gate in Newcastle’s city centre.
CTRL Pad offers online gaming and consoles,
with literally 100’s of games to keep your
interest. It also allows teams of business
colleagues to come together in a friendly,
positive way and compete against each other
in a fun, relaxed environment.
Instead of getting hot and sweaty at your
next team-building day, why not consider
joining the many businesses that have visited
The CTRL Pad for their team-building days or
corporate activities?
Save your staff the red faces, heavy breathing
and stinky tracksuits and let them enjoy
getting their adrenaline pumping with their
colleagues in a controlled, fun and friendly
environment, minus the pool of sweat!
Whether you’re on a team-building day or
just fancy enjoying your colleagues’ company
out of hours, The CTRL Pad can offer you
something completely different, with snack
food and drink options also available.
For more information on the corporate packages and team-building days, call The CTRL Pad team on 0191 250 5264 or log onto
their website: www.thectrlpad.com

“The team is very efficient, quick
to react and respond, and they
are excellent communicators.”
Chambers and Partners Legal Guide 2019

Our lawyers are experts in employment
law. We work with employers and senior
executives and take a personal approach
to achieve results for our clients.

T: 0191 282 2880

www.collingwoodlegal.com
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STAYING POWER...

Longevity in business is something to be admired. In this series of features, we are celebrating some of
the most accomplished professionals from across the North East business community. Aimed at major
players with 20+ years’ experience in their respective sectors, we provide a fascinating insight into
what makes them tick and what we can learn from them.

This month we chat to…

SARAH HALL
Partner, Hay & Kilner

Did you always envisage a career in
the industry?

Are you a risk taker by nature or more
conservative?

When I was at school, I originally wanted to be a
teacher but after A-Levels I opted for a law degree
and never looked back.

I’m definitely prepared to take some risks as long as
they are informed risks…

What is your favourite aspect of the job?

My work ethic and my relationship with clients and
colleagues developed over many years.

Working closely with colleagues and clients to
positively manage some very difficult employment
law issues. I feel very lucky to work in this area of
law with some brilliant people.
What has been your career defining moment?
I decided to move back to the North East 15
years ago. I always knew I wanted to return (who
wouldn’t!) but, having never previously worked in
Newcastle, I was very lucky to find such a fantastic
firm in Hay & Kilner. I became a partner 11 years
ago and just 2 years ago become Head of our
expanding Commercial Department.
How do you measure success?
When you are the first person your clients’ call
when they have an issue because they trust you to
manage it.
What have been the biggest changes in the
industry since you started?
Technology – we didn’t even have email when I
started my training contract and the majority of
matters were dealt with via correspondence which
meant a much slower turnaround.

To what would you attribute your success?

What’s your biggest weakness and how have
you managed this?
I can be impatient for change but I’m told that’s not
always a bad thing.
How do you remain motivated?
It’s very easy– there’s never a dull moment dealing
with HR issues! Also, as head of our Commercial
Department, I work alongside a fantastic team and I
genuinely enjoy coming into work every day.
Would you prefer to be liked or respected?
Respected but it’s nice to be liked too and I certainly
think both are achievable.
I’ll retire when….
It still seems a long way off but we are continuing to
grow our teams and I know when the time is right
the next generation at H&K will be ready to take
up the reigns.

How has your skillset developed accordingly?
We all have to continue to embrace new technology.
This includes progressing matters very quickly
while still providing the best possible service to our
clients.

www.hay-kilner.co.uk
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FIZZ IN THE CITY
Last month, the Crowne Plaza was host
to another busy Mincoffs Solicitors Fizz in
the City ladies’ networking event.
The popular event, now in its fourth year,
invites ladies from across the region to
connect with like-minded businesswomen
over a glass (or two) of prosecco. The July
event raised over £210 for Smile for Life
NE which will go to support disabled and
disadvantaged young people in the region.
Fizz in the City runs quarterly and
information about future events can be
found on Mincoffs’ website and social
media channels.
www.mincoffs.co.uk @mincoffs
#FizzFriday

MINCOFFS.CO.UK

Straight talking,
hard working and forward thinking.
Since 1948.
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Charlotte McBride

CHALLENGING
A “COVER UP”
CULTURE
Charlotte McBride, Associate
Solicitor at award-winning
employment law boutique
Collingwood legal looks at
the potential abuse of NDAs
in cases of discrimination and
harassment.

NDAs, non-disclosure agreements, settlement
agreements, confidentiality clauses – whatever
form they take and however you want to label
them, these contractual clauses that seek to
“gag” a party from disclosing certain information
having been getting bad press.
Almost as much bad press as the media moguls
and celebrities that have been caught up in the
#TimesUp and #metoo social media campaigns
that have shone a spotlight on sexual harassment
at work, but in particular the movie industry.
In the wake of these movements the public’s
interest around the use of these types of agreement
was piqued. Were these agreements being used to
prevent potential victims of discrimination and
harassment from speaking out or reporting matters
to the authorities?
By all accounts there certainly seems to have been
a history of abuse of these type of agreements.
We’ve all see the press coverage of celebrities,
from pop icon Michael Jackson to footballing star
Cristiano Ronaldo, allegedly ‘paying off’ those who
have made or are threatening to make allegations
(often a sexual nature) against them. I was always
told “you learn from your mistakes” but as a society
how can we if we don’t know these problems exist
in the first place?
In the UK, the Women & Equalities Committee of
the House of Commons took up the issue and, in
June 2019, produced a report about the use, or I
might better phrase it as abuse of non-disclosure
agreements in discrimination cases.
The Committee’s report and recommendations
seek to redress the imbalance between the
parties to these agreements so that victims of
discrimination and harassment aren’t prohibited
from sharing their experiences and allowing change
to happen.
Although not the focus of the Committee’s
investigation and report, settlement agreements

in the employment context drew attention.
Settlement agreements are commonly used
by employers to settle potential litigation
with employees which might include claims of
discrimination or harassment.
So what does the report mean for us as lawyers and
our employer clients?
Lawyers are reminded that they should not be
complicit in the use of gagging clauses to conceal
unlawful acts. This is a basic ethics point worthy of
reminder. The Committee’s recommendation that
settlement agreements ought to make clear what
an employee can and cannot disclose is sensible
(and lawful).
However, this recommendation is seemingly at
odds with the overall purpose of these agreements
– a clean break – and could jeopardise the
likelihood of litigation being settled in this way. Yes
there is a public interest in transparency but there
is also a public interest in parties having avenues to
settle litigation. There is undoubtedly an imbalance
in bargaining power that needs to be addressed in
the context of settlement agreements and whilst
an employer is seeking closure of a matter through
the use of a settlement agreement, it is worth
highlighting that this is the same outcome sought
www.collingwoodlegal.com
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by employees. Both parties are on an even playing
field in that regard and any recommendations
and subsequent measures should protect parties
abilities to resolve matters by this means, but with
appropriate safeguards in place, particularly where
harassment and discrimination allegations are
involved.
One final point (in the interests of balance) is to
remind everyone involved that non-disclosure
agreements would not be able to legally prevent the
disclosure of unlawful or criminal activity. This has
been the case for many years with the introduction
of the Public Interest Disclosure Act which is more
commonly referred to as the “whistleblowing”
legislation. Many media reports about NDAs
appear to give the erroneous impression that
such agreements are used to prevent the public
disclosure of criminal activity (which could include
sexual assault). That is not the case. Any attempt
to use an NDA for that purpose would be unlawful
and the clause would be held to be void.
The Government is currently consulting on
proposed measures that may affect the use of
these types of confidentiality clauses in settlement
agreements so all that remains to be said is “watch
this space…”

BUSINESS INSIGHT
Rebecca Cresswell

DIVORCE AND
THE FAMILY
HOME
When marriages break down
and the divorce process is
finished, there’s one big question
on everyone’s mind: who gets
the house? This is particularly
complicated for families with
children, who are often faced
with so many options they don’t
know what to do.

Children are the priority
The welfare of any children caught up in a
separation or divorce is paramount. The main
carer for the children in a relationship will often
see keeping the house as their priority and where
possible, the Court will want to achieve stability
for the children and see it as preferable for the
children to live in an owned home. However, this
may not always be affordable.
If there is money tied up in the property, the best
course of action may be to sell it in order to best
provide for the children. However, sometimes, it
may be agreed that the family home should be
retained for several years to provide stability for
both the children and financial continuity for
the parents, however, this is dependent on the
individual circumstances of the case.
Rebecca Cresswell, a Chartered Legal Executive
at Sweeney Miller Law says “we understand that
it's important to help our clients to understand
their options and face the facts in this situation, in
order to be able to make sensible decisions about
their future and move forward”.
How the court decide what happens to the
family home.
There are a range of Orders which the Court can
make in relation to the family home, including the
following:
S elling the property and dividing the
proceeds;
Transferring the ownership from one party to
another;

P ostponing the sale of the home to a specified
date, e.g. when your youngest child reaches
18, at which point the proceeds of sale will be
divided.
In addition to the welfare of the children, the
Court will consider the factors detailed in Section
25 of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 which
include:
1. T
 he party’s current income and future
earning capacity;
2. T
 he party’s current and future financial
needs, obligations and responsibilities;
3. The standard of living enjoyed by the family
before the breakdown of the marriage;
4. The age of each party to the marriage
5. T
 he duration of the marriage;
6. Any physical or mental disability of either of
either party;
7. The contributions each party has made to the
welfare of the family, including looking after
the home or caring for the family;

There is no ‘one size fits all’ approach to how the
family home will be treated on divorce which is
why it is important to take legal advice on your
individual circumstances as soon as possible. A
solicitor can help you negotiate and try to strike a
balance between the needs of the two conflicting
positions.
With the divorce and separation process being
such a complex and emotional time for all
involved, it's important to pick the right lawyer
to oversee proceedings. Sweeney Miller employs
specialist property and family law teams
dedicated to ensuring you receive the best level of
care and professional advice.

Get in touch with a member of our team today. Tel: 0191 5682050 or email rebecca@sweeneymiller.co.uk
Sweeney Miller Law is a trading name of Sweeney Miller LLP authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority under SRA number 569467. Sweeney Miller LLP is a limited liability
partnership registered in England & Wales No OC 374687. VAT No 790057916 A list of members is available at the registered office.
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Deb Tweedy

IS ABSENCE A BIG PROBLEM FOR YOUR
SMALL BUSINESS?
Official statistics show record lows in absences due to sickness - but it still remains a hot topic for both
employee and employer.

Here, Gordon Brown Law Firm LLP (GBLF) answer
some of the biggest questions surrounding
sickness and absence and share advice for small
business owners and employees.
Think ahead
Fail to prepare, prepare to fail. Many issues can be
answered by ensuring a good induction process is
in place.
Absences are unavoidable. They’re going to
happen and no business is immune. The best way
to deal with absences is to have a plan in place
before the issue hits.
Considering things like who will cover absent staff,
overtime policies and communication channels
can all help you get ahead. By being prepared, an
unexpected absence doesn’t have to mean panic
stations.
If you are going to be absent as an employee, let
someone know as soon as possible and follow all
company policies. It gives you peace of mind that

you have done the right thing and it means your
employer can put their plan into action.
Sickness and holidays
What if you fall ill during pre-booked holidays?
Legally employees can ask for holidays to be
cancelled during a period of absence. But they
must do so while following company policy - for
example, calling in sick on each day of absence.
The original holidays would then be cancelled and
added back to their annual holiday entitlement.
As alluded to however, this right is not automatic.
If an employee would suffer financially as a result
of being on the sick, they can request to cover the
absence with annual leave. However, the request
for this has to come from the employee. An
employer can’t suggest or insist on this – to do so
would be illegal. In the event this was authorised,
the usual back to work procedures would apply.
As an employee reporting an absence, make
sure you give as much detail as possible. Things

like how long you expect to be off, if medical
attention is needed and if it is an ongoing issue
are important to pass on.
Welcome back
Having a back to work process is one of the key
things to include in any absence policy. It’s a great
opportunity to make sure your staff are happy
and healthy and to see if they need any extra
assistance.
It will also allow you to monitor absences and
more importantly to notice any patterns which
may occur. Far from a witch hunt however, it’s
another chance to make sure that everything is
okay with staff. It will also allow you to offer any
additional support that may be needed.
If you are a small business owner our expert HR
and Employment Team are on hand to assist with
your absence questions.

Come into our offices in Chester-le-Street or Newcastle for a chat or call us on 0191 388 1778.
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Though we’ve grown rapidly in size,
we’re still extremely agile.

We’ve assisted and collaborated with many businesses, organisations and individuals across all sectors to ensure
their continued success, which has in turn, led to our continued success. Though being a heavyweight law firm has
its undoubted benefits for our diverse range of clients, we’re very proud of the fact that we’re still nimble, still
responsive, still agile, meaning our team can react and move more quickly and efficiently. We give clients ‘Legal
solutions that fit’, which means that we give them what they really need. We don’t give them flannel, over
complication and quite frankly, stuff they don’t need.

Venture House, Aykley Heads Business Centre,
Durham DH1 5TS Tel: 0191 384 2441
swinburnemaddison.co.uk
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HOW TO AGREE CONTRACTS THAT PAY OFF

A little extra thought upfront can go a long way. James Pierce, experienced litigator at Muckle LLP,
shares his advice on avoiding common contractual pitfalls.
James Pierce

As a commercial disputes lawyer, I see a lot of the
same kinds of contractual issues recurring again
and again. Very often on a project between two
businesses, problems will arise that flow from
things done (or not done) at the start of their
relationship. So here are just a few examples of
where things can go wrong and tips to help you
prevent legal arguments and secure a good deal
for your business.
Confirm agreements before work starts

Incorporate terms
A related issue is the question of which party’s Ts &
Cs apply. Whilst this question will always depend on
the precise circumstances of the case, as a general
rule, the last party to put forward their terms (and
not have them rejected) before work begins will
usually win the contractual “battle of the forms”
and have a contract concluded on its terms.

Depending on the circumstances, vagueness may
work to one or other or both parties’ disadvantage.
A supplier can find itself being asked to do more
than it planned and budgeted for. A customer can
find themselves asking a supplier to do more than
the supplier thinks it is obliged to do. Being as clear
as possible at the outset may avoid these debates
later on.
Weigh up the risks

People often forget how easily a legally binding
contract can come into existence. In principle,
there is no need for writing, and what seems like a
casual exchange of emails or verbal instruction can
(potentially) give rise to a binding agreement.
It’s easy to be complacent and assume that just
because you haven’t signed anything you don’t have
a contract. A classic scenario is where a supplier
sends a customer its proposed draft contract, and
the draft gets put on the back burner while the
parties eagerly press ahead with an exciting new
project. If the supplier starts performing the work,
and the customer freely accepts that performance,
then there is a risk that a court will conclude, down
the line, that a contract exists on the supplier’s
proposed terms. Acceptance can be by conduct and
doesn’t require writing.

arisen) whether the supplier has complied with its
obligations.

However, this assumes that those terms have
been effectively communicated to the other
side. Arguments may arise later on where a party
provides the other side with vague references in
its small print to “our Ts & Cs”, or seeks to provide
access to those Ts & Cs via a website link that
doesn’t work. In such cases there may be a debate
about whether adequate notice of the Ts & Cs was
provided.
Define the scope
On contracts for providing complex services
(such as IT or construction), parties don’t always
give enough thought and attention to the
‘specification of works’ - often attached as one
or more appendices at the back of an agreement.
Often these specifications are less clear and less
detailed than they should be, making it difficult to
say later down the line (once a disagreement has

The prospect of working with a particular business
can be very tempting, even if it means agreeing
to deal on that party’s proposed terms. However
before agreeing, it’s often worth spending time
with your key staff involved in the project and
thinking about what could go wrong in a worst case
scenario. Liability provisions often seek to limit one
or other party’s remedies for a breach of contract,
for example by imposing financial caps or limiting
the innocent party to the right to replacement
goods or services.
Alternatively, a party may seek to impose terms
which make the other business liable for all kinds of
loss, exposing it to unlimited and/or indeterminate
liabilities. It may be that, after weighing up the
potential benefits of the deal against the likelihood
and magnitude of the risks, it still makes commercial
sense to proceed. But the more thought that goes
into this at the front end, the better informed that
decision will be.
Commercial contracts can provide fertile ground for
debate, particularly where a business relationship
that started well has turned sour. The above are just
a few examples of issues and arguments that can be
anticipated, and potentially avoided, with a bit of
careful thought at the start of a project.

If you have any queries about your contracts or commercial disputes, please call James Pierce on 0191 211 7999 or
email james.pierce@muckle-llp.com for a free consultation.
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Directors - don’t flap.
Buzz
The role of a director is a busy one. Take the sting out of all
the legal responsibilities and liabilities, with our director duties
training on 13 September.

Email events@muckle-llp.com, call 0191 211 7777
or scan this QR code to learn more.

muckle-llp.com
Directors Duties - Northern Insite - August 2019.indd 1
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Damiano Rea, Director, Heaton Property

LIGHT DOWN THE TUNNEL?
Another month picking my way carefully through the forest of legislation that has sprung up
around the rental property sector.

The latest wheeze from the Powers that Be was
to introduce new legislation that effects all our
contracts and many of our systems, then to
release prescribed documents at one minute to
midnight the day before the legislation passed
into law. You have got to love a civil servant
with a sense of humour.
Fortunately, every now and then a little ray of
sunshine breaks through the canopy, the more
welcome as it is a rare occurrence. Following years
of outrage in the media it seems Government
is set to address what has become known as
the leasehold scandal, providing beleaguered
leaseholders with a way out of their nightmare.

could give leaseholders the right to purchase
unlimited lease extensions without a ground
rent. Ground rent can be an insidious trap for
the unwary. Let us say a ground rent demand of
£10 goes ignored or forgotten, its only a tenner,
right? Well add legal and administrative fees and
the tenner quickly escalates to a debt north of
£350. At which point the ground rent company
can apply for forfeiture. In layman’s terms the
“homeowner” is out on the street.

Inflating ground rent costs by developers and
ground rent companies have seen leaseholders
unable to arrange a mortgage on their property,
meaning they are stuck with spiralling costs in a
house they cannot sell.

I put “homeowner” in inverted commas for
good reason. An often misunderstood aspect of
leasehold is the fact that the leaseholder does not
own the property. They own a contract. And as
we all know, it pays to read the small print on any
contract. It is easy to say ‘caveat emptor’ but a
couple of factors mitigate this approach. First, we
live in a society where we happily click ‘accept’
when downloading software or apps.

Now the Law Commission, which advises
ministers, has proposed a raft of new rules which

Second and perhaps more insidious is the practice
of volume home builders suggesting leaseholders
www.heatonproperty.com
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use their solicitors for the legals. A solicitor in
the pay of the builders will ensure the contract is
legally compliant but they are unlikely to declare
“Personally, I wouldn’t sign this if it came with
a free BMW”. I have seen a signed letter from a
prominent solicitor which states “A 125-year lease
is as good as a freehold”. It is not. Not in practice
and certainly not in law.
In June the Competition and Markets Authority
announced a wide-ranging investigation into
some leasehold contract terms, focussing upon
potential mis-selling and unfair contract terms.
Leasehold can work but only if the person with
an interest in the property also has an interest in
the land.
Finally, there may be light at the end of the tunnel
for beleaguered leaseholders. Let us hope it is the
light of common sense and sweet reason. And
that American poet Robert Lowell was wrong
when he said “If we see light at the end of the
tunnel, it is the light of an oncoming train”.

PROPERTY INSIGHT

INNOVATIVE MODULAR HOMES BEING BUILT
IN COUNTY DURHAM

Ambitious North East housebuilder Homes by Carlton is trialling an innovative modular house
type that could have a major impact on the new homes market and the environment.

The County Durham-based property developer
is currently building two of the new designs on
its latest new homes site at Cathedral Gates,
a mix of 14 three and four-bed detached and
semi-detached homes at Chilton, eight miles
from Durham City. A show home is soon to
open for viewing.
These new-style designs – called CoreHaus – will
significantly reduce construction times, build
costs and have less impact on the environment
than more traditional homes. They offer the
flexible combination of being part modular, with
a standard, engineered core, that can then be
configured to different sizes.
While different in the build stage, CoreHaus, looks
the same as the more traditionally built homes
at Cathedral Gates. All properties are built to the
same exacting standards, combining hand-built
craftsmanship, character and a high attention to
detail.
Simon Walker, managing director at Homes by
Carlton, said: “The CoreHaus looks no different
to the traditional house types once fully built.
Interiors can be the same and exteriors will use
the same block and brick. It’s just a more modern
way of building that should be kinder to the
environment and have energy benefits for the
homebuyer.”

CoreHaus is a joint-venture company between
Carlton & Co Group, the parent company behind
Homes by Carlton, and national social enterprise
Fusion21, specialists in public procurement for the
built environment. It is hoped that once trialled
and tested the CoreHaus designs will offer a
different approach to tackling the shortage of
innovative, affordable housing in Britain.
Simon Walker added: “It is well-known that there’s
a huge shortage of high quality, and affordable
homes in the North East and other areas of
the UK. That’s why we recently returned to the
housing market to deliver high quality homes in
attractive locations around the region.
“CoreHaus homes are designed to make it easier
and more cost-effective for developers to deliver
environmentally efficient homes with a unique
design and contemporary feel. They’re larger than
many new three-bedroom homes on the market
and we believe offer a higher standard of finish
than many traditional house types being built
elsewhere.”
The principles of the CoreHaus comprise a
modular core including a pre-finished kitchen,
downstairs toilet, staircase, bathroom and central
heating system being manufactured offsite before
being delivered to the development. This is then

followed by the external walls and roof being
constructed to reduce build time.
Assembled in factory-controlled conditions, this
energy-efficient housing ‘pod’ can help reduce
onsite construction time by 50%, increase
flexibility in the design of the home and cut CO2
emissions.
Two homes on the recently launched Cathedral
Gates scheme at Chilton are being built to
CoreHaus standards, while others are planned for
future developments at other sites throughout
the North East.
It is envisaged that CoreHaus and other
innovations will help to ramp up much-needed
activity in the housing market. England has a
shortage of around 3.91 million homes, according
to research from Heriot-Watt University –
meaning 340,000 new homes need to be built
each year until 2031. This figure is significantly
higher than the government’s original target of
300,000 new homes a year.
Dave Neilson, chief executive of Fusion21, said:
“Currently 340,000 new homes are needed to
be built each year to meet government targets.
At current development rates these shortfalls
will not be met. A transformational approach is
required to ensure we can support this demand –
and that’s where CoreHaus can help.”

For further information, visit: www.corehaus.co.uk, www.homesbycarlton.com, and www.fusion21.co.uk
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PROPERTY OF THE MONTH

BRIDGE HOUSE, CADEHILL ROAD, STOCKSFIELD

PRICE GUIDE: £1.25 MILLION
Bridge House is a magnificent detached family home, located in the fabulous village of Stocksfield in the heart of the Tyne Valley. The property was built
in 1986, in a beautiful private setting, and was purchased by the current owners approximately 15 years ago. Framed by a number of tall trees, this very
attractive house, built in reclaimed stone, has extensive accommodation including a large drawing room with a beautiful fireplace, a well equipped kitchen
and breakfasting room, a good sized family sitting room, a conservatory/garden room, a dining room and a study; to the first floor are six bedrooms and four
bathrooms. Bridge House is well located within Stocksfield which is well known for its high quality homes. It has easy access to the railway station which links
to Hexham to the west and Newcastle to the east, as well as the road networks linking to nearby Corbridge.

Contact rare! From Sanderson Young on 0191 2233500 ashleigh.sundin@sandersonyoung.co.uk www.sandersonyoung.co.uk
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4

Pine Dene Lodge Dissington Lane, Newcastle

2

Pine Dene Lodge offers a great ‘lifestyle’ opportunity for those seeking a large
family home with fabulous grounds of over 5 acres with stable block, copse,
summerhouse and landscaped courtyard area. The detached double garage/workshop
has development potential to create a self contained annexe.

Price Guide: £845,000
Julie Douglas
julie.douglas@sandersonyoung.co.uk
Ponteland Office: 01661 823 951
www.sandersonyoung.co.uk
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D

6

West Avenue Gosforth

3

A fabulous, double fronted family home with accommodation over three floors, situated
in a prime residential address within the heart of Gosforth. This highly impressive, very
special house is superbly decorated and very well proportioned with many interesting
features, characteristics and style.

Price Guide: £935,000
Ashleigh Sundin
ashleigh.sundin@sandersonyoung.co.uk
rare! Office: 0191 223 3500
From Sanderson Young

www.sandersonyoung.co.uk
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D

Penny Wright

Part of the triple fronted office in Alnwick
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Greg McCarthy

Amy Brice
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NORTH EAST ESTATE AGENT IS FLYING HIGH
One of the region’s leading independent estate agents, Sanderson Young, is growing strongly as its
position within the North East property market intensifies.

The agent is enjoying one of its most successful
years to date as it continues to go from strength to
strength, undergoing some key changes including
a relocation of its Alnwick office within the town
and a bigger team of property experts.
“2019 has been busier than ever,” says Duncan Young,
chairman of Sanderson Young. “One of our first major
movements of the year was to relocate our Alnwick
office to premises that boasts a triple fronted shop,
giving us the best window displays in Alnwick to
market properties.
“We then looked at bolstering our team to help
us not only meet growing client demand but also
strengthen our expertise and experience company
wide to raise our profile even further.
“The new build market has been especially buoyant
and, because of our long-standing reputation of
outstanding local knowledge and understanding of
the property sector, we’ve been able to capitalise on
it, establishing new partnerships with both large and
more specialist developers which has paid dividends.”
Region wide, sales for Sanderson Young are up 161%
and instructions for the agent have increased by
274%. All three main branches - Alnwick, Gosforth
and Ponteland - are achieving higher turnover than
they were at the same time last year.
The coastal community at Smith’s Dock in
North Shields is one of the large-scale new build
developments where Sanderson Young was instructed
to sell homes and apartments, with only 17 properties
left. The agent has also recently sold all homes at the
luxurious high-end development, Foxton Glade, in
the village of Ellsbury, Northumberland.
It’s also offering, on behalf of Lindisfarne Homes,
eight contemporary detached properties in the lovely
village of Warkworth, where a view home has just
been created. Only four properties remain at this
location.
The Ponteland branch team is busy with Belsay
Bridge, a stunning development of three and four
bedroomed homes in Belsay Village, from County
Life, as well as Wylam Grange in Wylam, Hemingway

Court in Ponteland and Tulip Mews in Heddon on the
Wall.

sales, ensuring every client gets that personal service
that I strongly believe sets us aside from the rest.

So, what’s the secret to Sanderson Young’s success?

“We want to get to know the client, develop a good
relationship with them so that we can do the best job
for them, and achieve the best results.”

“We’ve remained true to our strengths,” explains
Duncan. “Focusing on them to not only attract new
clients but also to develop our relationships with
existing clients, which has opened the door to a
higher volume and wider scope of work.
“We are renowned for our local expertise and
knowledge with that personal touch. Unlike many
other traditional and online agents, we highly value
face to face time with clients, spending the time to
get to know them to fully understand what they
need.”
Sanderson Young recently appointed Greg McCarthy
to a senior management role as a regional valuer.
Greg is a prominent figure in the North East estate
agency sector who has established himself as a
property expert on residential valuations, particularly
within the Gosforth, Jesmond and Newcastle area,
and complements the agent’s existing management
team.
Duncan said: “Our residential agency services are
in high demand in the current market and the
appointment of Greg is a key strategic move for us.
He will become a vital member of the team in the
long-term future of the agency and I am very pleased
to have him on board.”
Greg will work closely with the rest of the team,
especially Amy Brice and Penny Wright. Penny, who’s
been at Sanderson Young since 2004, is a valuation
manager at the agency and until recently has worked
across all three offices. With Greg joining, Penny will
now be based in the Ponteland branch, with a larger
focus on sales in and around Ponteland including the
rural villages, Morpeth and Tyne Valley.
Duncan says: “The Ponteland office is doing
exceptionally well, with exciting new developments
on the horizon. Penny is a core member of the team,
who is very highly regarded in the industry and
extremely successful at what she does.
“She manages our residential property valuations and

As a Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS)
registered valuer and surveyor, Amy Brice looks
after Sanderson Young’s professional services and
residential valuations in a far-reaching role.
She works closely with developers, providing land and
development appraisals as well as managing family
estate affairs, dealing with tax valuations and wills
and probate. She also handles property investment
and high-end residential sales.
Duncan says: “Amy provides yet another dimension
to the team with her RICS qualification which means
we can manage an investor’s property interest right
from the very start of the process and see it through
to the very end, securing the best price within the
shortest time frame.
“She’s a very focused and talented agent with a broad
and extensive knowledge of the housing market in
Newcastle and the surrounding areas, with specific
expertise in Darras Hall, Jesmond and the city centre.”
Amy, Greg and Penny, together with the wider estate
agency team, make a very capable team, bringing
together a wealth of skills and experience in a
buoyant but very competitive North East property
market.
“We have the knowledge and experience of a
large corporate agent but the approachability and
flexibility nature of an independent professional
smaller business,” adds Duncan.
“A lot of our work comes from repeat business and
referrals. For this to happen, you must provide a great
service to clients from the start of a property query
to the end, which is what we do.
“There’s no resting on our laurels here, we want to
push on and continue to grow our reputation as
the leading estate agent in the region, who puts the
needs of its clients first, every time.”

For more information about Sanderson Young and its current stock of properties, visit: www.sandersonyoung.co.uk
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YOUR EYE ON
THE REGION...

NICOLA IRVING
Head of Marketing at GT3 Architects

Did you grow up in the North East or did you
decide to relocate here in later life?
I was born in Gateshead, went to school in Durham, and I’ve
studied, worked and lived in Newcastle where I’ve always
felt most at home. I have however spent considerable time
overseas in recent years, living in both Paris and Zaragoza
and later travelling to all sorts of wonderful places around
the globe for work on a very regular basis. There has always
been a draw to the North East though, and whilst I have been
tempted to consider life in other cities (namely Bilbao which I
absolutely love), I am a home bird at heart.
What do you think it means to be a
businessperson in the North East of England?
I think it’s a great privilege to contribute to the economy
and culture in the North East and to help to showcase
what we can achieve on the national and world stage. It’s
fantastic to be part of something so powerful. There are some
phenomenal companies and initiatives here that are truly
influential. PROTO in Gateshead, for example, is helping to
develop digital companies whose technology is completely
game changing, and we have the likes of Pearson Engineering
which punches above its weight in the development of lifesaving defence equipment that is used extensively all over
the world. GT3 Architects’ focus on people, engagement and
community-oriented design is challenging how we approach
architecture and is increasingly influential in our home regions,
around the UK and overseas. I think we have a responsibility
as businesspeople in the North East to champion the region
whenever possible, to collaborate and to share our skills and
ideas for the benefit of others.
What is your favourite aspect of life
in the North East?
I love our resilience, learnt over many decades and passed on
from generation to generation. It comes out in our high spirits,
sense of frivolity and determination that I believe characterises
our culture here. I love our easy access to cities, countryside,
lakes, the sea and thriving market towns. We can easily reach
modern art and architecture as well as some of the UK’s most
historic and significant sites. There’s a richness and homeliness
that I find endearing, but I think as a whole our region could
be more inclusive.
Where do you like to eat out in the region?
This is such a tough question for me. Food and dining is a
real passion for my husband and I. We generally arrange our
holidays around a restaurant we have heard about somewhere
in the world, and so we have quite a well-used yardstick to
compare against. The restaurant scene in the North East is
so exciting, and I love the focus we place on local ingredients
and sustainable farming. Some of my favourites include Route
in the centre of Newcastle for an opportunity to try lots of
different small plates and different wines, Cookhouse in the
Ouseburn for Anna Hedworth’s focus on what is grown right
there on her doorstep and The Forge in Washington which is
just lovely. They all place quality and locality at the heart of
what they do, and it really shows. I also really like The Patricia

in Jesmond and Broad Chare on the Quayside. Riley’s Fish
Shack at King Edward’s Bay is also fantastic for fresh fish and
a superb view. I’m looking forward to visiting the recently
opened Hjem in Northumberland this August. I have an inkling
that it might become my new favourite place.
Are the people really friendlier?
I’ve been lucky enough to experience many different cultures,
and to work closely alongside clients and partners from Japan
to Colombia and from Botswana to Finland. I’m not sure that I
can honestly say that we are friendlier than anywhere else, but
we’re definitely up there! We’re known for our friendliness and
enthusiasm which I welcome, and I hope it’s something that is
always representative of the region. We’re certainly passionate
about the things that matter to us and we love to show-off
about our home region, which usually translates as friendliness
and a disposition to share.
What do you think is the best view in the North East?
Every time I go to Newcastle’s Quayside, I try to imagine
that I’ve arrived as a tourist for the first time, and every time
I consider it to be one of the most impressive places that I’ve
ever been. The swoop from the Georgian Grey Street down
onto the Quayside is a favourite little journey of mine. I love
getting out around Beamish Woods too, and whilst it isn’t a
view as such, it’s really very beautiful. I haven’t been yet, but I
imagine the ‘Dark Sky Park’ at Kielder is pretty excellent for a
view of the stars!
Do you think living and working in the North East
offers the same opportunities as elsewhere in the UK?
I think it offers different opportunities. Whilst there is less
choice in the North East due to our smaller cities, I think we
have a real opportunity to be innovative and entrepreneurial.
I attended an excellent lecture by Chair of the North East
LEP, Andrew Hodgson where he proposed that we’re firstrate ‘exporters’ to other markets. We’re quite detached from
the rest of the UK and so we’re self-starters who develop
good ideas and we go out and find markets. I like that we’ve
developed a different approach to our economy and industry
to keep pace and it is evident in some of the world-beating
and purposeful companies that exist in the region. There is
however no doubt that there is still more to do, and more that
could be done to support the North East.
Have you had any experience of working
elsewhere and how did it compare?
I’ve worked quite transiently all over the world which has been
eye-opening. There are, of course, huge differences in how we
approach matters culturally and in the technology that we
have available to us but at the heart of everything is a need
for excellent communication. I have never worked anywhere
where that wasn’t the priority. I worked in a marketing agency
in Paris for six months which was instrumental in shaping the
career that I enjoy now. Whilst the work was as you might
expect of a similar agency in the UK, and in the North East,
the pace of life was very different, and much more frenetic. I
really loved my time living and working in a capital city, but I
enjoy the peace and pace of life in the North East much more.

www.gt3architects.com
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Head of Land, Development & New Homes
Jonathan Rudge, Her Grace The Duchess of
Northumberland, Bradley Hall Alnwick Office
Manager and New Homes Manager Kathryn
Kent, and Director of Estate Agency Matt Hoy.

PROPERTY FIRM EXPANDS IN
NORTHUMBERLAND
A leading North East property firm has relocated its Alnwick operation
to meet growing demand in Northumberland.

Bradley Hall Chartered Surveyors and Estate Agents has
occupied larger, more central premises at 28 Bondgate
Without, Alnwick, during a time of exciting growth for the
firm. The office will specialise in residential services, whilst
also offering its range of commercial services to clients.

“Our residential operation has performed incredibly well over
the past year, and we have also acquired highest market share
in Morpeth recently. We became first out of 86 other agents
for available stock and first out of 22 other agents for new
instructions.

Residential turnover at Bradley Hall has increased 69% within a
year whilst sales have increased by 172%.

“This success is a testament to the dedicated and hardworking
team, and we look forward to continuing in our success and
growth in Alnwick and Northumberland.”

This growth has been driven, in part, by the launch of its Land,
Development & New Homes department. The specialist new
homes team brought to market £100m of new homes including
15 sites across the North East with over 200 plots for sale.
The team will launch a further six sites and 117 plots over the
remainder of the year.

The expansion comes following the news that Bradley Hall
recently celebrated 20% increase in net profit and a turnover
exceeding £3.5m across its commercial and residential operations.

As part of the ‘field to finish’ approach created by the group, the
new homes team is further supported by BH Planning & Design,
a sister company of Bradley Hall. Its dedicated team is currently
working on projects that could see the delivery of more than
4,000 new homes across the North East.

Bradley Hall runs seven offices in the North East including;
Alnwick, Morpeth, Gosforth, Newcastle city centre, Durham,
Sunderland and Hexham as well as an office in London.
Departments include; Commercial Agency, Building Surveying,
Residential Agency, Land, Development & New Homes, Property
Management, Mortgages, and Professional Services to include
valuations and lease advisory.

Matt Hoy, director of estate agency at Bradley Hall, said: “The
relocation and expansion to the new Alnwick operation is
a significant step for Bradley Hall as we grow our presence in
Alnwick and wider Northumberland.

BH Group, which includes Bradley Hall Chartered Surveyors and
Estate Agents, BH Planning and Design and BH Financial, also
expanded its team with 12 new members of staff – bringing total
headcount to 65.
continued over
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Head of Land, Development & New Homes, Jonathan Rudge, said: “We are
delighted to be expanding in Alnwick. Bradley Hall is very passionate about the
fantastic opportunities in Northumberland and has been an avid champion of the
county for some time.
“The specialist Land, Development & New Homes team has already brought to
market a number of exciting new developments in Northumberland and we look
forward to welcoming a number of new opportunities in the area very soon.
“Working closely with BH Planning & Design as well as the general Bradley Hall
residential operation, we provide clients with a full service, field to finish approach.
“Additionally, with the growth in demand for our services for the public sector,
we were also delighted to be awarded the Homes England Property Services
Framework. The appointment to this national panel now allows us to act as key
advisors on future North East and national government housing projects.”

For more information please contact Bradley Hall on 0191 232 8080 or visit www.bradleyhall.co.uk
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MY LANDLORD
WANTS TO RAISE
MY RENT – WHAT
SHOULD I DO?
Emily Seager MRICS - Lease Advisory
Associate at Knight Frank Newcastle,
shares her expertise on rent reviews.

Most commercial property
tenants have their rent reviewed
at least every five years. If a rentrise letter has just dropped on
your doormat – here’s all you
need to know.

In the aftermath of the crash in 2008, most
businesses became used to their rents reducing
or staying the same. But in recent years the
market has seen a boost and rents have generally
gone up as a result.
However, this is not the case everywhere.
Many retail properties located beyond the main
thoroughfares are seeing rents stagnate or drop.
There may have been a transaction at a particularly
low level at a nearby property, which could limit the
rent the landlord can realistically ask for your space.
Or you may have a quirk in your lease which could
counteract the landlord’s argument for the extent
of the rent rise.
When will my rent change?
 here are two triggers that can change the
T
rent – rent reviews and renewal of the lease.
With a rent review, your rent will usually either
stay the same, or go up – not decrease. Your
lease sets out how to establish the market rent
but it’s generally based on what rents similar
properties are achieving on the open market.
At lease renewal both parties can agree on
a rent based on rents for similar properties
but it’s also affected by local supply-demand
dynamics and other factors and not just the
lease. Which means the rent could go up, or
down.
What to do if you’ve been quoted a
rent increase:

1. A sk your landlord to justify the level of rent
increase proposed. Landlords don’t generally
just pluck a figure out of the air - the proposed
new rent will usually be based on the measured
area of your property and a rent in line with
what rents are being agreed on similar premises
around the time of your rent review date, or
within the last 12 to 18 months. This is called
comparable evidence.
But be warned, much of the comparable
evidence at the moment supports rent
increases, especially in prime locations. You
need to carefully weigh-up the benefits and
the risks of challenging your rent. You could
end-up paying more than the proposed rent

Emily Seager

if the evidence for an uplift is strong and
transactions take place at higher rents during
your negotiations.
 et a copy of your lease. The devil is always
2. G
in the detail. The exact terms of your lease are
always a key consideration.
 et advice from a commercial property
3. G
surveyor
A lot of SMEs consult a solicitor but knowledge
of the current commercial property market is
key to negotiating rent reviews successfully –
not just knowledge of the lease and the law.
Sometimes savings can be made simply
by getting the unit properly measured and
agreeing an area less than the landlord’s
quoting area.
 ICS has a database of surveyors you can
R
contact.

4. K
 eep an eye on what’s happening – are there
any new tenants that have taken space similar
to yours nearby? Talk to them.
Look online – new tenants are sometimes
covered in press stories that quote the rent
agreed.
Speak to your neighbours and help each other.
Whatever rent you each agree will inevitably
impact on everyone else’s rent at some point.
It may also have a knock-on effect on business
rates.
 now when your rent review is due. Don’t let
5. K
it be a bombshell you are not prepared for.
Landlords often don’t trigger rent reviews on
time. If your rent review date has passed and
hasn’t been actioned by the landlord don’t think
it won’t be triggered at a later date – at which

point you will usually be liable for the increased
rent and interest backdated to the date the rent
review was due.

6. L ook at the bigger picture
Whatever rent you agree will be payable at
least until the end of the lease which could
be in three, five, 10 years’ time, or longer.
You may think you’re saving yourself money
by negotiating it yourself and cutting out an
agent’s fees but if they’re able to shave even
£1,000 per annum off the agreed rent then
that could be a total saving of at least £3,000
- £10,000 over that three - 10 year remaining
lease term.
If it also keeps the rental tone of the estate/
building down for the other tenants then you
will all benefit at future reviews/renewals and
any reassessment of business rates.
7. If you can’t agree a new rent, consider
going to a third party – an independent
expert or arbitrator at rent review or Court or
Professional Arbitration on Court Terms at lease
renewal. Other mediation methods are also
available.
You need to carefully consider the risk and
costs of pursuing any of these routes as if you
are unsuccessful you could be liable for nearly
all the third party costs plus the costs of the
other side, which could be a real sting in the
tail.
A lease advisory surveyor will properly advise
you on the risks/benefits and likelihood of
success on pursuing these routes. Always bring
them into negotiations as early as possible to
avoid any nasty surprises/unnecessary further
expense.

Emily Seager can be contacted on 0191 594 5046 or emily.seager@knightfrank.com
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Chelsey Parker

BUILDING BRIDGES FOR THE FUTURE

The guys at Seven Bridges Life Insurance have one aim. They want to change the way we look
at how we insure ourselves.

If you ask most people about their life insurance,
you’ll probably get a blank look.
Only a handful will be able to tell you what their
policy is, when they took it out, when it was last
updated and what sort of benefits can be expected.
It’s a bit like pensions. We were all told to plan for
the future and invest in a good pension, but how
many people actually got around to doing it?
The big difference between pensions and life
insurance is that it’s a fairly straightforward task
to figure out when your pension becomes available
and what sort of benefits you will receive.
Life insurance is something that is in place for the
future, but you’re never quite sure when or if the
policy will pay out. Just like car insurance, house
insurance, holiday insurance. You put insurance in
place to cover for anything unforeseen.
Life insurance is there to cover costs should
anything unfortunate happen to you, such as longterm illness or death. If you die, who will then cover
the house mortgage and mop-up all the bills? What
happens if you are injured? What happens if you
become ill and can no longer work? Can the people
who depend on you continue to live normally?
That is where life insurance comes in. If you have
the correct policy in place, everything will be
taken care of and your partner, children and any
other dependents can continue their lives without
financial worries. In other words, as long as the
right policy is in place, any bills that you currently
pay could be taken care of and there should be
enough of a lump sum payment to look after them
into the future.
Chelsey Parker is the Managing Director of Seven
Bridges Life Insurance and the first thing you notice
when talking to her is that there is no jargon, no

confusing terms…just simple, plain talking.
“It’s so important that people feel relaxed when
discussing life insurance,” said Chelsey. “We tend
to find that something has happened which makes
people realise they need to take the leap to purchase
a life insurance policy. The biggest one of course is
buying a house, but it can often be getting married,
having a baby, changing jobs or something that has
happened to another member of their family, or a
close friend, which has suddenly made them realise
that they need to put something in place.”
So, once you take the plunge and decide to look
into life insurance, what sort of experience can you
expect when you contact Chelsey and her team at
Seven Bridges?
Well, there are seven steps.
The first step is that you will have a totally free
‘finding out about you’ meeting, this can be faceto face or over the phone, whatever suits your
needs. Fees are commission based at Seven Bridges;
meaning there are no up-front fees.
This is then followed by a frank discussion about
what your priorities are.
Next up….what do you already have in place?
Anything? Nothing?
Once the Seven Bridges Life Insurance team have
got all of your details, they will then research the
best policy which matches your needs. Nothing
is off-the-shelf; everything is bespoke and tailormade to you.
Seven Bridges will then find the best company to
provide you with the ideal cover for the best price.
Next, a final chat to discuss your quotes and make
sure you are happy with everything until, finally,
step seven, you begin your cover.

What sort of price can you expect to pay? Assuming
you are healthy and are a non-smoker, here are
some examples.
A 35 year old male, £200,000 of life insurance to
age 65:- £8.68 pm
A 40 year old couple, joint life, £250,000 of life
insurance for 25 years:- £21.63 pm
A 25 year old female, £250,000 of life insurance and
£100,000 of critical illness cover to age 65:- £34.73
pm
A 40 year old male, £100,000 of business insurance
to age 65:- £9.22 pm
Go onto the Seven Bridges Life Insurance website
www.sevenbridgeslife.co.uk and you’ll find all of the
details. You can even get a quote via their website.
Simply fill in a few details and the Seven Bridges
team will be in touch.
You can discuss single cover for one individual or
joint cover which offers protection for two people
or a family. There’s even corporate cover which not
only protects your loved ones, it can also protect
your business against possible financial losses if
illness or death affects the owners or key people.
The best idea is to get in touch with Chelsey Parker
and the experts at Seven Bridges Life Insurance.
They’ll soon get you covered.
Oh and you should look into the partner companies.
There’s Seven Bridges Investment Management
who can help you with pensions, investments and
ensure that your finances are in good shape, and
there’s Seven Keys Estate Agency who can buy, sell
and let your property for you. Seven Keys includes
seven month free life insurance with every house
purchase put in place by Chelsey and her team at
Seven Bridges Life Insurance.

Either visit their website www.sevenbridgeslife.co.uk or call 0191 491 4119.
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NEW, LUXURY DEVELOPMENT IN THE HEART
OF TYNE VALLEY

Construction is well underway on a new residential luxury housing scheme on the
outskirts of historic Hexham.
Northumberland developer Birchdove Homes is behind this exclusive
development of four and five bed homes in a peaceful, rural setting
close to all essential amenities.

of construction, with properties being built using a state-of-the-art timber
frame system which achieves a higher level of thermal resistance while also
being more environmentally sustainable.

The Coach House development, comprising eight, spacious, detached
family homes, is set against a tree-covered hillside, off the main A695
Corbridge to Hexham road.

Hexham-based estate agent Foster Maddison has been appointed to
market and sell the homes; Neil Foster, director, said: “Coach House will be
one of the finest developments in the Tyne Valley, providing exceptional
luxury living in a contemporary environment.

There are four house types combining traditional materials like stone,
brick and slate with more modern design features incorporating zinc, a
high amount of glass and timber cladding. Each home makes great use of
glass and natural light. External design features create a varied and bespoke
streetscape.
More than 25 workers will be employed at Coach House during the height

“The combination of high-quality materials used in the design and build
have not only created striking homes but also a varied and stunning
streetscape in a fabulous location.”
Prices at Coach House start from £450,000 and it is anticipated the show
home will open towards the end of September.

More information is available by calling the Hexham office of estate agent Foster Maddison on 01434 605 441 and by
visiting www.coachhousehexham.co.uk
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Our business...
Small Offices

Libraries

Office blocks

Universities

Council Offices

Schools

Hospitals

IT Suites

...is moving your business
Doree Bonner International have more than 100 years of experience in moving,
changing, expanding or relocating businesses and employees. We understand that
careful management planning and a professional and methodical approach are both
essential when implementing all aspects of business moving.
• Project management

• Storage

• Business moving accessories

• Quality control

• Archive storage

• Employee relocation – UK and overseas

• IT relocation

• Decant moves

• All employees are CRB checked

For more information on business moves:

0191 268 6383

email: moving@dbonner.co.uk | www.doreebonner.co.uk
WITH BR ANCHES NATIONWIDE, WE’ RE NEVER TO O FAR AWAY

DARTFORD - UK

I N C E N T I V E S AVA I L A B L E
O N A L L A PA R T M E N T R E S E R VAT I O N S

MOVE INTO YOUR
DREAM APARTMENT
THIS SUMMER
Hemi ngw ay cou r t
2 5 O N E A N D T WO B E D R O O M A PA R T M E N T S - R E A DY T O M OV E I N TO
H E M I N G W AY C O U R T

•

THORNHILL ROAD

•

PONTELAND

★ Secure entry system
★ Lift access to all floors
★ Private allocated parking
★ Centre of thriving
Ponteland
★ Close to local amenities
★ Newcastle airport just a
9 minutes’ drive
★ Perfect for young
professionals or those
looking to downsize

H O U S E TO S E L L?
RECEIVE EXPERT
ADVICE FROM OUR
SELLING AGENT
S A N D E R S O N YO U N G

Help
to Buy
Backed by
HM Government

M A K E S U R E YO U D O N ’ T M I S S O U T
F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N - P L E A S E C A L L :

01670 528 403
W W W. A S C E N T - H O M E S . C O . U K

LAND
TO SELL?

Whether it’s an office block, derelict building or
spare open land, Prosper can help you through
the selling process.
We work closely with social landlords who could
be potential buyers for your land.
Want to know more, contact us…

Mistral House, Kingfisher Way,
Silverlink Business Park,
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE28 9NX
(0191) 259 4645 Info@prosper.uk.com prosper.uk.com

SUMMER’S HERE!
On one of the hottest days of the year so
far, construction and property consultants,
Summers-Inman, celebrated its ongoing success
with a summer drinks reception for 80 guests.
Guests, including clients, project partners and
staff enjoyed a chilled afternoon at Pitcher and
Piano. The event, which is expected to become
a regular date in the summer calendar, was
Summers-Inman’s way of thanking everyone for
their continued support.

Exclusive
but
Affordable

At Tecaz we love to give the opportunity for you to see and touch a range of bathrooms
or kitchens before you decide to purchase. Our showrooms feature over 200 bathrooms,
100 showers and 50 kitchen displays, you're sure to find what you are looking for.
Save up to 60% off RRP on some of our Biggest Brands including Heritage, Roman, Merlyn,
Lakes, Tavistock, Roca, RAK, Burlington and many more!

www.tecaz.com
Norham Road, North Shields, NE29 7TN • Tel : 0191 257 6511
Portrack Lane, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 2HG • Tel: 01642 610 100

FREE computer aided planning and design are available, and for larger projects, we offer
installation support. We are confident you'll achieve your dream living space. Plus FREE
granite or Silestone worktops available on selected kitchen ranges.

Tecaz Echo House, Pennywell Ind Est, SR4 9EN • Tel : 0191 534 7733
Opening hours
Monday - Friday : 9am - 6pm • Saturday : 9am - 5pm •Sunday 10am - 4pm

.

THE DIGITAL ESTATE AGENT ON THE HIGH STREET

SELL YOUR
HOME FOR FREE!

.
Complete an instant valuation for your chance to sell your home for FREE.
Bricks & Mortar is an award-winning Estate Agent, built on strong foundations!
We’re a dynamic, service-driven, family run business with unrivalled local
knowledge. To be in with a chance of selling your house for free simply
complete an Instant Valuation online to find out the value of your
property and you’ll be automatically entered into our competition.
To enter visit: www.bricksandmortargroup.co.uk/sell-your-home-for-free
Terms & Conditions apply. See website for further details.

bricksandmortargroup.co.uk

0191 230 5577

ROAM’s Marketing solution to
save the high street.

Do you own a bar, a place to eat,
a hotel, or shop on the high street?
How much would you value being able to send out a direct generic
message to all your customers with a simple click of a button?
ROAM allows you to do just that, we’re the only social platform that
can guarantee you a 100% reach when communicating to your
customers when you want to express any news, offers, events, or
loyalty rewards that you have available!
If you’re a business and would like to find out about our marketing solution, contact us: venues@roam-everywhere.com

“Excellent response times and
business acumen alongside
pragmatic and practical advice.”
Legal 500 Guide to Law Firms 2019

Our lawyers are experts in employment
law. We work with employers and senior
executives and take a personal approach
to achieve results for our clients.

T: 0191 282 2880

www.collingwoodlegal.com

MEDIA NEWS

PRINTING FIRM DOUBLES INVESTMENT IN
TECHNOLOGY FOR GROWTH
double investment in two of the industry’s most
technologically advanced printers.
The Ouseburn-based business has installed
the Océ Arizona 6170 XTS which will open up
larger volumes, faster turnaround times and slash
ink consumption by a third, as well as the Canon
Océ Colorado 1650 with which Large Print Works
will be one of the first printing companies in the UK
to install the new model.
Large Print Works will invest circa £230,000 in the
printing duo which will support the business’s plans
to increase its turnover by 25% across 2019.

North East independent printing firm Large Print
Works has boosted its capacity to take on large
scale projects with a near-quarter-million pound

Managing Director John Laidler said: “We have
invested in the most technologically advanced
equipment available in the market at present to
enhance our quality and further our reputation for
delivering outstanding service and value to every
client.”

SHOUT DIGITAL GROWS TEAM AFTER SERIES OF
SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNT WINS

NGI SOLUTIONS
CELEBRATES
5TH ANNIVERSARY WITH
NEW SKILLS AND DIGITAL
REVAMP
Insight-led research, marketing and PR agency
NGI Solutions has strengthened its brand, SEO
and product innovation skills with a trio of
talented new recruits.
Celebrating its 5th anniversary this year, NGI
Solutions continues to grow its service offering and
client base. The new recruits will add to the team’s
experience across research, marketing and PR and
digital.
Jenny File has joined the team as Marketing
Manager, bringing with her a broad range of
strategic marketing experience.

Newcastle headquartered digital product design
company Shout Digital has welcomed seven new
faces following significant client growth in the
first half of 2019.

Ron Wilcox, who has joined the team as account
director, said: “I will be leading the commercial
relationships with several clients and working to
bring new digital projects into the Shout office.”

Joining a strong team of 30, the seven new recruits
have filled numerous roles in all areas of the
business.

Shout has welcomed Michael Hutchinson as
creative designer where he will be focusing on all
aspects of digital product design for clients.

Completing the new recruits is David Bowe who
joins as a Research Executive. David previously
worked in strategy and product innovation for a
North East-based housing association.

Rachel Roberts has joined the team as marketing
manager and will be responsible for the marketing
strategy and overall brand development in the UK
and US marketplace.

Account manager Amy Czuba, client relationship
executive Bethany Hickford, project manager
Danny Harris and DevOps engineer Greg Hunter
have also joined the team.

As part of its 5th anniversary, the agency has also
launched a new look website to better represent
its services, previous work and personality of the
team.

Joining the team as Digital Marketing Manager,
Lisa Kelly brings with her ten years of experience in
digital marketing agencies.

DOES YOUR BUSINESS HAVE A MANKY LEMON?
This is the question that Blumilk is asking all North East businesses with the
launch of its new Manky Lemon campaign.
Lauren Hindhaugh, Blumilk’s Client Director, wants to stress the significance of
brand reputation and the negative business impact if you get this wrong. She
said: “How a business’s customer perceives them is massively important. A bad
reputation begins to create a smell, or Manky Lemon, inside a business. It can

Listen to the
Northern Insight
Business Show
on Radio
Northumberland
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be anything from lack of sales, poor staff communication or you’ve simply been
left behind by your competition. Luckily once you locate your Manky Lemon,
steps can be put into place to correct the problem.”
The Newcastle-based brand and campaigns agency are about to celebrate their
20th anniversary and, in anticipation of this, are offering free brand reputation
audits for all businesses to help find and eliminate their Manky Lemon.
NORTHERN

INSIGHT
www.radionorthumberland.com
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STRENGTHEN
YOUR OWN
PERSONAL
BRAND
Branding yourself means to
develop a professional identity
and clear message that sets you
apart from others either in your
company or in your industry.

Brands often work tirelessly to leverage social
media in order to boost online visibility and
revenue. They want more clicks, more likes, and
they want to create a positive user experience.
But what happens when a brand is a person
instead of a company? When it’s just you, you
need to take a different approach to growing your
brand through social media. Since over 90% of
customers trust information from people they
know when making a purchase decision, building
personal connections might be the most effective
way to develop trust with your audience.
When it’s just you, you need to take a different
approach to growing your brand through social
media.
Find the right groups
Facebook and LinkedIn both offer great
opportunities to join groups focused on specific
topics or industries. If you can find groups that
match with your area of expertise, then you’ll be
able to share that experience and build authority
around your personal brand. Actively engage
with others by liking, sharing and commenting
on others posts and create your own posts to
share regularly. The more you engage, the more
likely your name will become memorable to
those within those groups. When describing how
important engagement is to clients, I always
compare it to talking to people. If you enter a
room and don’t speak anyone, then you aren’t
going to meet anyone and build connections. If
you then enter the room and start a conversation,
you’ll build relationships with these people. It
works the same with socials.

April Bowden

Stalker, much? Presenting yourself in a consistent
manner helps you control their perception of your
personal brand. Be careful what you engage with
on social media as your followers will be able to
see - good or bad.
Engage Regularly
Building a brand takes a lot of effort, and it
should be treated like a job. Every day, you should
be sharing and producing content. Adjust the
frequency, time you post and types of content
based on the audience presence. You can find out
a lot just by looking at your analytics.

Consistency is key

Diversify Your Content

Across all of your social profiles, you have to
maintain a certain consistency with your brand.
When people want to learn more about you, they
may search for you on a number of social outlets.

Change the content up, no one wants to see the
same coffee cup shot, use a content calendar to
help you plan for the month ahead so you can
take photos and plan your content accordingly.

Give people a reason to remember you.
If you want to create a memorable brand, you
need to give people a reason to remember you.
Offer tips, advice and an insight into your life. If
people are going to buy from your brand, then
they want to know more about you. In this digital
age, it’s hard to separate both personal and
professional life. If users are following you, then
they want to know everything about you.
Ask Questions
Questions are a great way to spark engagement
and improve the visibility for your brand while
others chime in. Engagement will happen slowly
at first, but be persistent. Keep your eyes open
for potential opportunities. A response from one
follower could lead to a burning question from
another that could fuel great conversation.

What’s your thoughts? Tweet me: @play_thefield
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ASK SILVER
BULLET...

“

OUR COMPANY
IS FREQUENTLY
OFFERED
SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES BUT
HOW DO WE DECIDE
AND EVALUATE WHAT
THESE ARE REALLY
WORTH?

”

You’re way ahead of the game already by just
considering this! All too often organisations
enter sponsorship arrangements without any
clear idea of whether the recipient matches their
culture and brand, what benefits they can hope
to achieve from the sponsorship or the potential
downside to the arrangement, and that’s where
the problems start…
Sponsorship is basically a friendly way of
marketing. You’re telling everyone that your
company supports a particular scheme – whether
it’s Guinness sponsoring the Six Nations rugby
tournament or Marks & Spencer Food sponsoring
ITV’s Britain’s Got Talent TV show (more on that
one later…) so that fans of the event become more
likely to like and trust you and your products or
services. The very fact that you have sponsored
something that your prospects like, shows that you
also support the same cause and are therefore the
good guys whereas research shows that exposure
to advertising immediately puts consumers’ guards
up.
So, as Spock might have said, “It’s advertising, Jim,
but not as we know it.” and having established that
it should be part of any marketing budget, how do
you decide between the various opportunities you
are offered?
Firstly, be clear as to why you’re sponsoring
something – it may well not be for commercial
gain but part of your CSR (Corporate Social
Responsibility) programme, pure altruism or some
other reason – the MD’s daughter plays for the
school’s netball team so we’ll pay for their strips
etc.
Secondly, however altruistic your decision may
or may not be, you also want to be aware of the
potential damage to your brand – look at Newcastle

John Dias

United accepting Wonga’s money (there was
nothing altruistic about that deal) – did the club
really want to be associated with a pay day lender
charging exorbitant interest rates? Of a similar
vein, the amount of money sloshing around from
online gambling may be initially attractive to sports
clubs until some of the tragic stories of gambling
addiction receive more publicity…
Which brings us back to M&S Food and Britain’s
Got Talent – do the two brands mesh? M&S Food’s
a premium retailer and, according to YouGov, 74%
of Brits have a positive opinion of the brand with
just 6% a negative opinion. M&S Food fans describe
it as ‘classy’, ‘attractive’ and ‘cream of the crop’.
Meanwhile, Britain’s Got Talent’s respective scores
are 37% and 43% - there is a clear disconnect with
the M&S brand and the BGT audience. M&S are
obviously betting that exposure to such a massive
11.2m audience will repay their investment, and
while they’re probably correct in the short term,
the longer-term impact could do more harm than
good as there is a risk the sponsorship will ‘depremiumise’ the brand and lose M&S some of its
loyal customers. Only the all-important Christmas
sales figures this year will reveal the answer.
Thirdly, is the cost relatively small to the exposure
you will achieve? This is true no matter what the

scale of your investment may be whether it’s
Hyundai paying £5m to sponsor Tate Modern’s
Turbine Hall to more modest deals – what would
the alternative cost be to achieve this exposure? As
part of this consider how you gain as much leverage
as possible from your investment – can you give
presentations, can you access their database etc
Fourthly, is the audience aligned with your ideal
or targeted customers? If, like ourselves, your ideal
client are managers of mid-sized companies then
local sports club sponsorship is a realistic prospect,
but if you’re trying to promote, for example, luxury
super yachts, the NE amateur sports community,
with all due respect, whilst offering very reasonably
priced proposals, would most probably yield little
return.
Fifthly, are there other sponsors, are they aligned to
your brand because rightly or wrongly we’re judged
on the company we keep, and what is their relative
exposure – if you’re going to be lost amongst the
bigger boys, forget it.
Finally, and probably most importantly, do you
support the cause, because if you don’t, walk away.
When you’re invited to events or questioned, it’ll
become obvious your only interest is financial
and it may hurt your brand more than any benefit
gained.

Do you need some assistance with your marketing, PR or design? Do you need to review your strategy or do you want to know how we can help your
business? Talk to us. Email your questions anonymously to us today hello@silverbulletmarketing.co.uk or Tweet us (not so anonymously) @SilverBulletPR.
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MEDIA INSIGHT
Claire Riley, Director of
Communications and
Corporate Affairs
Northumbria Healthcare
NHS Foundation Trust.

SOCIAL
CAMPAIGNS
MAKE A
DIFFERENCE

By Veronica Swindale, managing
director of nesma

Veronica interviews members
of nesma’s network to discuss
issues they face in achieving their
marketing objectives.

This month she chats to Claire Riley, Director
of Communications and Corporate Affairs,
Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation
Trust about the challenges the NHS faces in
managing social campaigns.
This follows her interview last month with
Ashley Lowe from Newcastle United Foundation
about raising mental health awareness.
What are the most important aspects the
NHS is trying to address? I am assuming still
obesity, smoking cessation, alcoholism, drug
abuse and mental health?
Where do I start? The fact is all of the above are
important and, if behaviours are changed, the health
outcomes are transformational for individuals, the
health service and society. Professionals know that
the biggest killers are linked to smoking, obesity and
alcohol – it’s also really important that we support
people who are lonely, those with addictions and
those with mental health issues but also do much
more, including influencing people’s behaviours
around sexual health. (See diagram below.)

So, what’s being done?
Public health teams within local authorities
across England are working hard to develop social
interventions to influence behaviours and within
Northumberland and North Tyneside the NHS is
working in partnership really effectively; but it’s
difficult.
We live in a 24/7 world where information is
consumed every second of every day. How to
compete? FMCG organisations are paying a
premium to target people to choose their product;
lifestyle TV programmes are setting the bar for
expected behaviours - especially for the younger
generation - and social media positions the world
that people want you to see as opposed to the real
world. Ultimately – it is only society itself who can
tackle these challenges and investing £10k in one
campaign or a social media intervention will not
work.
So, what’s the answer?
We have to work in partnership locally, across
education, health, local authority, voluntary sector
and, where necessary, private sector – planning and

SCALE OF THE PROBLEM:
NUMBER OF PREVENTABLE DEATHS A YEAR IN ENGLAND

delivering together to really make a change and
create the movement that is required to influence
longer term health outcomes.
Do you think the NHS and indeed other
influential bodies have sufficient digital
skills to be effective?
The public sector needs to learn from, and be able
to compete with, the big corporates – therefore this
is something that should be invested in.
What is the most effective campaign that
you have worked on that others should try
to emulate?
I am really proud of those where, within the
NHS, you can track it back to a health or service
benefit. Notably the opening of The Northumbria
Specialist Emergency Care Hospital – overnight
behavioural change required - no mean feat believe
me! Then the infection control campaign ‘Scrub
up’ – confirming everyone had a part to play in
tackling infections (this was also my first working
within the NHS). Recruitment campaign for nursing
staff – highly successful. And, NHS Find Your
Place – targeting junior doctors to come into the
North East and North Cumbria to live and train
– we’ve seen a significant increase which delivers
real benefits for our regions. Lastly, working with
Northumberland County Council, the ‘Discover
our Land’ campaign is just brilliant and growing –
focusing on what is great about Northumberland
past, present and future.
It’s a while since you said to me ‘I want to be
a Chartered Marketer by the time I’m 30’ –
you achieved it, what advice would you give
to others now starting out on their careers?
That’s some time ago! Don’t expect jobs or
promotions to fall in your lap – you have to let
your work do the talking and sometimes be brave
and move on when the time is right. Also – think
about the type of leader you want to be – invest
in your leadership capacity and capability (being
professionally qualified does not mean you can lead
a team) and, of course, have fun!

Read the full interview on our website www.nesma.co.uk

Whether it’s working on your current skill set or exploring a new area of expertise, nesma has
all your marketing, communication and digital know-how covered.
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WINNER OF THE BEST MARKETING CAMPAIGN 2019!
The Seaham-based producer of direct and transactional mail campaigns won Best Marketing Campaign
at the Print, Design and Marketing Awards 2019.

As with any business, it is important to
promote your own services to grow or maintain
market positioning. At MetroMail, they have
devised an eye-catching, high-quality sales
pack which has helped prospective customers
understand the value of direct mail.

addition, there was pressure to sell the new,
innovative products they have recently started
offering (this includes one-piece mailers,
booklets, reactive and data-led campaigns),
with the target being to gain or cross-sell these
services to at least three customers.

With help from Creative Agency r//evolution,
MetroMail’s ideas were brought to life! A
bespoke ’Look Book’ illustrating the data
concepts available was the first stage of the
project. Secondly, physical samples of the
various products MetroMail sell were designed
utilising fictitious brands that represent the key
industries they work with.

The new sales pack, visual samples and easy
to understand infographics resulted in sales
growth of 34.3% and sales of their innovative
products have dramatically increased, exceeding
their objective by 166.6%! The Sales team said
that the pack helped them to explain complex
services, and the tactile, aesthetically-pleasing
qualities of print enhanced their overall pitch.

The judges said: ‘A highly creative marketing
campaign with eye grabbing artwork and design.
A fantastic way to promote a print and direct
mail business with an impressive ROI’.

MD Chris Pygall said: “We have many years’
experience in putting together successful
campaigns for our clients, so it is refreshing that
our own campaign has also been recognised
with an award. Congratulations and thanks go
to all involved.”

MetroMail set their Sales and Customer Service
teams a growth target of 10% for 2018. In

www.metromail.co.uk
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THE HIGHLIGHT OF MY WORK
Here we meet one of Highlights PR’s clients and find out about their work and what motivates them.
over the reins.
“After losing my beloved mother, my father
struggled to keep up with the pace of the business.
The team were amazing and kept things going as
best they could but after some time, aided by
problems with the economy, the company started
to really struggle. I joined the business because it
needed leadership and since then we’ve had highs
and lows along the way but turnover has tripled
and that’s meant that the company has been able
to once again offer job security to our amazing
team.”
What advice would you give to someone
starting in your career?
“Patience. Have patience and be willing to learn
from all of your peers. If you absorb everything
you can and work hard, success will come, but you
have to put the work in first.”
This month, we hear from Chris Pattinson of
Tyneside Security based in Forest Hall.
Tyneside Security have been providing both
commercial and domestic security solutions to
the North East since 1982. They offer design,
supply, installation and maintenance of Intruder
Alarms, Fire Alarms, CCTV and Access Control
systems.
What is the best thing about your job?
“I love meeting people when I go out on surveys.
Getting to know our customers properly on a face

to face basis enables me to gain an understanding
of their home or business and deliver bespoke
solutions that I know are going to really make a
difference.
What is your proudest achievement?
“I’m extremely proud of the high quality of work
and customer service that we offer at Tyneside
Security, which is borne out by the excellent
customer feedback that we’re always receiving.
My personal proudest achievement has to be the
turnaround that we’ve achieved since I’ve taken

How is your business going to change in the
next 10 years?
“Advances in technology play a huge role in our
industry, so staying at the forefront of it is key for
us. For example, we were one of the first security
installers in the region to offer security systems
with a smart phone app. We’re always keeping up
to date with technology so that we can be ahead
of the competition. No doubt, there’ll be even
more technological changes within the business
in the next 10 years but we will be up there
delivering state of the art equipment and offering
expert advice.”

Contact Chris Pattinson 0191 2700808 chris@tynesidesecurity.co.uk www.tynesidesecurity.co.uk

Is your business on the media’s RADAR?

Imagine being the go to person
when the media needs an expert.
Well, now you can with Highlights
PR’s new RADAR exclusive
membership.

RADAR

RADAR is a 12-month members
subscription with a low monthly
payment with many PR benefits.

So, what are these benefits? Well, apart from being on a list
of experts sent to the media on a regular basis, we also
include the following:
* A dedicated private RADAR Facebook page.
* Up to 2 hours per year crisis PR management advice.
* A guaranteed business interview on Radio
Northumberland’s Business and Lifestyle show.
* RADAR client feature in the Highlights PR newsletter
(3500 circulation plus social media)
*Exclusive RADAR club special offers on PR, media
training, social activities and more.

Keith@highlightspr.co.uk
07814 397951
www.highlightspr.co.uk

What could this mean for you? Well, let’s look at some examples of how
RADAR has worked for my clients.

We’ve had a lot of BBC radio interviews including sales guru Victoria
Fleming giving tips on how to beat the salesmen at their own game,
James Palmer from New Thinking giving advice on how to
cope with the pressures of Christmas and the UK’s
best blacksmith Stephen Lunn appearing on BBC
TV’s Country File after a RADAR meeting with a BBC
Newcastle interviewer. Imperial Claims also featured
in the May edition of Northern Insight Magazine.
These are just a fraction of our successes and
if you would like to be part of this exclusive
group, please contact me for more details.

Keith@highlightspr.co.uk
07814 397951
www.highlightspr.co.uk

RADAR
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CURTIS GABRIEL
CELEBRATE
OFFICIAL GOOGLE
PARTNER STATUS
Fast growing Social, Digital &
Design Agency Curtis Gabriel
have been celebrating their
recent Google Partner Status.

It has been a busy few months behind
the scenes at Curtis Gabriel HQ following
considerable investment in our digital
services team. Last month we received our
Google Partners badge, meaning that we are
now official partners of the platform having
demonstrated a vast amount of expertise and
experience in pay-per-click marketing. This
is brilliant news for us as an agency and we
cannot wait to continue growing our digital
client base!
Google Partners is Google’s programme
for advertising agencies, digital marketing
professionals and online consultants who
manage Google Ad accounts. Agencies can
receive these badges for several areas of Google
Ads at Curtis Gabriel - we specialise in search
marketing and mobile marketing, both evergrowing and ever-changing area's of Google.
Gaining the badge can be a lengthy process that
many do not reach - not only do you have to
show your skills with the marketing campaigns
you are running, you are also required to pass
two extremely challenging AdWord exams. It
is a good job we love a challenge here at Curtis
Gabriel.
If you’re struggling to attract new customers
to your website, our team of PPC experts know
a thing or two that could help. Utilising your
budget wisely, we have the expertise and know-

Mia Harrison

how to create super-effective targeted ads that
reach the people who matter most to your
business.
We conduct hours of research into the creation
of your ads to ensure optimal results are
achieved, fine tuning our ads to reach new
customers in the digital channels they are
most likely to be present. We take things a step
further by monitoring your ads every day whilst
continuously adjusting the smallest of details to
make sure we are running the best ads in your
industry.
Are you wondering why this even matters? PayPer-Click is a paid service used by businesses and
advertisers to get their products and services to
show up on Google when users are searching
for a query you can solve. The best bit is, you

only pay when someone clicks on your advert.
When performed correctly, PPC marketing is a
fantastic addition to any businesses marketing
strategy.
Matthew Squires, Account Director said “Over
the last 18 months we have invested heavily in
our people, systems and processes to strengthen
the business and we have established the
infrastructure that will enable us to scale the
business.
Our digital marketing team lead by Stuart Taylor
and Mia Harrison have excelled this year and
gained Google Partner status for search and
mobile advertising, demonstrating our keyword
strategy and budget planning skills. This is
allowing us to provide integrated marketing
campaigns across social and digital channels.”

For more information visit www.curtisgabriel.com or drop us a message at info@curtisgabriel.com
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Michael Knowles

NEED TO STAND OUT IN THE DIGITAL JUNGLE? THEN ROAR
These are exciting times for the team at ROAR Digital Marketing. More clients, new branding, new
website and new offices.

They’ve outgrown their current office space in
Whitley Bay, so it’s time to move to bigger premises.
ROAR Digital Marketing is also raising the stakes
in terms of their clients. They still work with major
businesses like Royal Mail PFS (that’s Royal Mail’s
Property & Facilities solutions arm which recently
rebranded as RM Manufacturing), but they’re also now
attracting new clients from across the UK, not just
here in the North East.
They recently signed-up London based AI and Analytics
giant Intent HQ… an insight and analytics firm which
allows consumer brands to gain actionable insight on
their customers.
Another client is reporting and XBRL software giant,
Arkk Solutions, who’re also based in London. They’re a
company who take the risk out of regulatory, tax and
financial reporting for global businesses.
Here in the North East, ROAR is now working closely
with Carrick Financial Management who rank as one
of the region’s largest locally owned Independent
Financial Advisory firms.
They also work with the Sunderland based tech skills
screening giants, Tungl. Previously known as Technically
Compatable, Tungl help businesses asses and identify
elite talent pre-hire.
ROAR Digital Marketing is proving highly successful at
what they do so, why the rebrand?
Here’s their MD, Michael Knowles. “I started ROAR in
2016 and we’ve achieved terrific success, but we now
have the expertise to attract major firms across the
UK who are as ambitious as we are. We have a team
of highly skilled specialists who can make a serious
difference to the way businesses achieve results via
marketing. I’m proud that we can also prove those
results and show firms what sort of return they can
expect. It’s why I devised the name ROAR in the first

place… Real Opportunity with Actual Results.
The rebrand is striking. The familiar lion’s head is
futuristic. The image is now surrounded by three lines
and three circles which signify how the different areas
of digital marketing are all linked together, as a wellrounded marketing strategy should.
ROAR specialise in PPC advertising (Pay-PerClick), SEO (Search Engine Optimisation), HubSpot
management and Digital Journey Planning. These tools
help businesses grow their online success, online sales,
conversion rates and improve their general perception
with the customer.
Michael is an experienced specialist in digital marketing.
He’s a Google coach and is a lecturer at Newcastle
University where he lectures and trains students on
Direct and Digital Marketing, and Integrated Digital
Marketing Communications.
“One of the first messages I always get across, and
which you can see in our new logo, is that digital
marketing must not be viewed as a series of individual,
very separate fields. All of those fields work together
and rely upon one another to maximise their potential.
Invariably, someone lands on a website after they’ve
visited a search engine like Google. They type in a topic
or ask a question, and Google then offers a selection of
recommended websites based on that keyword. Search
Engine Optimisation can help businesses ensure that
their name appears on or near the top of the list by
targeting those keywords. Pay-Per-Click is paid-for
advertising which also aims to get your company
name or product to the top of the Google opening
page. The content of the website is also important
because it will either continue to keep the customer
engaged on the site or actually lead them onto other
areas and touch points. Everything works together
in a joined-up journey and, as long as the customer
has an enjoyable and/or successful visit, there is a

really good chance that they may return and actually
convert as a customer. Here are ROAR we can help
businesses achieve results via Google because we are
a fully certified Google partner agency, something
of which we are very proud. This means we work to
Google’s high standards and have demonstrated
significant growth and success for our clients. We
are also a recommended agency to use for PPC by
Google Partners platform. We are one just a handful
of agencies to hold this accreditation in the region.”
The new ROAR Digital Marketing website gets
that message across. ROAR is practicing what it
preaches and actually shows potential customers
how everything works. Crucially, everything is done
in simple language. You’re not blinded by science
or baffled by jargon. ROAR’s USP is simplicity and
transparency, not only will they explain how you
monitor their work and success, they actively educate
their clients, to better undersrtand digital metrics and
KPI’s, as they believe this leads to better more longterm business relationships.
ROAR is now attracting high-end clients who can see
the potential of their digital marketing techniques.
ROAR has also expanded into offering digital
marketing consultancy services and training as they
recognise the skills gap we have in the region around
digital. Witness the new offices and new website and
it’s plain to see that ROAR Digital Marketing is making
a massive commitment to future growth.
If you have a business where you are either unsure
about using digital marketing or are unhappy with the
sort of results you’ve been achieving, the best idea is to
have a chat with the team at ROAR Digital Marketing.
They’ll then look at your business and provide a fully
detailed plan of what ROAR can offer.
It’s a jungle out there; be the king of it with ROAR.
Go on, make some noise with ROAR Digital Marketing

Either call ROAR on 0191 290 3460 or send them an email at info@roardigitalmarketing.co.uk
You can also reach them via their website, www.roardigitalmarketing.co.uk
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DIGITAL CAMPAIGNS THAT BITE!

PPC

SEO

DIGITAL
JOURNEY & HUBSPOT
MANAGEMENT

BLOG WRITING

DIGITAL
MARKETING
CONSULTANCY

DIGITAL
MARKETING
HEALTH CHECK

GOOGLE MY
BUSINESS

ROAR Digital Marketing 224 -228 Park View Whitley Bay NE26 3QR 0191 290 3460 info@roardigitalmarketing.co.uk roardigitalmarketing.co.uk
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THE DO’S AND
DON’TS OF
APPOINTING A
PR AGENCY
When appointing anyone from a
professional service industry, it can
be a minefield. One size doesn’t fit
all therefore it’s vital to choose an
agency who gets your brand.

When PR is done well, it delivers results at a cost
that no other marketing method can match. PR
reaches hearts and minds; it creates credibility for
a brand or business; it gets people talking about
a company and sharing it like ardent fans. Let’s
take the exemplary work of the PR behind Greggs
and how they have turned this brand round in a
very short period of time. Indeed it’s that kind of
recommendation and sharing which PR generates
and is far more trusted than traditional advertising.
That’s why choosing the right PR agency is so
important. Get it wrong and you will not only waste a
lot of time, and money, but you will also miss out on
the opportunity to make some serious noise between
your business and the competition.
So how do you avoid making such a costly PR mistake?
Well, here are eight points to consider when choosing
a PR agency:
1. Clarity and Communication
Lack of communication and clarity are the biggest
problems between client and agency, so get it right
from the start and ask away.
How many hours will you be paying for, how much
are the monthly fees, what extras will you have to
pay for, are they experts in providing social media
audits/provide advice and what PR activity will the
agency be focusing on. PR works best when it's closely
aligned to your business plan. A good agency will want
to understand the bigger picture and you should be
prepared to share it
2. PR Budget
Many businesses do not have a large budget. If you are
going down the agency route you will be buying the
time of good quality, experienced and well-connected
people. You will pay significantly for their services.
However this can prove highly more cost-effective
than employing a full time individual in house. Quality
over quantity. However, if a prospective agency
appears much more interested in your PR budget than
your business, alarm bells should be ringing as their
priorities are all wrong
3. Who’ll be looking after you
Big agencies typically pitch using their smartest, most
senior people. However, as soon as the account is won,
junior team members are regularly left to handle the

Catherine Harland

day-to-day work. That’s how many agencies make
their money but it’s a monumental rip off that you
shouldn’t stand for. So interrogate closely who the
day-to-day campaign will be delivered by. Insist on
meeting them. It’s an essential part of choosing a PR
agency
4. Communication Capabilities
You need your PR agency to be capable of deploying
any of the communications tools available across
all digital platforms. Ideally you want all skills under
one roof, as we offer at DigiPro Media. Why appoint
a digital marketing agency, a PR agency and a web
design company? Three different companies will have
three different ways of working, three different voices,
not to mention that you will have to engage in three
separate meetings. It’s imperative all services work in
sync to ensure your brand voice is consistent across
your brand’s online platforms. Your brand is online
24/7 and your PR agency should do regular online
audits providing you with advice and updates.

6. Offices and Location
Don’t be seduced by the fancy offices. Usually the
higher the fee, the more grand the office! Remember
you are paying for a professional service not the
surroundings. It’s irrelevant where your agency is
situated as you will not be visiting their offices
regularly. It’s much more important to find the right
agency for your business. A PR worth its salt will travel
to you quite happily…and will not charge you their
time out of the office doing so.
7. Market knowledge
Many think they need someone who specialises in
their sector. Don’t be limited in this way. Yes of course
market knowledge is helpful, but someone steeped in a
sector can be staid, with a ‘this is the way things work’
mindset. Good PR people are effective and smart. They
can quickly pick up the nuances of a market. Better a
smart agency that doesn’t know your specific market
(YET) to a mediocre one that does.

5. Size matters but not how you think

8. PR Measurement

Don’t assume a big agency will be a safer bet. Big
agencies are simply a series of teams, all collected
together under one roof and brand. Your account will
only ever have one team assigned to it - so there is
NO advantage in the agency being huge. Unless your
budget is very big, you will be somewhere down the
list of priorities for even the team assigned to you, for a
smaller agency you will be a much bigger deal and you
will probably receive much better attention and care.
Many major brands are now going down this route. Big
isn’t always better when choosing a PR agency.

This is a crucial. When speaking to prospective agencies
ask what they will be measuring in your campaign.
If the agency is still obsessing about just measuring
column inches don’t use them. PR is much more than
about column inches. You want an agency that is keen
to really measure PR, but that means measuring the
stuff that shows you are achieving your goals - this
could be web traffic, downloads, enquiries, sales etc.
Appoint a PR agency that your gut feeling and your
profit margin will thank you for!

Catherine Harland is Brand and PR Director of DigiPro Media, a digital agency specialising in PR, web design and digital marketing
Jam Jar Studios, Mulgrave Tce, Newcastle, NE8 1PQ. www.digipromedia.co.uk Tel : 0191 6030091
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LOCAL WRITER RELEASES DEBUT NOVEL FEATURING
LOCAL LANDMARKS
A local author who has recently released her first novel is already receiving great accolade for the novel
based heavily in the region, with the book proving popular with a great range of ages.
The Stalker’s Song is a fast paced crime
thriller set between the North East of
England and Barbados. Featuring main
character, widow Carol Bannington,
the pages twist and turn between grief,
loss, murder, violence, fear and horror
alongside the support of two police
forces, friends and family.
Georgia E Brown has used her life
experience and her love of writing to
produce The Stalker’s Song, her first
novel, to be enjoyed by all but especially
crime thriller aficionados. Those from
the region will enjoy the reference to well
known landmarks and familiar locations.
The business woman turned author has
used her people skills to great advantage
in developing the characters in this
extremely enjoyable novel.
Born and bred near Whitley Bay in North
East England, she started life in a poor
family, and had to leave school early to
work to help bring in money. Married
at just 17, she went onto self educate
herself with night classes and eventually
gained her degree and a MCIPD status at
Newcastle University.

She then enjoyed a career where she
specialised in HR but also incorporated
entrepreneurial
ventures
including
part ownership of local businesses, the
setting up of a management consultancy
and founding an investment group.
Georgia said: “I got the idea to write
the book a number of years ago, and as
life has calmed down recently I started
getting serious about it. The story is
about a North East woman who goes
on holiday to Barbados to recover after
losing her husband, and she is plunged
into a nightmare by an unknown stalker,
from whom there seems no escape.
The feedback since launching has been
incredible, sales are doing very well and I
will be holding a number of book signing
events across the region in the coming
months.”
Georgia also spent a number of years
a mentor for The Princes Trust. She
currently concentrates on her writing
and managing a portfolio of property.
She also volunteers at a local primary
school, helping children develop their
reading skills on a regular basis.

You can get your copy of The Stalker’s Song on Amazon, in paperbook or as an ebook, via Georgia’s website here: www.georgiaebrown.com

The number of green bottles.
The house the Prime Minister lives at.
The seconds counted down for a rocket launch.
The number ‘10’ is quite a big deal.
And so are we.
This year, The Pack is celebrating 10 years of
building brands for companies across the UK.
Many things have changed over the decade, but
what remains is our passion for putting the heart
of your brand in the minds of your customers.

Cheers to everyone who has
supported us over the years

10 YEARS
www.harveyandhugo.com

OF BUILDING BRANDS

@harveyandhugo
@harveyandhugopr
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FRANCHISING DRINKS
The North East franchising community
turned out in force, last month, for the
second Franchising Drinks event of the
year, run by Mincoffs Solicitors and
Paykeeper.
The event, held at The Continental,
Newcastle, brought together franchisees,
franchisors, and other franchise support
businesses for informal networking and
knowledge sharing in a fantastic setting.
Franchising Drinks features in the firm’s
strong repertoire of industry specific
networking events, including Property
Drinks and Tech Drinks which is in its
third year.
www.mincoffs.co.uk @mincoffs

Creating content that delivers results
We work with leading regional and national businesses, producing beautiful publications
loved by their customers and target audiences. Our clients make a big statement with the
work that we produce for them. How would you like to do the same?
Contact us to find how out how achievable your own publication can be

The art of communicating

LLOYD

NEWCASTLE

Telephone: 01661 844115 www.offstonepublishing.co.uk info@offstonepublishing.co.uk

TECHNOLOGY NEWS

HRH THE DUKE OF
YORK OPENS NEW
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE
OF EXCELLENCE IN THE
NORTH EAST
Cloud IT specialist Pulsant strengthens future
and boosts tech employment in Gateshead

NEW LOOK FOR SAGGEZZA AS TECH FIRM
FOCUSES ON FUTURE
A global tech firm with a growing Sunderland
office has reinvented itself with a bright new
brand as it continues to expand its client
portfolio.
Saggezza, headquartered in the US but with a
growing footprint in Sunderland Software Centre,
has rebranded from its old blue themed logo to a
colourful new identity, as it looks to move into its
next phase of growth.

The business, which works with clients to analyse
their data and explore how it could be used more
effectively to aid growth, has expanded rapidly
since opening its second UK base, in Sunderland,
in 2014.
Initially nestled away in a small office in the heart
of the city, the company has grown its headcount
significantly over the past five years, now
employing more than 50 skilled members of staff
with plans to double this over the next 12 months.

Newcastle, UK – 17 July 2019 – A new technology
centre of excellence in the North East of England
has been officially opened by The Duke of York
and local dignitaries. The site, developed by
Pulsant, comprises offices and a security and
network operations centre, located in Team Valley,
Gateshead.
HRH received a guided tour of the new facilities,
meeting with key Pulsant employees, partners and
customers, before unveiling a commemorative
plaque marking the formal opening of the office.
Pulsant is one of the UK’s leading providers of
hybrid IT solutions with a core focus on datacentres
and cloud services, together with IT transformation
and security.
Around a quarter of Pulsant’s revenue is driven
by more than 1,000 clients based in the North
of England, including Newcastle United FC, Ward
Hadaway and Visual Soft.

NORTH EAST STARTUP SELECTED FOR
GLOBAL MICROSOFT
PROGRAMME
A start-up business based in the North East
whose redefinition of corporate training is
helping to transform the market has become
one of a handful of UK businesses to secure
a place on a prestigious global Microsoft
programme.
SUB 10, which only launched in February, has
been accepted onto Microsoft for Start-ups,
having impressed senior figures at the global
technology leader with its unique approach
to corporate training and focus on emerging
technologies to revitalise traditional practices.
The business, based in PROTO, will be able to
access a vast range of benefits through being
part of the scheme, including $25,000 of Azure
cloud space for a year, access to software for
developers and invaluable support and advice
from Microsoft.
SUB 10, founded by Peter Stephenson and
Angela Ross - both of whom have significant
experience of working in training and e-learning,
and count Airbus, Allianz and Vodafone as past
clients - was created to make training more
engaging and accessible.

0191 442 8300
contact@itps.co.uk
www.itps.co.uk
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The clock is ticking
- there’s no time to lose
In July this year Microsoft ended support for SQL Server 2008.
In January 2020 support also ends for Windows 7 and
Windows Server 2008.
We don’t need to remind you that this means no more updates, patches or bug fixes for those
business-critical products. If you continue to run with unsupported systems and software you
are putting the security of your organisation at risk. It could also mean you become
non-compliant with regulatory frameworks, and lose quality certifications.

STAYING UP TO DATE

Upgrading now will give you access to the latest tools and features that better suit
your business needs, and means your servers and data will remain protected.

If you are unsure whether you are still operating some or all of these products ask about
our N-Able network monitoring and management platform. Our experts can advise and make
the migration progress quick and easy, get in touch for more details.

0191 442 8300
contact@itps.co.uk
www.itps.co.uk

TECHNOLOGY INSIGHT

END OF LIFE –
IS IT COMING SOONER THAN YOU THINK?
Take a guess at one of the easiest and simplest actions you can take to protect your
organisation. A gold star to those who said make sure all your software patches are up to
date and done in a timely fashion.

The 2017 Equifax data breach that reached
143 million people was eventually traced
back to a security patch that although readily
available several weeks previously, had not
been applied. This is not an unusual situation,
and poor patch management is regularly
identified as the cause of a security breach.
Microsoft gave many months of notice when
it announced end of life status for SQL Server
2008 in June 2019, and Windows 7 and
Windows Server 2008 in January 2020. Doing
exactly what it says on the tin, this means no
new security updates, non-security updates,
free or paid assisted support options or online
technical content updates for these businesscritical products.
At the risk of stating the obvious, those who
continue to run with unsupported systems
and software are placing their data at risk of

theft, destruction, or ransom, and putting the
security – and even the very existence - of
their organisation in jeopardy. At the very least
it could see them become non-compliant with
regulatory frameworks, and even lose their
quality certifications.
There has been a flurry of recent activity from
those who lack an upgrade or replacement plan,
but it is not just the legitimate organisations
that are busy. When a global brand such as
Microsoft openly advertises end of life status on
its products, the hackers are quick to target and
exploit vulnerable organisations. One of them
could easily be yours.
If you are organised and know exactly what
assets you have, and what is running on them,
you are off to a good start. For a small business
with a handful of servers, keeping the asset list
up to date is not an onerous task, but for bigger

organisations with potentially hundreds of
pieces of off the shelf or customised software
running on servers, laptops and mobiles, the
problem of what to patch first can be much
bigger and may require tools such as N-Able, our
remote monitoring and management platform.
Whether you have only just embarked on your
upgrade and migration plan, or you are well
ahead of the curve, there is no time to lose if
you do not want to be forced to react in a panic.
Migrating sooner rather than later will give you
access to the latest tools and features that
better suit your business needs, and means your
servers and data will remain protected.
Please don’t stick your head in the sand, the
clock is ticking. There is still enough time but
only if you act now.

Our experts can help you make the process quick and easy. Contact us on 0191 442 8300 or contact@itps.co.uk for more details.
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BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION: A PIECE OF CAKE
Recipes can be altered to suit your
personal taste or needs
Cakes come in all different shapes, sizes and
flavours. Whether a seven-layer German chocolate
cake is your thing, or a gluten-free lemon slice is
more your speed, you’ll be able to find what you’re
looking for. These principles follow through into
a digital transformation strategy. Your strategy
can be designed or altered to meet your personal
requirements. When deciding on your solution
plan you can make it as ‘plain’ or ‘decorated’
as you like to suit both your needs and your
budget. There is the option to start with a ‘plain’
solution and add your ‘decoration’ later, when
doing so is more feasible. Just like baking, digital
transformation is a process that can be broken
down into smaller, more manageable stages.
Justin Short

Foundational ingredients are required
Flour, sugar, fat and eggs. Four simple ingredients
that are pretty much essential to baking a cake of
any kind. Just like this, good digital transformation
solutions have similar foundational elements
in common. A strong digital strategy needs to
address infrastructure, information management
and governance, communication, collaboration
and insight. The extent to which each of these
elements is addressed will vary depending on the
individual needs of an organisation.

Your method is dependent on your
circumstances
Anyone who’s tried to follow a simple baking video
only to fail spectacularly knows that just because
that’s what someone else is doing doesn’t mean
it’s right for you. Maybe your oven is different,
or your cake pan is larger. You need to alter your
method to fit your circumstances. With regards
to business, factors such as company size or
working locations are going to impact your digital
transformation solution in much the same way. If
we treated every organisation the same way, we’d
end up with a lot of ‘baking fails’!

It works better with an experienced baker
There’s a reason we love to stare in patisserie
windows, letting our mouths water. It looks
incredible! Chances are we could never do
anything like that. An experienced hand can often
make things we couldn’t even have imagined.
An experienced solutions consultant can guide
you through the digital transformation process,
spotting potential pitfalls and areas of great
potential. An experienced consultant will also be
realistic about what can be achieved within your
time and budget, understanding the key factors
of your vision and focusing on these rather than
setting undeliverable expectations.
When you get it right, it should feel simple
This is pretty much what it says on the tin, a
good process –be it digital transformation or cake
baking –shouldn’t cause endless stress or burden,
it should feel simple and most importantly you
should feel as if you have a tangible, pleasing end
result. A successful digital solution should not
only feel simple to undergo but should make your
processes feel simpler too.
It tastes best when it’s made with love
The best cakes are made with love. Synergi is a
team of experienced, enthusiastic individuals and
we hope you’d love working with us.

To find out more about how we can further your Digital Transformation journey, get in contact with a member of our team today by
calling 0191 4770365 or email enquiries@synergi.it
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PERFECT IMAGE FOCUSSING
ON THE FUTURE
Innovation is what sets apart a good business from a great business.
Successfully innovating and staying ahead of the competition is the goal of
most businesses - the problem is, many don’t know where to start.

North Tyneside-based IT solutions company, Perfect
Image, helps businesses all over the country with
adopting the tools they need to improve their systems,
people and processes. Recently, directors Rob Hankin
and Andy Smith completed a successful Management
Buyout (MBO) at Perfect Image to innovate with a
change of leadership.
“The company has a long and successful history and
provides an excellent foundation on which we know we
can build upon. In such a fast-moving industry we know
there is still so much more potential,” said Chief Executive
Officer, Rob Hankin. “We need to keep improving
and innovating and, although Andy and I have been
instrumental in running the business for the last few years,
we felt we had a number of great ideas and strategies that
would help move the business forward more quickly.”
Perfect Image takes a long-term partnership approach
with the customers they work with to deliver and manage
intelligent IT solutions. They identify and fix existing issues
and fulfil business goals, using a unique blend of leading
technologies and expert IT services.
“We see the companies, individuals and organisations
that we work with as partners,” said Sales and Marketing
Director, Andy. “We are not the sort of firm that simply
rolls up, provides a quick fix and then leaves, never to
be heard from again. We like to find out exactly what
is required, provide a tailored solution and, importantly,
ensure that there is a plan in place to keep everything
up-to-date and running perfectly in the future. I’d like
to think that our clients see us as a partner, too, safe in
the knowledge that their IT strategy is aligned to their
business needs and remains secure.”

maintaining and improving that, by investing in our people
and developing our expert teams. This MBO will allow
us to continue our ambitious growth plans, to improve
service delivery for our customers, and to strengthen our
market position with new and innovative solutions and
services,” said Andy.
Perfect Image was founded in 1991 and has achieved
significant expansion, partnering with innovative,
industry-leading technology vendors. They are a certified
Microsoft Gold Partner, AWS Advanced Consulting Partner,
Qlik Elite Partner, and Alteryx Premier Partner. Their
dedicated teams of around 100 staff design and deliver
transformative services and solutions including Business
Applications (Microsoft Dynamics 365 & Office 365),
Data Analytics (Qlik, Alteryx and Power BI), and expert IT
Services (consulting, software development, and managed
IT services and support).
It’s no surprise that they have become a trusted IT partner
for many leading businesses and organisations, not only
here in the North East, but across the rest of the UK.
Their customer base includes notable local and globally
recognised names such as Formica, Halfords, Euro Car
Parts, Bellway Homes and Calderdale Council.
The next few years will see Perfect Image grow, and new
chairman, Tom Kelly, is a key part of this plan. He has
worked within the IT industry for over 30 years and is
seen as one of the most experienced IT experts in the UK.
Andrew Robson, who founded the company, will remain
on the board as a non-executive director.

The two new business leaders have a long history with the
business and understand how it has become successful so
far and how to continue that in the future. Rob began his
career at Perfect Image in 2010 as a consultant and Andy
was the first salesperson in 2008, with their influence at
Perfect Image steadily growing over the last few years and
working with the previous owners until the time was right
to take full control.

“We unlock the growth of mid-market companies as a
trusted partner through world-class technology and highly
skilled, highly motivated, passionate people, offering
exceptional customer service and value for money.”
Rob said. “Our IT support is proactive and minimises
interruption to our clients’ services using innovative
remote monitoring techniques. To offer that, we need
to be ahead of the game with our own approach here at
Perfect Image.”

“Our success has been built on our people and on the
services we provide. The future of our business is in

Perfect Image; Partnering with your business to deliver and
manage intelligent IT solutions.

If you’d like further information about what Perfect Image do and how they can help your organisation to transform your IT and keep it secure,
visit their website www.perfect-image.co.uk. You’ll also find contact details if you’d prefer to discuss your concerns over the phone or in person.
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L-R: Andy Smith and Rob Hankin
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SYNERGI’S RACE DAY
Another great day at Newcastle
Racecourse and the Northumberland Plate
Festival which played host to Synergi's
Race Day 2019.
The sun was splitting the blue skies on
an absolutely glorious afternoon which
saw many of Synergi's valued customers
and friends enjoying the warmth of the
weather as well as the hospitality.
Thanks to all who came, we're looking
forward to next year already.

IN
CONVERSATION
WITH...

DEAN COWENS
Sales Manager - Activ Technology

What were your career ambitions
growing up?
I have always enjoyed technology, so I knew my
career would take me in that direction. I joined ‘The
Link’ mobile phone stores at the age of 16 to earn
some pocket money. I started in an admin role, but
by chance, over a busy period, I was encouraged
to sell. Very quickly I became top salesman in the
store and then within the area. This was my starting
point, I then knew I wanted to move in to business
sales. My motivation is to be the best I can be and
in all my time at Activ I have developed my skills,
which has now led me in to management.
Tell us about your role at Activ Technology
I joined in 2013 as senior sales and after a number of
successful years of overachieving my targets, it was
agreed that I could help share my knowledge and
motivate a new business sales team. Since taking
this role in 2017, we have seen significant growth.
We have the ambition to triple the size of our sales
team in our new financial year and continue this
growth.

Dean Cowens

What services does the company provide?

What challenges have you encountered?

Activ Technology supplies managed IT and
communication services. Included in this is IT
infrastructure, maintenance, Mitel on premise and
hosted telephony, business mobile phones and
connectivity SD-Wan. Most importantly, we have
a fantastic team that offer outstanding support
to businesses and schools so they can get on with
what they do best. We support organisations such
as Beamish open air museum, Includem, PX Ltd and
Ascent Multi Academy Trust.

Recruitment of good, hungry sales people seems
to be a challenge at the moment. I have found it
difficult finding people who match our work, sales
and personal ethics. Speaking to others it seems to
be a common theme. There are great people out
there, it’s just a case of unearthing them.

What's your proudest business achievement?
Not to be big headed but there have been many
for a multitude of different reasons. In the last
couple of years it has to be how the new business
sales team has developed. This coincides with how
Activ goes from strength-to-strength. Knowing
I contribute significantly towards this makes me
incredibly proud.

What are the biggest changes in the
industry?
Our industry changes constantly, that’s what I love
about it. The introduction of super-fast fibre then
led on to cloud IT and communications. Now the
next big thing is 5G. In my opinion, the intelligence
that will come from 5G is exciting and the benefits
to businesses is endless.
Who are your heroes in and out of business?
Sir Steve Redgrave is a personal hero of mine. He
had such drive, focus and determination to succeed
it rang true to me. Not only did it influence me in

www.helloactiv.co.uk
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business but it drove me in to rowing. Now, I was
never going to replicate his success, but it was a
sport I really enjoyed and had some success.
Is there a mantra you always aspire to
do business by?
Steve Jobs always said to think differently and be
flexible. I have adopted this mantra. I believe that
the success I have achieved is due to being open to
change and new challenges. I have never ‘tried’ to
be a sales person, I am a firm believer that people
buy from honest people who are just themselves.
How do you like to unwind?
I live at the coast so I spend a lot of time at the
beach relaxing and playing with my little lad. Then,
of course, there are holidays and spending time
with friends and mostly just enjoying some down
time, so when I get back to the office I am refreshed
and ready to give it my all to succeed.

Audi on demand
Book an Audi from 1-28 days.
Whatever the occasion.
Book at uk.audiondemand.com
Newcastle Audi
NE4 7LA
lookers.co.uk/audi
newcastle@uk.audiondemand.com
0191 226 4577
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ONE MARK CAN
MAKE ALL THE
DIFFERENCE
By Kieran McLaughlin,
Headmaster at Durham School.

In my last column for this
magazine I spent some time
discussing what I believe is the
biggest flaw, if not in our education
system, then certainly in the
assessment system which, these
days, plays such a part in it.

For those of you who missed it, the issue
centres around the impossibility of deciding
on a definitive mark for an examination script,
particularly in the humanities; too much of
the evaluation is subjective to the examiner.
However, grades and grade boundaries rely on
examinations being marked with a precision that
one mark can make all the difference between
an A or B, a 3 or 4 at GCSE. I suggested that
removing grades in favour of, say, a percentage
would alleviate some of this problem.
The problem with this situation is that isn’t just
an academic argument for assessment theorists.
Exams and their results impact on the lives of
teachers and pupils to a quite horrifying extent.
For the former, particularly those working in
schools in disadvantaged areas, their jobs might
be dependent on examination outcomes. Gone
are the days, quite rightly, when teachers could
address the proverbial front row of their class
and shrug their shoulders if the rest chose to
idle their schooldays away. However, now the
accountability system has gone too far the
other way and senior leaders in school quite
literally fear for their jobs should the fates, and
overwhelmingly complex factors beyond their
control, conspire to prevent their school from
making their floor targets. So, school curricula
are narrowed, interventions become more and
more frequent and anxieties abound when every
examination season approaches.
How about the children? Well, there is no denying
that exam results have a significant impact on
their lives on many levels. For some, it is the
passport to the top universities and lives of success
and affluence; for others, they are a measure of
diligence and co-operation at school which means

Kieran McLaughlin

they are likely to be good employees in jobs that
may otherwise be intellectually undemanding. In
most cases, however, the occupation that is the
ultimate goal has little to do the with the actual
content learned in school.
This is the other great unspoken tension in the
schooling system. We want pupils to study things
such as History, English Literature or Physics
because we believe it is good for them – the best
that has been thought or said. However, we want
them to do well in their History or English exams
because then they will go on to get the best
university places or the best jobs.
If you ask an employer what skills they deem
desirable in graduates however, they are unlikely
to mention a deep understanding of the causes of
the First World War or the how space and time are
related in relativity theory. Employers generally

say they want soft skills – creative thinking,
the ability to work in a team, self-reliance and
reliability. The first sift in most recruitment
processes, though, is a brutal rejection of
qualifications which aren’t considered to be good
enough.
What would really be interesting, and some bluechip companies are moving in the direction of
this, would be for employers to put their money
where their mouth is and evaluate applicants for
jobs in other ways. It isn’t easy, but spending time
with candidates and evaluating their suitability
for the job, as opposed to relying on their ability
to cram for exams which in no way mirror the
day to day life of employment, would be a much
more useful and egalitarian means of assessing
people’s potential for the everchanging world of
21st century employment.

For further information about Durham School, or to arrange a visit, call 0191 731 9270, email admissions@durhamschool.co.uk
or visit www.durhamschool.co.uk
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SCHOOL’S OUT FOR SUMMER
By Simone Niblock, Headteacher, Durham High School for Girls

At the final school assembly in July, I felt the urge to sing a verse of Madonna’s ‘Holiday’.
Thankfully, I resisted temptation, although I did warble ‘E Viva Espana’ in the privacy of my office
later- guess where I am holidaying this year?
My euphoria stemmed from that sense of liberation I invariably have
at the end of the school academic year: I love my job and have been
in the teaching profession for 27 years, but nothing matches the
feeling of the last day of term, with the promise that the summer
holidays hold.
As an avid bibliophile, I curate a number of books each year that I am
going to read, and I also plan how I am going to improve on my fitness
levels by upping the exercise I do each day of the holidays. Moreover
each year, without fail, I plot how I am going to write the novel to bring
me the fame that has eluded me thus far.
In reality, my targets are never fully realised, although I do manage to
binge-read books until my eye muscles ache. My fitness plans last for
about three weeks, and the novel never really gets started, although I
possess dozens of notebooks with embryonic plotlines. Anyway, despite
my initial exhilaration, come August 1st, I start to long for the new
school year. Trips to Paperchase to buy colour-coordinated stationery
become both compulsory and compulsive. By the A Level results days, I
am counting down to September; by the time the GCSEs are published,
I am back in full teacher mode and my diary is crammed with future
appointments. On the first day of term, I am brimming with zeal and
eager to embrace the opportunities that a new academic year brings.

Simone Niblock

I have no idea what I will do when I actually retire and ‘School’s out
forever’: the rhythms of the school year, have, by and large, utterly
dominated my life since the age of four. Well, at least I will save a
fortune in Sharpies and rollerballs…

www.dhsfg.org.uk
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ARTS NEWS

SUNDAY FOR SAMMY AND JG WINDOWS TEAM UP
FOR 20TH ANNIVERSARY SHOW
Sunday for Sammy and JG Windows have
announced a sponsorship deal for the 20th
Anniversary show in February 2020. JG Windows,
the North East's best known and biggest music
store, have teamed up with the region's most
famous show-biz charity Sunday for Sammy to
help the next generation of regional performers.
The Sunday for Sammy Trust raises funds via it's
biennial shows and the subsequent DVD's to
assist performers at the outset of their career to
get a foothold in the entertainment business. JG
Windows has long been the main stockist of

Sunday for Sammy DVD's so there is already a
strong synergy between the two operations.
Ray Laidlaw, who produces the Sunday for Sammy
shows, commented: “The last Sammy DVD hit No3
in the UK charts and most of those sales were
via Windows stores. The addition of a £20,000
sponsorship package for the 2020 show has created
an even stronger bond between JG Windows and
Sunday for Sammy.”
The next star-studded Sunday for Sammy show will
be on 23rd February 2020 at the Utilita Arena.

CLAIRVOYANT CAPER
PUTS THE LAUGHTER
INTO AFTERLIFE
A unique North East theatrical production
looks set to do for celebrity psychics what
Alan Partridge did for radio presenters. There’s
Someone Coming Through is an affectionate
look at what happens to famous clairvoyants
when the entity they most need to reach is the
ghost of their own career.

ACCLAIMED BROADWAY PRODUCTION LES
MISÉRABLES HEADS TO NEWCASTLE THEATRE ROYAL

Written by Sunderland playwright Lee Stewart,
the production takes the form of an actual, semiserious clairvoyancy evening in which the audience
is part of the show.

The lead character of Jean Valjean will be played by Killian Donnelly, who is currently thrilling audiences in
the role in the West End production. Prior to his run in Les Misérables, he played the role of Charlie Price in
Kinky Boots on Broadway, for which he was nominated for an Olivier Award.

Darlington-based actor Michael Luke (Coronation
Street, Emmerdale) assumes the persona of
fictional psychic legend Neville Vaughan, a man still
living off the glory of his nineties heyday. However,
the size and quality of the venues Neville has been
performing in has slowly dwindled since then and
he’s now at the point of asking himself where it all
went wrong.

Director Cameron Mackintosh said: “When I announced the first UK tour of Les Misérables for ten years, I
was really delighted that Killian said to me that he would like to continue playing Jean Valjean. No stranger
to the original production, his passionate take on the role will be even greater in the thrilling staging of my
new production.”

While researching the show’s creation, the cast
visited real spiritualist venues across the North
East. It gave them a respect for spiritualism, which
they hope is reflected in the show.

Joining Killian Donnelly will be Nic Greenshields as Javert, Katie Hall as Fantine, Harry Apps as Marius, Tegan
Bannister as Eponine and Bronwen Hanson as Cosette.

There’s Someone Coming Through will play at
Northern Stage this year (31 Oct – 1 Nov), with
a special warm up show at Washington Arts Centre
on 26 Oct.

The internationally celebrated Boublil and Schönberg musical Les Misérables will come to Newcastle
Theatre Royal next month (Thu 15 Aug – Sat 5 Oct 2019) as part of its first UK tour in almost a decade.

Based on Victor Hugo’s classic novel, the show’s magnificent score includes the songs ‘I Dreamed a Dream’,
‘On My Own’, ‘Do You Hear the People Sing? and many more.

SUNDAY, 23RD FEBRUARY 2020
UTILITA ARENA NEWCASTLE (MATINEE & EVENING)

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
VISIT SUNDAYFORSAMMY.ORG FOR MORE INFO
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Blagdon
Gallery
Blagdon Gallery

An Exhibition of New Original Paintings by
An ExhibitionEdwin
of New
Original Paintings by
Blackburn
Blackburn
PreviewEdwin
Sunday
1st September
Exhibition continues
daily
throughout
September & October
Preview
Sunday
1st September
Exhibition continues daily throughout September & October

Blagdon Gallery, Milkhope Centre, Berwick Hill Road, Newcastle upon Tyne NE13 6DA
e: hello@blagdongallery.co.uk t: 01670 789 944
www.blagdongallery.co.uk
Blagdon Gallery, Milkhope Centre,
Berwick Hill Road, Newcastle upon Tyne NE13 6DA
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SOPHIA
STOVALL
Development Department
Tyne & Wear Archives & Museums

What were your career ambitions
growing up?
I had and still have a wide range of interests, so it
was quite varied. As a child I wanted to be a vet,
mid-teens a fashion designer and then an historical
television presenter.
Tell us about your current role?
In my role as Head of Development at Tyne & Wear
Archives & Museums (TWAM) I oversee all aspects
of fundraising. I’m currently tasked with expanding
our supporter base to ensure the continuing
success of our 9 museums, galleries, heritage sites
as well as the archives and festivals we coordinate
and facilitate across the region.
What is your proudest business
achievement?
Any achievement has never been managed by me
alone, but I have been very proud to work on a
number of outstanding and worthy initiatives such
as securing the Staffordshire Hoard for the nation
while with the Art Fund; being part of the team to
create the new museum Open Treasure at Durham
Cathedral and to have the opportunity to join
TWAM at this interesting time.
How has your industry changed in
the last decade?
Where to begin. Technology and innovation
continues to play a key role in shaping and shifting
cultural engagement – through new forms of
artistic expression, engagement opportunities, AR,
VR & expanding the borders of museums. A key
area of focus is funding and the cultural sector has
had to adopt more creative as well as commercial

Sophia Stovall

approaches to traditional income streams. While
this is a real challenge there is great opportunity
to build truly unique and long lasting relationships
by matching business and individual interests and
needs with the expertise of our teams, diversity of
collections and range of activities.
What are you currently working on?
There are some really exciting opportunities for
TWAM on the horizon, as well as for the region.
Bringing great experiences to the region and our
visitors through our programming is a key area of
focus, such as Dippy at the Great North Museum:
Hancock as well as TWAM curated exhibitions such
as Enchanted Interior at the Laing Art Gallery.
Tell us about your team?
I am incredibly lucky to have the support of the
Development Team, who are all working towards
ensuring the long-term sustainability of the
region’s largest museum service and committed to
championing culture across our different income
streams – including membership, visitor donations,
sponsorship, trusts & foundations, Gift Aid and
legacies. Alongside other activity Nigel Merriman is
responsible for business partnership and together
we are looking for ways in which we can connect
businesses to the impact we have on our 1.4 million
visitors, over 85% of whom are based locally to the
North East and who can access our 9 museums &
archives on the most part for no charge.

What is the best piece of business advice you
have been given?
People follow people, it is all about the relationships
we build.
What advice would you give to your
18 year old self?
Look beyond what you can see.
Who are your heroes inside and outside
of business?
I am a big admirer of Richard Evans, director of
Beamish Museum and the work he has done to
improve and innovate at Europe’s largest outdoor
museum. Equally Gaye Kirby, Durham Cathedral,
for her invaluable insight and support over the
past 5 years. I cannot help but be inspired by the
artist Olafur Eliasson, he is an excellent example of
creating art as a vehicle to voice key issues such as
climate change.
How do you unwind outside of work?
Quiet time with a book in hand or reading the
Sunday paper in peace or, alternatively in good
company enjoying the North East’s culinary or
cultural offerings.
Favourite Book? Any of the Icelandic Sagas - Egils
& Volsunga Saga in particular.
CD? Even split between the ethereal Arstidir and
country charm of Blaze Folley.

sophia.stovall@twmuseums.org.uk www.twmuseums.org.uk @TWAMMuseums @SophiaStovall
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Laus Veneris, 1873-1875 by Edward
Burne Jones © Laing Art Gallery

Dippy the Diplodocus at the
Great North Museum Hancock
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What are you currently working on?
My current focus has been to design a template for
preferred partnerships, redeveloping our corporate
membership offer, which will relaunch as our
business club later this year, and working with
our venue managers to evolve attractive and high
profile sponsorship packages. Our new business
club will offer expertise and experiences in our core
areas of excellence: wellbeing, STEM, volunteering
and archives.
We have a flexible approach to our business
sponsorship package so that we both meet specific
business outcomes whilst also supporting the
museums service. Our sponsorship programme is
typically a customised process based on the needs
of the company and gives the business exposure
to our wide and diverse audiences. As Sophia
mentioned, this audience is large, loyal and local.

NIGEL
MERRIMAN
Development Department
Tyne & Wear Archives & Museums

Tell us about your current role?
I’ve been in my current role at Tyne & Wear Archives
& Museums for 2 ½ years. My recent focus, since
the team was restructured, has been to work with
businesses in a number of ways: to coordinate
sponsorship, business membership, preferred
partners and in-kind sponsors to secure new and
additional revenue. The income we raise goes
directly into preserving our unique collections and
developing programming for our 1.4m audience
across nine venues and archives.

I’m currently working on an exhibition called
Art Deco by the Sea, which is travelling from
the Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts to the Laing
Art Gallery in July 2020 and looking for business
support for the world’s oldest standard guage
locomotive Killingworth Billy at Stephenson
Railway Museum.
What has been your greatest achievement
in your role?
Securing three sponsors for the Great North
Museum: Hancock as one of the hub venues at
the Great Exhibition of the North in 2018. The
Which Way North? exhibition at the museum
told the story of Northern pioneers of innovation,
arts and design. I loved working with HomeGroup,

Nigel Merriman

Podfo bespoke biometrics, Rosedale Advisory & the
Alternative Board who all embodied the spirit of
the exhibition.

For sponsorship and business membership enquiries please contact Nigel Merriman at nigel.merriman@twmuseums.org.uk or
0191 277 2269/07870 393 947

mary ann rogers

S

tep inside the world of
wildlife and colour at mary
Ann Rogers country house
gallery and browse glorious
original paintings, prints, cards
and quirky gifts, surrounded by
the hills, birds and animals that
inspire so much of her work.

West Woodburn Hexham NE48 2SE
Opening hours EVERY Sunday 2-5pm Mon, Tues, Thu, Fri 10am-4pm

www.marogers.com a info@ marogers.com a 01434 270216
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OUT & ABOUT - ROTHESAY & THE ISLE OF BUTE

It’s 16 miles by road from Rhubodach (pronounced “Rubber Duck”) in the north to Kilchattan Bay
in the south. The Isle of Bute has no railways now, and is reached from the north east via Glasgow
and then on the electric suburban line to Wemyss Bay, then ferry.
A gem of a station, Wemyss Bay has a curving
shape leading down to the ferry landing.
Immediately opposite is the highly acclaimed
Seaview restaurant by McCaskie’s who offer a
delicious haggis lunch which I enjoyed during the
wait between the train arriving and Caledonian
MacBrayne’s ferry departing. The ferry takes 35
minutes for the crossing to Rothesay, normally
provided by the two ferries “Argyle” and
“Bute”. Whilst the train service is hourly, that is
insufficient to take the number of vehicles which
fills the ferries, so the mismatch in times allowed
for a pleasant lunch in McCaskie’s.
On arrival at Rothesay, to which through tickets
can be issued from north east stations, gentlemen
can take a pee in the Victorian lavatories on the
quay for 40p. These are a phenomenal concoction
of green and black marbled stoneware, gleaming
copper pipes, and white enamel cisterns with
mosaic floors and decorated tiling. Built to
impress in 1898, the ladies’ toilets are modern and
uninteresting, so ladies are invited to have a peek

into the gents. Rothesay Castle recalls a time when
the Norwegians controlled Bute, and the battles
between them and the Scots until the 1266 Treaty
of Perth confirmed Bute as Scottish.
I walked to my hotel, the Glenburn, a 15 minute
stroll from the ferry terminal along the sea front,
where I was booked in for one night, but this is a
town where a 2-3 night stay would be far better.
Originally a hydropathic hotel dating from 1892,
and more recently owned by Shearings, the hotel is
now privately owned by a Malaysian businessman
who is progressively upgrading the bedrooms
and public areas. The photo shows that Shearings
coaches still call. Approached from a grand set
of stairs or up a roadway, the Glenburn is now
welcoming and comfortable, and although parking
space is restricted this need not worry those of
us travelling by train. I enjoyed dinner, bed and
breakfast courtesy of the hotel, and was impressed
by the friendly service and the lovely view. I hoped
to photograph the ferry passing offshore framed
by the arch at the front door. My series of pictures

as the ferry moved across was ruined by a man
simultaneously moving through the foreground
conversing on his mobile.
An evening trip to Ettrick Bay was enjoyable, a
deserted beach with fine views to the outer islands,
yet served hourly daytime by the excellent West
Coast Motors (WCM). I arrived to find the café just
closed, but the proprietors took pity on me and
made me a take-out coffee to enjoy while I waited
for the next and final bus, observing the site of
Andrew Baird’s first Scottish powered flight of 1910
using an aeroplane he designed and constructed.
But the undoubted highlight of the visit was the
journey on WCM bus 490 south to Mount Stuart,
a stunning 1870s creation of the third Marquess
of Bute, fabulously wealthy (income of £20m a
year in today’s money). Gothic Revival architecture
at its finest, I took many pictures of the interior
of fantastic chapels, bedrooms, even toilets, on
a fascinating guided tour. More time would have
allowed exploration of the grounds, but 24 hours
on Bute was never going to be enough.

www.mountstuart.com www.theglenburnhotel.co.uk www.westcoastmotors.co.uk/timetables/isle-of-bute
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Alex Nelson
(Ticket Guru)

Let nationalrail.com, based at Bishop Auckland station,
help you use the most energy efficient mode of transport,
with new Azuma trains now running on the East Coast Main Line.
Plan and book your travel in the UK and Europe with
nationalrail.com, and get advice on your corporate rail travel
needs from alexnelson@dunelm.org.uk.
National Rail Bishop Auckland Ltd, DL14 7TL

LEISURE NEWS

SALTWATER NETS
FISHMONGER OF THE
YEAR AWARD
Newcastle’s Saltwater Fish Company has been
named Retail Fishmonger of the Year for the
North East 2019.
The stylish, seafood bar and fishmonger, based
within the buzzy Food Hall in Fenwick department
store, won the award at the inaugural English
Independent Retail Awards, held at the Grand Hotel
Gosforth Park, Newcastle. The awards celebrate
the best independent retail operators in the region.
Saltwater is part of chef and North East restaurateur
Terry Laybourne’s 21 Hospitality Group.
On receiving the award, Terry said: “This award is
a reflection of a big team effort that incorporates
a long chain from the fishing and catching at sea,
to preparing within a lively retail space and getting
to the plate.”
Chefs cook the fish with a light touch to showcase
their natural flavours, placing emphasis on the great
seafood that is landed at North Shields, Hartlepool,
Eyemouth and other ports round the UK.

LEISURE DESIGN
SPECIALIST PITCHING
FOR THE BIG TIME
A specialist North East commercial interior
design company is driving forwards after
successfully landing several big projects across
the region.
Newcastle-based Bilateral Design was recently
appointed as the lead concept designers for the
ambitious plans to redevelop a Wallsend golf club
into a 21st century leisure destination.
Plans have been submitted to turn Centurion
Park, home of Wallsend Golf Club, into the home
of the first UK branch of Big Shots, a US concept
which combines traditional golf with family
entertainment and digital activities. The project will
include a two-storey driving range, a reconfigured
18-hole golf course, a training academy with PGAaccredited coaches, a new bar and restaurant, gold
shop and video technology golf games.
The Wallsend Big Shots facility will be the first of 10
such driving ranges planned for the UK by Harrison
Golf and Leisure with each centre following
similar interior design to create a comprehensive
nationwide brand.

NEWCASTLE
MIXOLOGIST VOTED
BEST IN THE UK
A mixologist from Newcastle has been voted the
second best mixologist in the world and top in
the UK in a world-wide gin-making competition.
Joseph Miller, a bartender at Blackfriars Restaurant
on Friars Street in Newcastle, beat 272 mixologists
from 18 countries in the #Brocktail contest
organised by Brockman’s Gin.
Joseph has won an expenses-paid trip of a lifetime
to ‘Tales of the Cocktail’ in New Orleans, an
annual magnet for the bartending profession for
which Joseph is learning more about his trade and
enjoying the sites of New Orleans.
Joseph’s winning cocktail was inspired by the city’s
charity shops and was called Ping’s Obsession.
The idea was forming in Joseph’s head of a fareastern slant to his cocktail competition entry and
he also referenced the 1933 children’s book Ping,
about a little duck that gets lost in the Yangtse
River.

RGS CRICKET TEAM ALL SMILES THANKS TO SPONSORSHIP DEAL
The RGS cricket team has been given a big reason to smile
following news of a sponsorship deal with Queensway Dental.
Members of the 1st X1 are looking forward to another enjoyable
and successful season sporting their new kit, thanks to the generous
donation from the dental surgery which has practices in Jesmond
and Billingham.
The exciting new partnership not only benefits the team but also
allows additional funding to be put into the school’s bursary scheme.
RGS’ first X1 contains the best cricketers aged 15 to 18, with all the
students in the team having played county age group cricket.
Queensway Specialist Orthodontist and Partner, Dr Guy Deeming,
said: “We are delighted to support RGS and feel proud to see our
name on the front of the kit of this successful team. We hope this
relationship can continue to develop and grow in the future.”

“To eat well in England, you should
have breakfast three times a day.”
Somerset Maughan
Breakfast served all day, every day!

23-25 Clayton Road Jesmond Newcastle upon Tyne 0191 212 1123
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WEDDINGS AT MACDONALD LINDEN HALL GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB

Your journey
Begins here
Macdonald Linden Hall Hotel, Golf & Country Club is a traditional country house hotel set within 450
acres of park and woodland in the heart of Northumberland.

The Whirlwind Wedding Package
For those of you who simply cannot wait to be married, we’ve created the perfect Package, that
includes all the essentials for your special day, from £4,500 for 50 day and 100 evening guests.

*Terms & Conditions apply.

For more information and to organise a show round,
call 01670 500 007
or email specialevents.lindenhall@macdonald-hotels.co.uk
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A WINNING SUNDAY LUNCH
By Michael Grahamslaw

Wynyard Hall is one of the North East’s best loved destinations.

Sir John Hall’s sprawling stately pile combines
regal charm with contemporary comfort and
delivers whatever the occasion – be it a spa
retreat, overnight stay or special occasion meal.
Its very own in-house eatery, the Wellington
restaurant, has carved out a fine reputation in
recent years under the leadership of Executive
Head Chef, Michael Penaluna and my Wife Lisa and
I had the pleasure of visiting for a sterling Sunday
lunch.
As I knew from our “Exclusive” business lunches
South of the Tyne, the team at Wynyard Hall have
a commitment to excellent customer service and
this was no different here as we were greeted
cheerily and offered an aperitif in the lounge.
The dining area itself is quite majestic. Walls are
bathed in a brilliant gold whilst high ceilings and
ornate cornicing further contribute to a real “Wow”
factor on arrival. We were seated in a beautiful
window table which boasted views far across the
estate.
Sunday Lunch is something of a tradition at
Wynyard Hall with the restaurant a mix of families

and couples feasting on the freshest seasonal
produce.
Provenance is a top priority with many of the
ingredients grown on site or foraged on the
Wynyard Estate. They also draw upon the highestquality local suppliers who share their passion
for sustainability. As a result, the menu changes
seasonally and is full of hearty, freshly-prepared
dishes.
The devil is in the detail at Wynyard Hall and we
were soon munching on some deliciously fat hunks
of sourdough bread with sea weed butter whist
getting acquainted with a light and easy Pinot Noir.
Starters followed shortly after and we were both
blown away by the taste and presentation. Lisa
chose the pea veloute, a light and bright Summer
starter given further interest by notes of fresh
lemon and coconut yoghurt.
I chose the creamy wild Portobello mushrooms on
(more!) sourdough which had been fried perfectly
in butter and a generous amount of thyme, salt and
pepper.
For mains we were given a choice of three roasts,

namely – beef, lamb and honey roast ham. As it’s
our preferred choice, we both opted for the sirloin
of beef which was tasty and succulent. Naturally,
this was complemented by crispy, ruffled roast
potatoes, seasonal vegetables and a grand Yorkshire
pudding. A jug of “real” gravy (to quote the menu)
completed what was a Sunday roast of the top
echelon.
Totally replete, we swerved dessert in favour of
coffees and homemade Petits Fours but we did file
away a mental note to try the delicious-sounding
Blond Chocolate Cremeaux on our next visit – and
there will be a next time.
Diners who have really indulged can even follow
up their meal with a walk around the estate. Just
a £6 fee will provide access to Wynyard’s extensive
gardens which includes a walled rose garden,
edible garden, wild garden and a 3km woodland
walk. With no particular place to go, we took full
advantage with the leisurely stroll a great means of
working off the hearty Sunday lunch.
From this experience, it’s clear that Wynyard Hall’s
Wellington restaurant is a sage choice whatever
the occasion.

For more information, visit www.wynyardhall.co.uk/dining/sunday-lunch
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Dine the Sardinian Way
4 Courses of Traditional Sardinian Food
£25pp | Every Tuesday | From 5pm
Ask about the sharing option to enjoy the whole
menu and dine in authentic Sardinian style

View the menu on our website
T&Cs apply. Booking Required.

0191 2614415 | sabatinis.co.uk
25 King Street, Quayside, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 3UQ
Management reserve the right to withdraw or decline any offer at any time.
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A MARVELLOUS AFTERNOON AT MATFEN HALL
By Holly Grahamslaw

Following a busy year at university, a relaxing spot of afternoon tea with my Mum was just what I
needed and Matfen Hall proved to be the perfect place.
Situated in the heart of Northumberland, Matfen
Hall offers various amenities, including fine dining
in the elegant library restaurant, light bites in the
airy conservatory bistro and relaxation in the
Aqua Vitae spa. Accommodating for numerous
events including weddings, celebrations and
corporate meetings, on this occasion, we decided
to sample the hotel’s afternoon tea offering and
what a treat it was.
After a warm welcome, we were swiftly ushered
to enjoy our afternoon tea in the hotel’s library
restaurant and were instantly impressed by the
room’s atmosphere. With breath-taking views
overlooking Matfen’s picturesque 27-hole golf
course, the cosy and intimate venue really did
exude comfort and relaxation. Having already
sampled the hotel’s renowned Sunday Lunch
offering, we were keen to try a wholly different
dining experience, with focus on the finest locally
sourced ingredients. Already feeling at home, we
waited with anticipation for the afternoon of
indulgence that was in store.
Served daily from 12 til 4, Matfen Hall takes a
unique and individual approach to traditional

afternoon tea. With classic afternoon tea at only
£18.50 per head, as well as a savoury Gentleman’s
alternative, we decided to push the boat out with
the prosecco afternoon tea. It’s always 5 o’clock
somewhere! The hotel also provides a unique
children’s menu, as well as various spa packages
often including afternoon tea. We were also thrilled
by the accompanying selection of coffees and
loose-leaf teas which, sourced from the renowned
local brand Ringtons, ranged from the classic
English Breakfast to more adventurous fruity and
herbal blends.
Feeling famished, we were delighted by the arrival
of our food. A platter of finger-cut sandwiches,
various types of scone and a plethora of cakes and
sweet treats formed the line-up.
Opting for the sandwiches first, we devoured an
array of delicious British classics including both
honey roast ham and egg mayonnaise on soft
white bread, as well as tasty cucumber and cream
cheese on a malty wholemeal loaf. Eagerly glugging
our glass of prosecco on the side, we tucked into
the sandwiches with gusto and were soon starting
to feel the taste-buds tingling.

Next up were the heavenly scones and they
certainly hit the spot. With a selection of warm
plain and fruit scones, we fervently spread sweet
homemade jam and rich clotted cream on top.
Although falling notoriously off the summer diet
wagon, this was comfort food at its absolute finest.
Despite feeling replete, we were still greedy to
sample the delectable cake selection. As a chocolate
fanatic, I immediately savoured the chocolate
cheesecake, comprising a luscious layer of creamy
filling slavered on top a digestive crumbly base.
Meanwhile, my Mum tasted the zingy raspberry
& apricot mousse as well as the fruity lemon tart.
Complemented by a spongy ginger cake slice, the
desserts were absolutely exquisite and rounded
off a thoroughly pleasurable afternoon spent at
Maften Hall.
With delicious food and impeccable service
throughout, I can certainly see why afternoon tea
has become a firm favourite amongst customers
at Matfen Hall. Whether you’re a mother and
daughter like us in need of a catch up, or looking
to treat a loved one, afternoon tea at Matfen is not
to be missed.

Matfen Hall can be found at Matfen Hall Hotel Golf and Spa, Matfen Village, NE20 0RH.
For more information visit www.matfenhall.com or call 01661 886500.
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EMIRATES RIVERSIDE
SUNDAY 15TH SEPTEMBER 2019
STANDING - £26.50
SEATING - £29.50
U16S STANDING - £15.00
TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM WWW.DURHAMCRICKET.CO.UK/TICKETS
OR CONTACT THE BOX OFFICE ON 0844 499 4466
GROUP PRICES AVAILABLE CONTACT
MATTY.WILSON@DURHAMCRICKET.CO.UK OR PHONE 07702514091
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L-R: General Manager, Anthony Hunter, Rachel
Barlow, Weddings and Communications Manager,
Wendy Sproul, Head of Weddings & Events and Lynn
Sanderson, Corporate Sales & Marketing Manager

TWO TOP ACCOLADES FOR ELLINGHAM HALL
Ellingham Hall has long been known as being an award-winning wedding venue, but now it
has picked up a major title for its corporate hospitality.
of the Hall and its grounds reflects positively on the
organisations that choose it for their events.”

When the Hall decided to venture into corporate
hospitality late last summer, the team focused
on delivering the same high quality standards of
customer care that it was already renowned for
in the weddings industry.

While the team at Ellingham Hall were admiring
their certificate, they were given another Highly
Commended award – this time in the Countryside
Wedding Venue of the Year title at the National
Weddings Awards.

That effort has paid off a lot more quickly than
expected as the Hall has been given a top accolade
– less than 12 months after it began work in the
sector.

It is the third significant award in 18 months for
Ellingham, which continues to impress bridal
parties across the region.

The palatial country house has been Highly
Commended in the national Corporate and
Hospitality Show Awards in the category of Best
Independent Hotel/Venue.

Wedding Marketing and Communications Manager,
Rachel Barlow, said: “We’re extremely proud to be
named highly commended in this category. It’s a
real achievement and a testament to the countless
hours our weddings team puts into making each
and every wedding experience special.”

Awards judges recognised that the Hall had really
pulled out all the stops. The fact businesses and
other organisations can exclusively use every one
of its eight acres of stunning grounds, as well as the
entire hall for their events, also helped Ellingham
Hall stand out.

Ellingham Hall’s General Manager, Anthony
Hunter, explained that to be given accolades in
national competitions was a real achievement for
a relatively small team.

The Hall was the only North East venue to be
shortlisted in the awards and faced competition
from many large and well known venues.
Corporate Sales and Marketing Manager Lynn
Sanderson – who helped shape the corporate
hospitality offering ahead of its launch – was
thrilled when the announcement was made at a
ceremony in Leeds in June.
She said: “We’ve put in real effort to stand out in
corporate hospitality. The venue only launched in
the corporate sector late last summer, so to be

recognised in such a short space of time is a great
achievement for our team. We were honoured to
be recognised on such a national scale.
“Our aim was always to offer something very
different to businesses so that the grand backdrop
www.ellingham-hall.co.uk
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He said: “It’s always fantastic to be recognised by
our peers for our hard work. We keep on proving
how good our attention to detail is when it comes
to weddings, which is now extending to corporate
hospitality. It’s amazing how quickly we have made
an impact in that sector in less than a year.
“Unlike large venues that have separate teams, we
all pull together as a family here at Ellingham Hall,
and I’m convinced that is what is getting us the
recognition our team deserves.”

AVAI L AB LE TO B O O K N OW

A SPRINKLE
OF MAGIC THIS
CHRISTMAS

ENJOY DELICIOUS FESTIVE
SPECIALS AND CLASSIC
MARCO PIERRE WHITE DISHES

TO BOOK NOW, VISIT:
M P W R E S TAU R A N T S .CO M
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BESPOKE JEWELLERY IS A GEM
Jewellery is very personal, and nothing is more personal than having bespoke jewellery made
for you to your own specification.

That is what Dytham Jewellery Designers
on Front Street in Monkseaton, Whitley Bay,
specialise in.
Andrew Dytham has been working in the jewellery
business for nearly 30 years. He and his team pride
themselves on a bespoke, tailor-made service that
starts with a customer consultation. Jemma leads
the design team and they will provide a selection of
proposals from your own ideas. Dytham Jewellery
Designers provide examples via 3D design or wax
carving called prototypes which allow you to see
a model of what you’re buying before it is made.
“We get the full range of customers. Some
know exactly what they want and often arrive
with some sketches, while others are looking for
guidance.” said Andrew. “It’s down to the design
team to either bring their ideas to life or guide
them through what might be possible,”
As you’d expect, wedding and engagement rings
are a key part of the work undertaken at Dytham’s,
but a new trend is becoming increasingly
important to the business.
“Re-designing jewellery is really popular.” added
Andrew. “As with any fashion, styles come and go
and items of jewellery may not be to the person’s
taste. The temptation is to either sell the jewellery
or put them away and forgotten about.”

They can also produce remembrance jewellery, it’s
a touching and very personal way to remember
a relative or even a cherished pet. A glass stone
is made with ashes from a loved-one set into the
glass which is then incorporated into the design.
Dytham Jewellery Designers also proudly hold a
Fairtrade Licence. FLOCert check for Fairtrade that
a Fairtrade Premium goes back to the community
for projects on top of fair pay for the miners.
The important thing to remember is that Dytham
Jewellery Designers create bespoke jewellery.
They are not your average jewellers. First and
foremost they are creating bespoke jewellery not
selling jewellery you find in high street retailers.
Of course, you can call into their studio in Whitley
Bay and browse through a stunning selection
of jewellery that can be purchased or used as
inspiration for your bespoke piece.
Go to their website, www.dythamjewellery.co.uk,
everything you see in the gallery has been made
by Dytham’s. Looking through the gallery, there
are some magnificent previous commissions.

“A classic example is someone who has inherited
jewellery from a relative. Why not use the metal
and stones to create something new and have all
the sentimental value still there. The customer
having a consultation can decide on a design,
and thanks to the prototypes, see how the stones
would look in the new design.”

You will see on these pages examples of what
Andrew and the team have produced. The best
idea is to book a consultation. You’ll meet the
design team and they’ll guide you through the
process and answer any questions you may have.
If you have a budget in mind, the design team
will work within it. With years of experience and
knowledge, they are able to maximise your budget
for you.

Once the designs have been agreed, Andrew and
his team of jewellers will begin working on the
metal and create a piece that will be totally unique
to the customer.

So, make use of those old jewellery items that
are lying somewhere, create jewellery to help you
remember someone and bring your ideas to life
with bespoke jewellery.

Call into Dytham Jewellery Designers, 15 Front Street, Monkseaton, NE25 8AQ or give them a call on 0191 2531043.
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USE YOUR LOAF AT NE2’S RESTAURANT WEEK
The founders of NE2 Restaurant Week, Peace and Loaf in Jesmond are again running with
their area-controlled offer between the 5-11 August 2019.
As
NE1
Restaurant
Week
concentrates on the city centre
venues in Newcastle, chef and
patron David Coulson decided a
few years ago to run the special
restaurant deal for visitors of the
Jesmond food scene.
Since Peace and Loaf started the
NE2 Restaurant Week, other out-ofcity based establishments have also
come on board, and now locals and
visitors alike flock to the Jesmond
hospitality scene, to make the most
of the exceptional restaurant offers
available.
This year is no exception and Peace
and Loaf’s 2-course lunch or earlyevening dinner offer is the same price
as previous years, just £15 per person.
3-course lunch is just £20, whilst the
two and three course dinner offer is
just £20 and £30 respectively. The
offer is available Monday through
to Saturday during NE2 Restaurant
Week; however, booking is advised as
they fill up quickly.
If fine dining is your bag, and you also love a bargain, then don’t leave your reservation to chance, call the Peace and Loaf booking line
now on 0191 281 5222 or visit their website to book on-line at www.peaceandloaf.co.uk.

Jewellery as individual as you are
Offering truly unique bespoke
jewellery with modern design
and traditional craftsmanship,
tailored to perfection.
Design appointments are
completely free and can be
booked through our website
www.dythamjewellery.co.uk/
consultation

WWW.DYTHAMJEWELLERY.CO.UK

0191 253 1043 | info@dythamjewellery.co.uk | 15 Front Street, Monkseaton, Whitley Bay, NE25 8AQ
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MAKE YOUR HOME WITH MABEL & WILF
When Lyndsay Jordan decided that sitting behind a desk in an office was something she could bear no longer, it
was one of those moments we all dream about. She left her job and decided to do her own thing.

“I’ve always had a passion for home and
lifestyle accessories so, when the opportunity
came along, I took a deep breath, left the job I’d
been doing for the past 20 years and set up my
own business to offer customers a wide range
of items that are totally different from what
you find on the High Street,” said Lyndsay. “I
visited trade fairs and selected a small number
of UK suppliers who were offering stylish,
creative, inspiring and, yes, sometimes rather
quirky items which would look great in people’s
homes. Twelve months later, I now have a
complete range which gives customers a wide
and varied choice of styles and prices.”
You’ll find her full range on a website called
www.mabelandwilf.co.uk, why Mabel & Wilf?
“I was trying to think of a name that would make
my business stand out. I remember taking my
two dogs for a walk…they’re two whippets called
Mabel and Wilf…and suddenly thought, why not
use their names? Consequently, the Mabel & Wilf
accessories company was born.”
The best idea is to go onto Lyndsay’s site and
have a flick through what’s on offer. Some of the

articles are one-off products; others are bespoke
and produced to your specification. For example,
the vintage playing card name plates can be made
to say whatever message you fancy.
The website is simple to use. There are drop-down
boxes which take you through her collections.
You’ll find lighting, kitchen cutlery and glassware,
vintage items, gifts and home accessories which
includes a huge selection of vases, mirrors, clocks,
candles and candle holders, coasters, planters and
some stunning decorative articles. Simply click on
what you fancy and you will find the familiar route
to either continue shopping or head to checkout.
Pay the amount, fill in your contact details…and
sit back and wait for your delivery to arrive.
Mabel & Wilf is growing fast and Lyndsay is
diversifying into supplying items to hotels and
restaurants. In fact, if you pop into Leonard’s
Coffee House on Fowler’s Yard in Durham
(just behind Silver Street), you’ll see several of
Lyndsay’s accessories on display. They’re all for
sale. Every 4-6 weeks you’ll find the Mabel & Wilf
pop-up shop within Leonard’s, showcasing a larger
selection of Lyndsay’s pieces (coffee, cake and the
www.mabelandwilf.co.uk
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chance to shop – perfect!). Keep an eye on her
social media channels for details of the next popup event.
If you want some advice on how to make your
home, hotel or business look different and very
funky, Lyndsay is happy to call in and offer some
suggestions.
The best idea is to go onto www.mabelandwilf.
co.uk and enjoy flicking through the pages to see
what is available. If you want to avoid having an
item from a High Street chain that loads of people
have already got, you will be in Heaven.
Lyndsay Jordan decided to do something different.
Now you can too. Go onto Mabel & Wilf and see
how you can add some unique style into your
home or business with the click of a button.
As well as Lyndsay’s online site and display at
Leonard’s Coffee Shop in Durham City, you’ll
also find Mabel & Wilf at Northern Quarters
Interiors Festival – Biscuit Factory, Newcastle
(26th October ’19), Living North Christmas Fair
– Kingston Park, Newcastle (7-10 November ’19)
and the County Living Christmas Fair – Harrogate
International Centre (5-8 December ’19).

WE CATER TO YOUR
EVERY NEED...
We are a family owned and managed company who
together have over 25 years in the catering and
manufacturing industry. Our hands on experience in
the outdoor catering sector gives us great insight into
the every changing needs of the mobile caterer.
We take time to listen to your needs and always go the extra
mile to meet them. Your unit will be unique to you, visually and
functionally. We will do all we can to help you stand out from
the crowd and give you a head start in making your business a
successful one.
We employ a loyal team of craftsmen who have many years of
experience between them and our attention to detail is such
that we see clients return to us time and time again. We
manufacture bespoke catering units using high quality
materials to a very high standard, at competitive prices.

Our customers include: • Apartment group
• Ramside event catering • Angel of Corbridge
• Longhorns ...to name a few!

CATERING UNITS

For further information contact CateringUnits.co.uk

Unit 28, Team Valley Business Centre, Team Valley, Gateshead NE11 0QH

Tel: 0845 5195065 Email: info@cateringunits.co.uk

MALDRON HOTEL
NEWCASTLE LAUNCH EVENT
Maldron Hotel Newcastle hosted its official launch
event recently with the Lord Mayor of Newcastle,
Councillor David Cook cutting the ribbon. Located
in the heart of the city, the 4-star Maldron Hotel
Newcastle is the perfect location for a corporate
stay, business meeting or weekend away and a great
addition to the cosmopolitan and sophisticated city.
Owned and operated by Dalata Hotel Group Plc.,
Ireland’s largest hotel group, Maldron Hotel Newcastle
is a modern and stylish venue, ideal for leisure as well
as business, with an impressive 265 rooms available.
Guests on the night were treated to a selection of
food and drink alongside a variety of entertainment
including caricaturist Paul Slattery, magician Ryan
Phelps as well as Sophistrio, provided by AMV Music.
This is the first of several Maldron hotel openings
planned for the UK as part of a multi-million-pound
investment throughout the Maldron Hotel network.
The Dalata Hotel Group has unrivalled expertise in
hospitality and already operates several Clayton
Hotels in the UK, three in London, Cardiff, Leeds,
Birmingham, Belfast and Manchester Airport.

A NEW PARKING EXPERIENCE
Premium Meet & Greet now at Your Airport

• CLOSE TO CHECK-IN
• STYLISH RECEPTION AREA
• CONVENIENT KEY DROP

USE CODE PREM10 FOR 10% OFF
Pre-book online at
newcastleairport.com
call airport parking on 0191 214 44 44,
or download our NCL Airport App:
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LUXURY GLAMPING AT
THE PRIVATE HILL
By Michael Grahamslaw

As you may have gathered from previous reviews, my wife Lisa and I are a
duo fond of our home comforts. That’s not to say however that we aren’t
open to new experiences and our visit to The Private Hill proved
an overnight stay like no other.

Set in the breathtakingly beautiful North Yorkshire
Wolds, the Private Hill offers a luxury glamping
experience and is the only development of its kind in
the North of England.

other luxury touches only usually associated with 5
star hotel stays. Children have a swinging cocoon bed
for under 8’s and older children can sleep in a double
sofa bed.

Accommodation is provided in Geodesic Domes, each
fully-furnished to promote optimum levels of wellbeing
& “cool”.

Each Dome is named after one of the prize winning
Aberdeen Angus cattle, from Thrussendale Farm, where
The Private Hill is situated. There is a small shop onsite
selling high-end, home baked cakes made by Jane and
many other delicacies from local suppliers.

Only recently has the site been declared officially open.
I pitched up with my Wife Lisa to the launch night to
review this totally unique experience for Northern
Insight readers.
The Private Hill is situated in Acklam, North Yorkshire
so is perfectly placed to explore the many jewels the
area has to offer. York, Whitby and Scarborough are all
within close proximity not to mention a host of other
local attractions.
The development is ideal for countryside lovers who
also appreciate the finer things in life, as each of the
domes is complete with mains power, running water
and full en-suite shower rooms with flushing toilet.
The luxury doesn’t end there as each dome is decked
out to an indulgent level, with superking sized beds
(or two large twins), super comfortable bedding with
choice of pillows, along with a woodburning stove,
firepit and a stocked minibar, making it the ideal break
for romance, families, celebrations, hideaways, retreats
and many more.
Each dome comes complete with a small kitchenette,
Nespresso coffee machine, Sonos music and many
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Whilst guests are free to prepare an evening meal
in their dome, there are also a number of fine local
eateries which offer plenty of choice.
During the day, there is also a large reception dome,
known as Jane’s Dome, which offers sumptuous
breakfasts, light lunches, afternoon tea, evening
canapés and cocktails. Jane’s Dome boast stunning
views of over 60 miles of the surrounding North
Yorkshire countryside and a soft seating area perfect
for relaxing after a day sight- seeing or walking.
Jane’s Dome stands as the development’s social hub
and welcomes a mix of locals, walkers and cyclists on
a daily basis, offering a taste of farm life to a wider
audience.
Here we enjoyed a wholesome North Yorkshire
breakfast the following morning, before setting off back
home to our base in the North East.
The Private Hill is available for corporate and charity
events, family and group bookings, or idyllic breaks for
couples and small families.
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For more information, visit www.theprivatehill.co.uk
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BEADNELL TOWERS
HOTEL LAUNCH
Beadnell Towers Hotel, Northumberland’s
newest boutique hotel, recently hosted two
launch events to celebrate the completion of an
18-month project to renovate the building and
the opening of the Hotel and the Towers Bar,
Kitchen and Terrace.
Locals, business people and those involved in the
substantial renovation were treated to a sample
selection from the locally sourced seasonal menu
available in the Towers Kitchen and Bar all day
and year-round. Guests were also given a tour
of some of the 18 stunning individually designed
rooms in this historic building at the heart of
Beadnell village.
Beadnell Towers www.beadnelltowers.co.uk - 01665 721 211
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NEWCASTLE FALCONS ANSWER COMMUNITY DIY SOS

Newcastle Falcons players and coaches were out and about helping grassroots clubs and charities
as they took part in a pre-season week with a difference.
Last month, the squad and staff were on the tools during the day as they
visited an array of community groups to undertake a wide variety of DIY
tasks.
Trained by professionals from Zara Residential, the Falcons weren’t afraid
to get their hands dirty at 12 different clubs and organisations, who were
selected from the many applications received earlier in the summer.
As the Falcons moved across the region they got to grips with changing
room refurbishments at clubs including Houghton and Percy Park, outfitting
new changing rooms for the women’s team at Winlaton Vulcans and stand
painting and refurbishment at Redcar and Sunderland.
Away from rugby, the team’s services also assisted Dementia Matters in
Brunswick to prepare their gardens for events taking place over the summer
while the North Tyneside Disability Forum were helped in moving to their
new shop premises.
As well as allowing the team to provide important help to the clubs and
organisations they visited, it was also a chance to experience training as

grassroots players do, with pre-season sessions taking place at Kingston Park
on an evening.
The work not only provided tangible benefits to the community but also
offered players and staff an opportunity to bond and lay the foundations for
a successful 2019/20 season.
Flanker John Hardie said “The boys have had five days of community work to
go along with their pre-season programme, so we’ve been training first thing
in the morning, doing a day’s work and then coming back to train again in the
evening,” he said.
“My group was at Percy Park rugby club for the first two days, then a youth
project for one day and to finish we were at Gosforth rugby club.
“To be fair I actually enjoyed it, and as much as it made it a long day it was
actually great to spend so much time in each other’s company, to build that
rapport with some of the new guys and to have a laugh while working hard
at the same time.”

To find out more about their work in the community, visit the Falcons Community Foundation webpage at www.newcastlefalcons.co.uk
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BUSINESS @
NEWCASTLE
FALCONS
NETWORK
BUILD RELATIONSHIPS
DEVELOP
Annual membership for just £140 + VAT
Bi-Monthly Events

Monthly business tips

High profile
guest speakers

Exclusive offers
for business club
members

Brand awareness
opportunities

GET IN TOUCH
E. corporatesales@newcastle-falcons.co.uk
T. 0191 214 2892
W. www.newcastlefalcons.co.uk
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Langley Castle Hotel
invites you to our

Starry ‘Knights’

Tuesday 19th November 2019 • Aurora Night
A truely stellar collision of history and the stars. Our beautiful Castle lies beneath the world
renowned Northumbrian dark skies. This out of this world experience will combine fine food and
luxurious accommodation with a visit to the world famous Kielder Observatory where you will
enjoy an evening all about the stars.
Aurora Nights are all about learning the science behind this rare, beautiful phenomenon; what is
it, where does it come from and where do the colours come from? You'll also be armed with the
knowledge to know when the Northern Lights are happening and how to find the best locations
locally to try to see them. You'll be given a tour of the observatory and the equipment and the
experienced team will explain how it all works, and if the skies are clear you’ll be peering deep into
the universe, both through telescopes and with the naked eye on the viewing decks.

The package includes:
1 Night Accommodation in a CastleView Room
3-Course meal with coffee • Travel to and from the observatory in a luxury coach
Entry into the observatory • Cheeseboard and a snifter upon your return to Langley
Full Northumbrian Breakfast • Battlement Tour

Only:

£295

per room

For more information, visit www.langleycastle.co.uk or call on 01434 688 888

We've got
your festive
season covered!

Christmas & New Year
2019
Langley Castle Hotel, Langley-On-Tyne, Hexham, Northumberland, NE47 5LU. 01434 688888 • www.langleycastle.co.uk

DIAMOND CHARITY
GOLF DAY
Diamond Group recently held its third annual
charity Golf Day at Wearside Golf Club,
Sunderland. This year, 60 of the businesses
clients and partners completed 18 holes to
fundraise for local charity, Learning for Life. Over
£1,250 was raised for the specialist charity that
deliver support services to adults with a diverse
range of complex needs in the County Durham
area. John Burns, MD at Diamond said: “We were
delighted to be able to help a local charity doing
fantastic work and Diamond would like to thank
everyone who took part in the event and for their
generous support and donations”.
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IAIN SKIPPERS ENGLAND TO WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
When Iain Nairn was just 16 months old, the lower part of his right leg was amputated due to a birth
defect. As with most disabilities, you’d never know it judging by the way Iain jogs up the stairs to our
meeting room at his offices in Birtley.
As the meeting gets underway, one things stands
out; it’s hanging on the wall behind his desk. You
can’t miss the framed red shirt with brilliant
white printing on it. The word at the top says
‘Nairn’; below it is a number 2; below the number
is another word….’England’.
Iain Nairn is captain of the England Physical
Disability Cricket team and on the 5th of August
he will lead his team out for their first game in the
T20 PD World Championship. Their first match is
against Pakistan, quickly followed the next day by
a match against Bangladesh. England then take
on Zimbabwe on the 7th and, following a day off,
Afghanistan on the 9th. Their final group game
is against India on the 11th before, all being well,
taking part in the semi and the final on August 13th
at Worcestershire County Cricket Club’s New Road
ground. England wrap-up everything on the 15th
with a match against the Rest of the World.
Iain rolls-up his right trouser leg to reveal a carbon
fibre blade that has now become a regular sight
during races at athletics events.
“The 2012 Paralympic Games in London was
probably a turning point for all disabled sportsmen
and women,’ said Iain. “Suddenly there were tens
of thousands of people cheering-on athletes of all
shapes and sizes with the full range of physical and
mental disabilities on show. There are now various
categories of disability, such is the popularity of
sport within the disabled community.”
“The Women’s World Cup is also another example
of how minority sports are becoming mainstream.
Obviously England getting to the semis finals
and having their matches shown on terrestrial,
prime time TV has helped, but a few years ago
it simply wouldn’t have happened. And neither

would the England Physical Disability Cricket team.
Consequently, it’s wonderful to be involved in
something which is starting to flourish.”
Iain debuted in 2014, in only the second bi-lateral
series between Physically Disabled teams, playing
Pakistan in Dubai. It was all very different in
2015 when Iain’s England team played their first
international tournament. The tournament was
organised by the Red Cross in Bangladesh. The
opening game was played in front of fanatical
crowds and the matches were shown live on TV.
It’s estimated that up to 20 million people watched
the games. The opening ceremony was performed
by the Bangladesh Prime Minister. It showed what
disabled cricket could be like.
The thought of the cricketing authorities back home
in England putting something together needed the
rest of the world to develop their games and get
the support of their international cricket boards.
By 2018, England’s PD team played their first
tournament in this country as a precursor to this
year’s event. “This is the largest disability cricket
tournament ever. To have it happen at home shows
the great investment that has been made by the
ECB and it’s great to know that this investment is
now being matched across the globe”
Fast forward to August 5th and Iain will lead his
team out into a ‘proper’ tournament which has
been arranged to coincide with the ICC World Cup
which of course features the senior England team
and the cream of the World’s one-day cricketers.
Iain is no longer the opening batsman; he’s moved
down to either number 4 or 5 where he can get the
scoreboard moving at pace.
Success at this level has taken a while to come Iain’s
way, but don’t for one moment assume that this

isn’t a seriously competitive tournament in August.
Most of the players in the England team have, like
Iain, played a decent level of club cricket. Iain was a
leading player at school and, when he was selected
for Durham County Cricket Club at junior level, he
played in age groups until he was 19. It was only
then that thoughts of being a professional cricketer
came to an end.
The local club cricket scene came to his rescue and
Iain continued to play for Chester le Street, his
home town club, as well as Newcastle Cricket Club,
with both teams playing in the North East Premier
League. “Club cricket kept me playing the sport I
love, albeit with the dream of representing my
Country having gone” Iain says. “Little did I know
what was to come and the ability to live a dream
that many young cricketers have is something that
I’m incredibly proud of.”
The PD T20 tournament is played with exactly the
same rules as those in the first class game. It’s fair
to say that many sceptical people are silenced when
they see the standard of the play and the level of
commitment from the players. A classic example
of commitment was shown when England were
playing Pakistan in Dubai in 2016. Liam Thomas
was chasing a ball and dived to stop a boundary.
He was successful, but his prosthetic leg fell off in
the process. Go on You Tube, you’ll find the video.
“It’s hugely exciting and a real honour to once
again lead the England PD Cricket team, but there’s
something very special about it being in this
country,” adds Iain. “It shows how far we’ve come
in making disability accepted in sport at the highest
level and will hopefully help push things forward,
not only here in the UK but also across the world.”

Iain is an Insolvency Practitioner at Baldwins. T: 0191 4112468 M: 07506700462 www.baldwinsgroup.com
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DON’T PUT ALL YOUR EGGS IN ONE BASKET WHEN IT
COMES TO BACK PAIN!
By Claire Hawes

Although this article is written by an osteopath, there was no intended pun between the headline and
the fact that we are often associated with cracking, joints that is – not eggs!

The mobilisation and cavitation of joints
which you often hear people talking about
when you mention treatment by an osteopath
is a very effective approach to help someone
to recover from their back or neck problem,
but it can induce a cold sweat for people
who’s primal urges about someone inducing
a quick movement to their neck. The reality
is that any risks are very small, the benefits
are fast and improve range of motion almost
instantly. However, we do not just ‘crack’
joints! Our repertoire of techniques is actually
substantial, including a range of massage
levels, inhibition, muscle energy and active
release techniques to name a few soft tissue
approaches, but we also mobilise joints and
effect ligaments, trigger points and blood
perfusion as well.
We do not help everybody though, as not
everyone needs the same treatment, and with
all types of treatment, your practitioner and the
approach they use will determine how well you
do. So there are times when a person will need
a more active participation in their recovery, in

which case sports therapy is an excellent choice.
During a sports therapy session, you will not
only receive soft tissue treatment using a wide
range of techniques such as those listed above,
but also a rehab plan including exercises and
stretches which will aid in your recovery. And
this is very helpful for people whether they
are involved in sports or not – as a lot of our
musculoskeletal problems these days come from
our sedentary lifestyle and poor habits which
cause more physical and emotional strain on the
body.
So how do we come to combat some of these
negative habits we all have to some degree?
With posture problems, the issue generally lies
with a weak core and supporting muscles. We
have muscles which are for moving our bodies
and muscles which are made for holding us
upright – they are different from a physiological
perspective although they may look similar
in composition because they use energy in
different ways. Posture muscles are needed
to exert a steady long-term energy supply
and moving muscles higher energy bursts for

shorter periods of time. The thing is, our posture
muscles get switched off – by our bad posture!
This leads to overreliance on the wrong muscles
– hence burning shoulders and achy lower back,
as well as ligaments and bones holding us up –
not necessarily what they are designed to do.
And this is why I often recommend Pilates to my
clients. They idea behind Pilates is that you get
all your supporting muscles such as your core
switched on and working properly, and this takes
pressure off the spine and other joints – which
you learn to mobilise yourself during a class
too. This means less trips to see your osteopath,
sports therapist or massage therapist – which
is a good thing. However, taking some time for
a treatment is still extremely beneficial to help
keep you functioning optimally as well.
To conclude, when it comes to treatment for
your bad back or neck – choose somewhere you
are not putting all your eggs in one basket –
choice of practitioner is important. And we can
certainly offer this at Back to Balance.

£10 off your initial consultation (osteopathy and sports therapy) when you mention this article. www.back-to-balance.co.uk
01914661441 email: contact@ack-to-balance.co.uk
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A LOCAL PUNJABI FAMILY BRINGING
LOCAL PUNJABI FOOD TO GOSFORTH
Enjoy our menu that’s brimming with unique
and tasty dishes. We are here to challenge your tastebuds
with something a little different, and a little more authentic.
Each dish is designed, created and cooked
with passion for what we do.

We look forward to welcoming you!

25 Station Road | South Gosforth | Newcastle upon Tyne | 0191 2858989 | www.littleindiagosforth.com
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BENEATH THE SKIN
We’ve all been there, investing in products that claim to hydrate, replenish, minimise pores, fight acne,
banish wrinkles… and the rest. But, seriously, have any of these actually worked for you?
What if we told you there’s now such a thing as injectable skincare,
which means that rather than applying your plethora of different
hydrating, tightening and plumping creams, an aesthetician simply
injects them in to your skin for superior penetration and a lasting
effect. It’s not as scary as it sounds, we promise.
As humans, our skin does a fantastic job of creating a barrier against
the outside world, but, for us skincare fanatics, it significantly reduces
the impact of our lotions and potions. Hence, why you will rarely see
visible, fast results from your everyday skincare.
Going beneath the skin, with market leading injectable skincare,
Profhilo, penetrates hyaluronic acid into the skin, which forms a
water-binding layer underneath the skin. The hyaluronic acid also
stimulates the skin to produce more elastin and collagen, giving your
skin the plump, juicy look we all crave. You may be wondering what
makes Profhilo different to traditional dermal fillers, which also use
hyaluronic acid to enhance features, it’s simply that Profhilo doesn’t
change the structure of the face.
Novellus Aesthetics, located in Jesmond and owned by Doctor Steven
Land, is the only clinic in Newcastle which offers this innovative
treatment, as well as Sunekos, another market leading treatment which
injects amino acids, as well as hyaluronic acid, for skin regeneration.
Put simply, the penetration of topical skincare will always fall short
when compared to something that goes under the skin.
If you’d like to know more about injectable skin care, contact Doctor
Land of Novellus Aesthetics.

Doctor Land

www.novellusaesthetics.co.uk 07973204276 1 Benton Terrace, Jesmond, Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE2 1QU

NUFFIELD HEALTH WINS A HAT TRICK AT HEALTH
INVESTOR AWARDS
Tees Hospital, which received its ‘Outstanding’ status in 2017 to become the
group’s most northerly-based outstanding care provider.
Nuffield Health has maintained its focus on continuous quality improvement
and embedding a culture of transparency and learning across the charity. At
the end of 2017, Nuffield Health reorganised and implemented a new Quality
and Assurance team – a statement of how highly Nuffield Health values
quality outcomes and ensuring a clearer, more robust line of governance to
create the ‘voice of assurance’ at an executive level.
Lesley Lock, Hospital Director at Nuffield Health Tees Hospital, commented:
“Receiving the Private Hospital Group of the Year Award for a third time is
further evidence of the quality of service that we strive for at Nuffield Health
Tees Hospital and across the wider hospital group.
Lesley Lock and Matthew Lamb,
Hospital Directors at Nuffield Health
Tees and Newcastle Hospitals.

Nuffield Health has picked up the award for Private Hospital Group of the
Year for the third time at the Health Investor Awards 2019.
The award is designed to recognise outstanding contribution to healthcare
over the past 12 months, through innovation and excellence in healthcare
products and services.
Nuffield Health, which operates state-of-the-art hospitals in Newcastle
and Teesside, differentiates its approach through personalised, connected
services spanning the health and wellbeing continuum. By connecting its
health and wellbeing services, Nuffield Health is pioneering a unique form
of personalised healthcare. 94% of its hospitals have received a ‘good’ or
‘outstanding’ rating from independent regulators, including Nuffield Health

“Tees is one of three hospitals in the group to have been awarded
‘Outstanding’ by the CQC, and the only independent hospital north of Leeds
to have achieved this. Delivering exceptional care is always our first priority
and this was recognised by the judges in awarding this accolade to us.
“We are extremely proud of our team who really do go the extra mile – it is
a fantastic achievement and one which we are all committed to maintaining
in the future.”
Matthew Lamb, Hospital Director at Nuffield Health Newcastle Hospital,
added: “We are overwhelmed to have been named the Private Hospital
Group of the Year yet again! As a not-for-profit healthcare provider, we
are constantly investing in improving our services and facilities across the
hospital group. To have this commitment recognised and commended with
this award is an outstanding achievement and is testimony to the dedication
and expertise of our staff and consultants who work tirelessly to ensure that
our patients receive the highest possible quality of care.”

For more information on Nuffield Health hospitals visit www.nuffieldhealth.com/hospitals
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Afternoon Tea
Indulge in a traditional, delicious Afternoon Tea at Horton Grange Country
House Hotel 7 days a week with a sumptuous selection of
sweet & savoury treats!

£19.95 per person

Sunday Lunch
Spend Sunday in style at Horton Grange Country House Hotel enjoying
a delicious Sunday Lunch whilst we take care of the cooking!

£21.95 for 2 courses
Horton Grange Country House Hotel, Berwick Hill Road, Ponteland, Newcastle upon Tyne NE13 6BU
T: (01661) 860686 E: info@hortongrange.co.uk W: www.hortongrange.co.uk

BETFAIR EXCHANGE
NORTHUMBERLAND PLATE DAY
On a glorious afternoon in High Gosforth Park,
Newcastle Racecourse delivered another superb
Plate Day, with exquisite fashion, fantastic
entertainment and top class racing all on show.
On the track, Who Dares Wins won the historic Plate,
but perhaps the standout performance of the day
was that of Invincible Army in the Chipchase Stakes.
Following racing, iconic British ska band Madness put
on a magnificent show to the crowds.
The racecourse would like to extend a huge thank you
to all hospitality guests, racegoers and sponsors for
making this year’s event one to remember.
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A MIGHTY FINE ADVENTURE!

Steve Russell dons his hiking boots for an epic charity trek through Northumberland.
When I signed up for the annual Macmillan
Mighty Hike along the beautiful Northumberland
coastline, I knew I would face some challenges.
After all, twenty-six and a half miles of hiking
is no mean feat for a man whose most vigorous
exercise comes in the form of a passionate, latenight MC Hammer tribute act on the region’s
dance floors. However, little did I realise that
along the way I’d be forced to channel the quiet
courage of the ill-fated 8th Century monks
of Lindisfarne. Rather than rampaging Vikings
though, my own nemesis was a far more sinister
force, and believe me, foes do not come more
formidable than the semi-aquatic cows of
Embleton.
As my weary legs approached the majestic backdrop
of Dunstanburgh Castle, it quickly became obvious
that one of these rock-hopping bovines did not
appreciate the cut of my jib. To the casual observer,
it may have appeared that the animal was simply
a tad peeved that I and my fellow pilgrims had
interrupted its grass-munching, but I know a deadly
battle of wills when I encounter one. Although deep
in crisis, incredibly, I still had the presence of mind

to hide behind my wife - she is a country girl after
all - and the beast soon accepted my inevitable
dominance.
Terrifying livestock encounters aside, the Mighty
Hike was a wonderful experience. From registration
to the day itself, the organisation was superb.
The walk begins at Alnwick Castle, where the
enthusiastic and friendly Macmillan team get you
registered and ready to go. There was a quick chance
to show off our Zumba skills in the musical warm
up (mine are unparalleled as you can imagine) and
then we set off in a swarm of Macmillan green,
through Harry Potter’s schoolyard and into some of
the most gorgeous and unspoiled coastal scenery
Britain has to offer. The complementary catering
kept everyone well-fuelled along the way, with
regular pitstops offering a good variety of snacks
and there were excellent hot buffets at both the
half way point and the finish line at Bamburgh
Castle, where you can also enjoy a celebratory glass
of bubbly.
The event now attracts around 2500 people of all
ages so it really is a challenge everyone can tackle,
although it does involve eight to 12 hours of walking

- depending on your fitness level - so it shouldn’t
be underestimated. It’s wise to heed the training
advice in the pre-event information pack, where
you’ll also find practical advice on items to take
with you on the day, as well as fundraising ideas
(minimum pledge of £250 per person is required).
If you fancy taking on a different route, there is also
a Lake District Mighty Hike and six others in the
series, spanning the length and breadth of Britain.
There’s a great spirit to the day, and unlike charity
runs I’ve completed in the past which tend to
involve a certain degree of solitary misery (plenty
in my case), walking allows more of an opportunity
to share a laugh with your fellow travellers and
offer mutual encouragement when you begin to
feel like extras from The Walking Dead in the last
few miles. There were also plenty of well-wishers
along the route who helped to get us over the line.
Macmillan are a wonderful charity offering
emotional, physical and financial support to those
affected by cancer from the moment of diagnosis,
so why not do something mighty in 2020 and get
involved in this brilliant event.

The Northumberland Coast Macmillan Mighty Hike 2020 will take place on Sat 4th July 2020. More info @ www.macmillan.org.uk
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A GREAT BRITISH PUB
Situated in the charming village of Wylam, Northumberland. We serve proper, tasty and
wholesome pub food, using the best locally sourced ingredients the season has to offer.
Our menu changes daily and our Sunday lunch is delicious.
We are dog-friendly and have a wide selection of beers, ciders and cask ales.
We also have a range of spirits and a fabulous wine list.
Come and relax in a friendly, cosy environment and enjoy our top-class hospitality.
You can also enjoy food and drink in our beautiful beer garden, or why not stay over
in one of our guest bedrooms?

Main Road, Wylam, Northumberland, NE41 8AQ
01661 854 538 ~ www.theshipinnwylam.co.uk

LEISURE INSIGHT

THE DAY IT ALL BEGAN
My love of weddings was ignited way back in the mid 80’s. This is me, aged 5 as a Bridesmaid, this
was the day that influenced my life so significantly. Some of our memories fade or take on different
perspectives as we age, and we meander through our life, but some stay crystal clear as if it only
happened yesterday. This day back in 1984 is one of those memories, so vivid I can almost touch it.

I don’t even need to close my eyes to be transported back to a
room in my Aunt’s childhood home. The atmosphere is electric,
a feeling of pure excitement mixed with trepidation, a sense of
hysteria with too many people in the space and a million things
all going on at once, everyone’s senses on high alert, I could feel
the energy surging through everyone. The noise was thrilling,
a little disturbing for a small girl with a hearing problem but
intoxicating all the same; it made me smile, it made me feel
alive. It was the sound of pure exhilaration. My nose twitches
as the smell of flowers and an abundance of clashing perfumes
tickle at my senses. I chuckle as I remember the vision of yellow,
white, frills, lace, fizzy perms and my Mam’s beautiful face in
amongst, what seemed like, a sea of women. There was another
little Bridesmaid, she was called Shelley, I bumped into her
years later waiting for a bus to my Performing Arts course, she
looked exactly the same, I pictured her in her Bridesmaid dress,
she still wrinkled her nose as she giggled as she had done that
day; we chatted about our shared experience, the day we were
Bridesmaids together, what we were up to now and who we still
knew; it gave way to that warm fuzzy feeling memories of good
times evoke and burnt the flame of my wedding passion further.
I can feel the silk of the dress as I was slipped into it; it was the
second time I had felt euphoric; the first time was on meeting
my baby sister, another of my most vivid memories. As the
floral crown was slipped over my curly hair I felt pretty, for a
little girl it was how I imagined Princesses to feel all the time. As
we all jostled out of the house in a sort of organized madness I
remember catching a glint in the eye of my Aunty; which now I
have the honour of seeing in each of my couple’s; the sparkle of
love, happiness, excitement and the exhilarating expectation of
marriage and a future together; it’s a flash into the soul of another;
again it made me feel so alive. I couldn’t get enough of what was
going on around me, something as I grew I realised was one of my
greatest pleasures; seeing people completely lost in pure bliss. I
absorbed it all. I can’t remember the journey to the church but
walking down the aisle was highly significant, not because of the
act or occasion but at the age 5 years old in that moment I evolved
into the mindset of a ‘wedding planner’!

07751564684
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I couldn’t understand why my Aunty went first then the big
Bridesmaids then us little ones, I couldn’t shake the feeling that
it just wasn’t right, the Bride was the main show, where was the
build-up, the suspense, the crashing of the symbols, surely we
should go first, build the anticipation, then the Bride should enter
to the exploding fireworks of her awaiting guests. As I walked
down the aisle, I noticed the dress on the Bridesmaid I followed
wasn’t sitting right which meant the zip wasn’t correct and this
was caused by the way she was holding her flowers. I spent the
entire time walking down the aisle focused on this tiny detail, I
didn’t notice anything else, can’t remember anything else but I can
still see this image walking down the aisle in front of me. I have
thought about it all my life so as a wedding planner I completely
orchestrate the descend, it is planned out to the minute, each
individual is consulted and every tiny detail checked; I love the
image that was captured of me in action.
I can’t remember the service, but I do remember the party, there
was a huge food fight, one thing is for sure my education in how
to throw a good party started with my family. I played weddings
all the time following this day, dragging my sister in on the act
and practicing my version of a ceremony, ensuring it was perfect.
Fast forward another couple of years to a planning day for another
family wedding, I was chastised for my ‘wedding planner’ in the
making opinion, it was still the 80’s and children still were very
much seen and not heard. I’ll not go into detail but I was told off
and sent out into the garden not wanted; it taught me the need to
be tactful but more importantly it was the first string in my bow
with regards managing emotions and the expectations of a whole
family when it comes to planning their most precious of days.
The memory of that first wedding is with me with each and
everyone of my clients. All those feelings, all the emotions that
were conjured, my senses completely engaged; they all rise with
each individual wedding I have the joy and privilege to plan.
My heart quite literally soars, my skin prickles and again I am
completely alive. I pour all of this into the care and attention of
every single one of my couples. I cry with every Bride/Groom I
send down the aisle and the day I don’t, is the day the chapter
must come to an end.

michelle@mjweddingplanner.co.uk

www.mjweddingplanner.co.uk

The day it all began!

MJ Wedding Planner, 35 years in the making.

Michelle in action, orchestrating the descend.
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Go on...treat yourself
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Facial Treatments

Massage

Waxing

Male Waxing

Manicures & Pedicures

Men’s Facials

Nobody does tanning, beauty treatments (including IPL, Glycolic peels, Lash treatments) and
therapies better than the tream at The Treatment Rooms. To book your appointment call...

0191 276 3076
80 HEATON ROAD, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, NE6 5HL
www.newcastletreatmentrooms.co.uk

Self-pay at Spire
Washington Hospital
Paying for your healthcare is a quick and easy
way to get a fast diagnosis and fast access to
the healthcare you need.
When you come to us you will have an initial
consultation with your chosen specialist to
discuss your condition and treatment pathway.

Spire Washington Hospital also offers
finance options through our carefully
chosen partner Omni Capital Retail
Finance.

They offer a range of payment plans from
0% APR interest free credit over 10
months to higher interest bearing loans
This may be followed by any tests, scans or
at 9.9% APR if you wish to spread your
investigations you may need to help us advise
payments over 12 months or more (up to
how best to proceed. Please note that the initial
60 months).
consultations and any initial tests, scans and
investigations will be charged separately.
The loan can be personalised based on
how much you’d like to pay per month,
If you and your consultant decide that you need
how long you want the payments to be
treatment - we can offer you a single, fixed price
spread over and how much deposit you
so you pay the price you’re given, with no hidden
would like to pay.
charges.

Book to see a consultant today
Search 'Spire Washington Hospital'
Call 0191 4188 687

LEISURE INSIGHT

DON’T BE D
DEFICIENT!
Vitamin D is nicknamed the
sunshine vitamin and is produced
in the body when the sun’s ultra
violet rays come in contact with
your skin. Despite evidence that
it can protect against a range of
conditions, from arthritis to cancer,
there are still more than one in five
people in the UK who are thought
to be vitamin D deficient.

As well as long term issues, there are day to day
problems which can certainly have an impact
on your life such as:
• Suffering from sickness or infections more often
• Fatigue and Tiredness
• Bone and back pain
• Depression
• Impaired wound healing
• Bone loss
• Hair loss.
• Muscle Pain.
Summer is the perfect time to ramp up your body
stores, this can only be done effectively when
the sun hits your skin, so lying in the garden only
exposing your face isn’t going to boost things
quickly, exposing more of your body would be far
more effective.
Of course there are other ways of increasing your
Vitamin D stores, here are a few examples:
Fatty Fish
Salmon, mackerel, herring, trout and kippers are
all brilliant sources of vitamin D. Just half a fillet
of salmon has over 1,000 IU of vitamin D, which
is more than the daily recommended allowance
for a person.
Milk
Research shows a 200ml glass of whole milk
contains at least 100IU of vitamin D, a quarter of
your daily optimum vitamin D intake. Not all milk
products contain this essential vitamin, make sure
you look for fortified varieties.

David Fairlamb

Eggs

Take a supplement

All the Vitamin D in an egg comes from its yolk,
so it’s important to use the whole egg and not
just the whites.
Add mushrooms

There are very few natural food sources of Vitamin
D, therefore one of the easiest ways is to take a
supplement. It is advisable especially during the
winter months to take a supplement. Most health
food shops will stock Vitamin D tablets.

Similar way to humans, certain varieties of
mushrooms can produce vitamin D when exposed
to sunlight. Some studies suggest that including
mushrooms in your diet four times a week may
shoot up your Vitamin D levels. Research has
uncovered that shiitake mushrooms are the best
at mimicking this process.

The latest research may give you another
incentive to keep your Vitamin D levels topped
up. A study presented at the European Society of
Endocrinology showed an important link between
obesity and vitamin D deficiency. The findings
suggested that people who have higher levels
of belly fat could be suffering from vitamin D
deficiency as well.

DAVID’S SUMMING UP
Vitamin D has huge health benefits therefore make sure you
expose more than just your face in the sun this summer. The
more skin you expose the more Vitamin D you will produce.
www.davidfairlambfitness.co.uk
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Barry Speker
COMMENT WITH...

barry.speker@sintons.co.uk

Memories of Super Sunday will remain fresh and
inspiring far into the future. Watching the men in
blue battle with the men in black at Lords on my
iPad, Federer slugging it out with Djokovic on the TV,
and Lewis Hamilton racing to his record sixth British
Grand Prix on the radio, I could not quite squeeze in
the netball.
My enjoyment of the Cricket World Cup was
illuminated by a torrent of WhatsApp messages from
some well-informed members of the Gosforth Curry
Club. These progressed from “Root needs Horse
Whipping for that”, to “We have blown it” followed by
“It was never in doubt” and ”Sir Ben Stokes?”

“
”

...Space is
getting more
crowded...

But in view of the query about the extra run and
whether the batsmen did cross, is it surprising that
the result was not challenged? The traditionally well
mannered New Zealanders would not even consider
doing that - but what if England had been on the end of
that result, or some of the other teams?
Better just to celebrate what was the greatest cricket
match ever.
As for Wimbledon, and Roger Federer losing to
Djokovic in the longest final fifth set ever, will he have
nightmares at losing two Championship points? He is
just too cool for that. Asked for his thoughts about the
memorable match he said “I will try to forget”.
Roger did not lose to Rafa, but Newcastle did lose its
Rafa in typical NUFC fashion. I had already renewed
my two season tickets. Do I never learn even after over
50 years? Memories of the 1969 Intercities Fairs Cup
victory are getting more than wafer thin, particularly
as my PA Alison is still in raptures over her wonderful
Liverpool FC and their SIXTH Champions League win!
She was in despair at the suggestion that Steven
Gerrard would have the temerity to become manager
at St James Park. It was of course a false rumour. Can
Steve Bruce become the Fans’ choice - a new Klopp?
The campaign Labour Against Private Schools(Laps)
uses the hashtag @AbolishEton. It aims to abolish all
private schools and subsume the pupils into the state
system. Labour plans a unified national education
system like the NHS. It pledges free school meals for
all primary schoolchildren (whether they need them or
not), paid for by removing VAT exemption on private
school fees.
The Independent Schools Council has written to
labour councillors for 24 areas which would be hardest
hit by private school closures. For example, Camden
would need an extra £53m a year to fund the extra
pupils from private schools. Oxford Economics reports
that this year British taxpayers were saved around
£3.5billion because of children attending independent
schools.
I may be a proud product of the State system but
acknowledge the excellent education available in the
private sector, attracting many international pupils.
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Increasingly bursaries and scholarships are available to
give wider accessibility for lower income families. For
those who can afford the fees, or strive to do so, our free
society should enable them to spend their own money
on school fees.
Parents such as Dianne Abbot, Seamus Milne, Emily
Thornberry, Shami Chakrabati and many other Labour
luminaries clearly agree when it comes to their own
children - another case of do as I say and not as I do.
Labour persists in its failure to rid itself of its
institutional anti-semitism despite overwhelming
evidence. When will they show resolve or even
intention to deal with the appalling situation?
Their response to the damning evidence on Panorama
of leadership interference in the handling of
complaints and the oppression and bullying of Labour
employees who were forced to sign gagging orders,
was not to apologise. Nor was it to show any credible
commitment to deal with the problem.
Instead they threatened to sue the employees, and
demanded that the BBC remove the Panorama
documentary from iPlayer until it is edited to suit
Labour and an apology is issued by the BBC.
Clearly the leadership is still in denial. And what
hypocrisy from a party which campaigns for all gagging
orders to be outlawed?
Space is getting more crowded. The recent 50th
anniversary of Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin’s moon
walk reminds us of the excitement of the achievement,
followed by disappointment that manned space
exploration came to a halt. Partly this was due to the
USA having won the race over the USSR and also the
immense cost of the project.
Thousands of satellites have been sent into orbit as well
as probes to Mars and other planets; a few hundred
people have visited the International space station.
China and India now have ambitious space plans,
China aspiring to set up a moon base and to establish
mining on asteroids.
President Trump has announced the aim to get
Americans back to the Moon by 2024, as a stepping
stone to Mars, and to create a military Space Force.
NASA has declared America’s space project was
conducted on behalf of all humanity and supports the
idea of space being a place beyond national claims, like
Antarctica (despite the Stars and Stripes flag having
been planted on the Moon staking a claim).
The Outer Space Treaty of 1967 forbids territorial
claims in space but few regard it as binding. Russia and
China rejected the subsequent Moon Treaty in 1969.
A 2015 US Act explicitly supported the idea of space
mining.
Intergalactic law seems to be the specialism of
the future. Should the first building on the moon
be a Lawyers office - The Law Centre of Gravity?
Astronomical fees?

Gosforth Golf Club is often described as being "hidden away in the
leafy suburbs" or "one of the regions hidden gems."
Since its opening in 1906, the course has seen a number of layout
changes and the green keepers are regularly commended for the
excellent "all year round" course conditions.
The course is popular with golfers of all abilities.

Special 2019 Membership Offer
Play Golf 7 days a week for as little as
£568 in your first year (plus EGU fee)

Visitor Offer: 18 holes of golf in a beautiful parkland
setting from £22, from 4pm onwards £16.
Other great deals also available. Call now for details.

admin@gosforthgolfclub.co.uk

KARPET
MILLS

THE NORTH EAST’S

NUMBER ONE
QUALITY CARPET &
FLOORING RETAILER

BESPOKE DESIGN
& PLANNING
FAMOUS LUXURY
BRANDS
TRUSTED EXPERT
ADVICE
SPECIALIST FITTING
SERVICE

Visit us for good old fashioned service, the very
latest products and lowest prices... guaranteed
Kingston Park
8b Airport Ind Est
NE3 2EF
Tel: 0191 271 6576

Gateshead
Tyne Bridge Retail Park
NE8 1EJ
Tel: 0191 478 3049

Hetton-le-Hole
1-5 Market Street
DH5 9DZ
Tel: 0191 526 1770

Hexham
43 Gilesgate
NE46 3QB
Tel: 01434 600 100

www.karpetmills.co.uk

Joel Dickinson,
Director, 6th Generation

Benton - NEW
2a North Tyne Ind Est,
NE12 9SZ
Tel: 0191 259 9662

